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Introduction

DaaidDickensl

Human security is part of the 'new security agenda' which, as Paul Stares

wrote recently, addresses 'any number of issues ranging from civil to ethnic
conflict, environmental degradation, resource scarcity, and uncontrolled mi-
gration to organised crime, drug trafficking, and transnational terrorism'.2
These issues, Yamamoto Tadashi suggests, can hardly be considered 'novel
problems'but their classification as security issues is a relatively new phenom-

enon.3 While the ,new security agenda' may be neither new nor particularly
novel, the issues it covers are important. Human security addresses the impli-
cations of these issues at the level of the individual and community. It has, as

one contributor to this book Amitav Acharya observes 'rekindled the debate

over what security means and how best to achieve it'. while the concept is
contested, academic interpretations tend to fall within a characterisation of the

concept provided by Ramesh Thakur who has written that human security can

be thought of:

Negatively, [when] it refers to freedom from: from want, hunger, attack,

torture, imprisonment without a free and fair trial, discrimination on spurious

grounds, and so on. Positively, it means freedom to: the capacity and opportu-

nity that allows each human being to enjoy life to the fullest without imposing

constraints upon others engaged in the same pursuit. Putting the two to-

gether, human security refers to the quality of life of the people of a society or
polity. Anything which degrades their quality of life - demographic pressures,

diminished access to or stock of resources, and so on - is a security threat.

Conversely, anything which can upgrade their quality of life - economic growth,

improved access to resources, social and political empowerrnent, and so on - is

an enhancement of human security.a

International organisations tend to define human security more tightly. The

United Nations Development Program (UNDP) concept characterises human

secudty as ,freedom from fear and freedom from want'. The UNDP concept has

four essential characteristics. It is defined universally; the components are in-
terdependen| it is best ensured through Prevention rather than interven-
tion l,ater and it is people centred (concerned with both individuals and
communities).

Two governments have sought to explicitly translate human security into
policy and practice. Japan has elevated human security to a foreign policy goal.

From the fipanese perspective human security covers those things that may

'threaten human survival, daily life and dignity' such as envitonmental degra-

dation, human rights violations, transnational crime, drugs, refugees, poverty,
landmines, and infectious diseases such as HIV/AIDS and 'strengthen efforts

to confront these threats'. Japan has backed policy prescription with a serious
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commitment of resources and has established a UN Trust Fund for Human
Secudty. Japan has so far contributed US$84 million to the Trust Fund that has
been used in peace building activities in Kosovo and East Timor as well as
assisting poverty alleviation and infectious disease initiatives.

The Canadian approach is concerned with human insecurity caused by vio'
lent conflict. From this perspective human security is consistent with the col-
lective use of force to guarantee the security of individuals or communities.
This approach to human security provides a rationale for the protection of
civilians in time of war generally and a justification for peace support opera-
tions specifically.s The Canadian approach to human security is concerned
with the 'safety for people both from violent and non-violent threats'. It is the
'freedom from pervasive threats to people's rights, their safety, or even their
lives'. From this foreign policy perspective:

human security is best understood as a shift in perspective or orientation. It is
an alternative way of seeing the world, taking people as its point of reference,
rather than focusing exclusively on the security of territory or governments.
Like other security concepts - national security, economic secrrrity, food secu-
rity - it is about protection. Human secudty entails taking preventive meas-

ures to reduce vulnerability and minimise risk, and taking remedial action
where prevention fails.5

These kinds of interpretations provided the starting place for the delibera-
tions of the 9th Council for Security Cooperation in the Asia-Pacific (CSCAP)
Working Group Meeting on Comprehensive and Cooperative Seorrity in Wel-
lington, New Zealand, on 31 March-2 April 2001. The distinctive feature of the
meeting was the dominance of Asian interpretations of human security. The
leading papers from this conference (along with two papers from the ASEAN-
Institutes for Strategic and International Studies Roundtable held in Kuala
Lumpur in 2001) form the distinctive cast of this book. These papers Eue repre-
sentative of a much larger scholarly effort at work in the Asia-Pacific where
researchers are thinking through what the notion of security means and how it
may be best achieved. It is, as Amitav Acharya writes in the opening essay of
this volume, an effort that goes well beyond past efforts by Asian governments
to redefine their own traditional thinking on security focused on the 'protec-
tion of sovereignty and territorial integrity against military threats'. This still
developing notion has strong roots in the region, whidr, as Acharya suggests,
provides an important 'foundation for promoting a collective human security
agenda'. He adds that the identification of the conceptual common ground
between East and West remains a challenge for both policy makers and schol-
ars concerned with the promotion of human security. This book is certainly
part of that dynamic effort and is a product of Track Two security dialogue
processes that representatively span the diversity of thinking on this issue in
the Asia-Pacific.
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The Papers

Human security is underpinned by liberal institutionalist assumptions, which
perhaps explains its popularity with Western academics' Yet, as Landry Haryo

Subianto writes in his contribution to this book, the bitter Asian colonial expe-

rience in Asia about the real intent of western notions of human security. Is

human security a Trojan horse that seeks to foist Western values upon Asia? Is
it a guise for the West to impose - perhaps with force - its values upon Asian
states that may interpret individual and community rights differently from the

West?

Nor should it be assumed that Western ideals such as democracy mean the

same thing in Asia. Landry Haryo subianto warns that in Indonesia 'the peo-

ple do noLperceive democracy as a long-term process, but rather as a shortcut

io individual freedom'. For this scholar the application of the concept of hu-
man security in the Indonesian context highlights human security threats as

well as the state's limited capacity and capability. In this context the capacity

of civil society is especially important in taking responsibility for services that

central government cannot afford to provide, highlighting problems to govern-
ment and in drawing attention of the international community to hurnan secu-

rity problems on the ground.

This author also introduces to the literature the notion of human security

dilemmas. These dilemmas are the consequence of the worthy and well-mean-
ing activities of international civil society to promote human security in states,

but that in practice make problems worse. Human security dilemmas are most

conunon when the actions of non-governmental organisations or external gov-

ernments provoke conservative or defensive resPonses from central authori-
ties. At the same time the author warns that this does not give governments the

right to employ indefensible rationales simply to shield those responsible for
human security abuses.

What does this mean for human security - especially in Southeast Asia where

there is no agreement on how the concept should be applied? The differences

for instance between Burmese and the Filipino notions of individual rights and

rule of law are probably irreconcilable. Attempts to build a regional aPProach

to human security seem likely to fail as have attempts within ASEAN to reach

agreement on the ASEAN Way and modifications to the strict adherence to the

principle of non-interference. Yet despite the lack of consensus Landry con-

iends that since human security starts from the perspective of the individual
there is at least some agreement that there is a common referent.

other papers take up this theme. Tan see Seng elegantly addresses the prob-

lem caused of securitisation, in which the language of the security is used by

states to legitimise injustices foisted upon citizenry by a state's own security
forces. The problem, he writes, is wider than this. The language of security
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discourse, especially that embedded within the discipline of 'realism', rrl.ay
exdude consideration of issues central to the emancipation and the pursuit of
justice for individuals and communities.

Not all contributors to this book agree with this line of interpretation. Woosang
Kim for instance writes that the concepts that undelpin national security such
as deterrence backed with military force are an essential precondition to hu-
man security in an environment where a state is militarily threatened by an-
other. Successful detenence, and he cites the example of the Republic of Korea-
United States alliance, prevents wars that could kill or wound scores of people,
collapse economies and cause widespread damage. From this perspective the
concepts that underpin real politick, such as balance of power, are precondi-
tions to human security. Without stability there can be no security - either of the
state as an entity or for its citizens whether at the level of the individual or
community.

This said, Shin-wha Lee reminds us, citing the work of R J Rummel of the
University of Hawaii, that approximately 174 million people were killed by
their own governments during the last century. This casualty count is four
times larger than that of people killed in wars during the same period. The case
for human security, she argues, must take account of those in search for food
and survival such as the people of North Korea.

The problem arises where there is an inconsistency between the aclions of
the state and the rights and interests of individuals and communities. This
point is highlighted in most contributions to this book. The value of these pa-
pers lies in their recognition of the human face of security that is often forgotten,
or put aside, as regional and national security questions concerned with the
protection of national sovereignty are addressed. The challenge for policy mak-
ers and practitioners alike is to find some conceptual framework that can bal-
ance the protection of national sovereignty with the security interests of indi-
viduals and communities. This collection of papers provides a range of stimu-
lating thoughts on how this issue can be addressed and these differences may
be reconciled.
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Human Security: What Kind for the Asia-Pacific?l

Amitaa Acharyn

We need to fashion a new concePt of human security that is reflected in the

lives of our people, not in the weaPons of our country.

-Mahbub 
ul Haq2

The idea of 'human security' has rekindled the debate over what 'security'
means and how best to achieve it. Much of this debate concerns the different
ways in which the concept has been defined and pursued by its various na-

tional and transnational advocates. Although presented as a global template
on which to fundamentally recast the security philosophies and policies of
countries to reflect the changing conditions and principles of world order,
human security has also been an instrument of national strategic priorities that
often have strong domestic roots. As such, human security has been presented

variously as a means of reducing the human costs of violent conflict, as a

strategy to enable governments to address basic human needs and offset the

inequities of globalisation, and as a framework for providing social safety nets

to people impoverished and marginalised by sudden and severe economic

crises.

While the different interpretations of human security are not necessarily in-
compatible, they do create Sround for controversy and suspiciorr in multilat-

eral settings. Reconciling the different meanings of, and approaches to, human

security is thus cmcial to any meaningful effort to operationalise the concept

and make it into a Potent instrument of a just and secure world.

For the advocates of human security in the West, a powerftrl challenge to the

idea comes from the 'East' (Asia), a challenge that draws upon the East's tradi-
tional understandings of security, claims of cultural specificity and relative
abundance of illiberal polities. To be sure, Asia hosts some of the strongest

advocates of the human security idea. But the understanding of human secu-

rity now prevalent in much of Asia differs in important respects from its mean-

ing in Cinada and other Western countries. Some Asian governments and

analysts see human security as yet another attempt by the West to impose its

liberal values and political institutions on non-Western societies. Others ques-

tion the alleged newness of the concept, daiming that the emphasis of the human

security idel on a broad range of non-military threats mirrors many regional

governments' earlier, home'grown notion of 'comprehensive securit;/.

This paper argues that human security is a distinctive notion, which
goes *ell-beyond all earlier attempts by Asian government to 'redefine'
and broaden their own traditional understanding of security as protection
of sovereignty and territorial integrity against military threats' At the same
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time, the development of this notion has strong roots within the regiory which
could provide an important foundation for promoting a collective human secu-
rity agenda. To identify a corrmon conceptual ground between the East and the
West remains a challenge for scholars and policy-makers concerned with the
promotion of human security in both arenas.

The paper proceeds in three parts. The first part examines the various
understandings of human security, especially the perceived tension between
'freedom from want'and 'freedom from fear'. This will be followed by an analy-
sis of the similarities and differences between human security and existing
security concepts in the regiory specifically comprehensive security and coop-
erative searity. The extent to which a new idea like human security could find
acceptance in ihe region depends very much on how it resonates *itn 

"rittit 
g

ideas and practices concerning security. Here, human security does pose some
challenges to existing notions, which need to be understood and reconciled if
human security is to advance through national and regional channels in the
region. Finally, the paper looks at the relationship between human security
and humanitarian intervention with a view to assess what kind of multilateral
action might be feasible to promote human security in the region in the event of
most serious dangers to regional order. The paper condudes that promoting
human security as freedom from want, which seems to be the cwrent emphasis
of regional governments, must be supplemented with more effort to develop
human security as freedom from fear.

The Asian Roots of Human Security

Most understandings of human secrrrity hace it to the 1994 Human Develop
ment Report of the United Nations Development Program (UNDP).3 But the
origin of the notion is rooted in debates about the meaning of security that
predated the end of the Cold War. One important source of human securi$r was
the debate over the disarmamentdevelopment nexus that took place in various
UN forums in response to the Cold War arms race.a The work of several inde-
pendent commissions - such as the Brandt Commission, the Bruntland Com-
mission and latterly the Commission on Global Governance - helped shift the
focus of security analysis from national and state security to security for the
people.s This was followed by a growing recognition of non-military threats in
global security debates. The UNDP approach to human development repre-
sented a synthesis between these earlier representations of human security.
While adopting a people-oriented notion of seorrity, it also invoked the 'guns
versus butte/ debate in critiquing states such as India and Pakistan, for spend-
ing too much on military at the expense of development efforts.

The UNDP's work was the result of innovative scholarship by an Asian
scholar, Mahbub ul Haq. It listed seven separate components of human secu-
rity: economic security (assured basic income), food security (physical and
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economic access to food), health security (relative freedom from disease and
infection), environmental security (access to sanitary water supply, clean air
and a non-degraded land system), personal security (security from physical
violence and threats), community security (security of cultural identity) and

political security (protection of basic human rights and freedoms)'6

One of the obvious criticisms of the UNDP definition was that it left the
definition and scope of human security too broad. Defenders of the report,
however, believe that a broad definition is both necessary and desirable given
the wider constituency of the UN. Other definitions of human security linked it
even more explicitly to human rights and humanitarian law. This reflected a

new international dimate malked by changing norlns of state sovereignty with
particular regard to human rights protection.

one critic of the UNDP report was the Canadian Government under the
foreign policy leadership of Lloyd Axworthy.T While acknowledging the re-

port as the source of the 'specific phase' human security, Canada critiqued it
ior focusing too much on threats associated with underdevelopment and ig-
noring ,human insecurity resulting from violent conflict'.8 In the Canadian

view, human security is 'security of the people' and the UN Charter, the Uni-
versal Dedaration of Human Rights and the Geneva Conventions are the 'core

elements' of the doctrine of human security. 'The concept of human security
has increasingly centred on the human costs of violent conflict.'e This under-
standing of human security was shared by a few other like-minded middle
powers, such as Norway, which joined hands with ottawa in establishing a

Hntr,an Security Partnership. The partnership identified a nine-point agenda

of human security focused on land-mines, formation of an International Crimi-
nal Court, human rights, international humanitarian law, women and chil-
dren in armed conflict, small arms proliferation, child soldiers, child labour
and northern cooPeration.ro

A different understanding of human security, predating the Canadian for-
mulation, was developed by Tokyo. In a speech to the 50th anniversry special

session of the UN General Assembly in October 1995, Prime Minister Tomiichi
Murayama advocated human security as a new strategy for the uN. Although
he provided few specifics as to the measures to implement it, fapanese media
repbrts viewed the concept as 'a new approach intended to redefine the con-

cept of security, which so far has been understood largely in terms of indi-
viiual states, as a way of further protecting the security and rights of each

person,. striking a similar tone to the subsequent Canadian formulation, the

editorial viewed human security as a concePtual tool for addressing the grow-
ing incidence of civil conflicts around the world, and the human costs, such as

starvation and genocide, associated with it'll

But official statements by fapan on human security came to reveal important
areas of disagreement with the Canadian formulation.r2 While acknowledging
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that '[tlhere are two basic aspects to human security - freedom from fear and
freedom from want,' the Japanese Foreign Ministry criticised those who 'focus
solely' on the first aspect, and related initiatives sudr as control of small arms
and prosecution of war crimes. While the latter is important:

In |apan's view, however, human searrity is a much broader concept. We
believe that freedom from want is no less critical than freedom from fear. So
long as its objectives are to ensure the survival and dignity of individuals as
human beings, it is necessary to go beyond thinking of human security solely
in terms of protecting human life in conflict situations.

It is tempting to see the divergent perspectives on human security, such as
those held by fapan and Canada, as s)rmptomatic of a familiar schism between
Western liberalism and 'Asian values'. But this would be misleading. Disa-
greements about human secudty are as much West-West and East-East as East-
West. They reflect genuine differences on philosophical and practical grounds.
Broadly stated, the debate about human security concerns the separation of
direct physical violence from 'structural violence'. Astrid Suhrke has advo-
cated a notion of human security that stresses 'vulnerability' as its defining
feature, which in turn is understood with reference to three categories of vic-
tims: those of war and internal conflicf those living at or below subsistence
levels and victims of natural disaster.r3 Dr Sverre Lodgaard of the Norwegian
Institute of International Affairs, on the other hand, has pleaded for a narrower
definition of human security. In his view, human security should not be mixed
with human development. Nor should it be about natural disasters, or 'precari-
ous human conditions' such as hunger, disease and environmental contami-
nation. The key defining criteria of human security is 'vulnerability to physical
violence during conflict'. His rationale for a narrower definition is important to
note. Security concerns arise when the threat of violence is present, but not all
cases of socio-economic disaster lead to violent action; hence they should not
be placed under the rubric of human security. Second, security questions are
always 'political' in the sense that they involve a degree of human agenry and
control. Natural disasters are rarely preventable, they remain outside human
control. Humanitarian aid, on the other hand, is best pursued in a 'depoliticised'
manner, 'cutting clear of political objectives and security concerns', and of-
fered 'under the banner of impartiality and neutrality'. In this sense, 'the con-
cept of human security had better be confined to freedom from fear of. man-nuile
physical violence, also referred to as direct, personal violence.' A broader un-
derstanding of human security as freedom from structural violence will under-
mine the clarity of the notion and make it difficult to develop priorities and
devise effective policy responses.ra

Many countries in Asia have embraced a broader conception of human secu-
rityrs, rather than the Canadian/Norwegian formulation. This accords with
existing conceptions of comprehensive security in Asi+ although there are, as
will be seen later, some important differences between the two. The Japanese
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formulation also renders the concept of human security less controversial for
Asia-Pacific governments suspicious of, and uncomfortable with, the close as-

sociation between human security and human rights promotion and humani-
tarian intervention.

Indeed, the truman need' aspect of human security has been especially sali-

ent in the Asia-Pacific context in the aftermath of the regional economic crisis.
The crisis dramatically increased the incidence of poverty, undermined the
fruits of decades of development, caused widespread political instability (the

most dramatic case being Indonesia) and aggravated economic competition
and inter-state tensions over refugees and illegal migration. It also underscored

the need for good governance (to the extent that corruption, nepotism and
cronyism were blamed for the crisis) and environmentally sustainable devel-
opment (especially in the wake of the forest fires in the region attributed to
reckless development and cormption). Moreover, the crisis underscored the
cmcial need for social safety nets for the poor, something ignored in the heady
days of growth. In fact, a major advocate of human security in Asia, former
Foreign Minister Surin Pitsuan of Thailand, has explicitly linked the concept to
the need for social safety nets in the wake of the regional economic downturn.r6

While Asian governments generally prefer a need-oriented human security
approach differences remain over the extent to which human security should
be defined primarily as such, without incorporating those rights-protective
elements that speak to freedom from fear. Countries such as fapan and Thai-
land do not see the two as being mutually exclusive; in fact, Thailand in its
domestic arena has made a clear attempt to reconcile freedom from want (in the
sense of its stress on social safety nets) with freedom from fear (in the sense of
developing a more rights-protective political system). While human security
must be geared first and foremost to human need, the Thai approach under the

Chuan Leekpai Government at least did not see a contradiction between this
and the safety and dignity of the individual protected through a political sys-

tem geared to human rights and democrary.

A good deal of the controversy about human security today arises from a

perception that the notion, at least in its western usage, reflects the individu-
alistic ethos of liberal democracy. Thus, some understandings of human secu-

rity see it as integral to the West's campaign for human rights and liberal
democracy. This, at least to a certain Asian mindset, conflicts with the old
'Asian approach to human rights' developed in the heydays of the 'universalism
versus cultural relativism' debates about human rights in Asia.

In the early 1990s, in response to a perceived western onslaught on human

rights and democratisation, some Asian governments argued that the defini-
tion and promotion of human rights should be subjected to the different cul-
tural contexts and historical experiences of Asia. Moreover, they championed
the principle of 'non-selectivity', or that human rights should not selectively
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focus on political rights and maintained that the promotion of human rights
should respect the communitarian ethos of Asian societies, founded upon an
allegedly 'society-before -the-self tradition.rT Does the contemporary notion of
human security undermine'non-selectivity' and'communitarian ethic'?

Strictly speaking, human security calls for a shift of security thinking from
state security to security of the people, which include both individuals and
communities. The distinction between 'people' and 'individual' is not unim-
portant. A quick review of recent responses by the international community to
human security challenges shows that they have addressed crisis situations in
whidt the survival and well being of entire societies or communities have been
at risk. Human security protects the existence of entire social groups (induding
children, civilians in a war zone, ethnic minorities, etc) from persecution and
violence. This understanding of human security is eminently compatible with
the alleged communitarian ethos of certain non-Western societies. Governments
seriously believing in the society-above-the-self principle should have good
reason to welcome the notion of human security as a prop to their cause, rather
than as a threat to their belief and approach.

Neither is human security "Western' in the sense that it ignores the issue of
economic rights, or the 'right to developmenf that was once put forward as a
counter to the Western emphasis on political rights during the heydays of the
'Asian view on human rights. The 'development as freedom' perspective of
Amartya Sen (1999), a Nobel l.aureate in economics and a member of the Inter-
national Commission on Human Security, further underscores the cmcial link
between freedom from fear and freedom from want.

While not ignoring the rights of societies and non-political rights, human
security does place a premium on human dignity. No serious advocate of hu-
man security would condone the pursuit of economic and communitarian ap
proaches at the expense of the safety and dignity of individuals and peoples.
The tolerance of human rights violations for the sake of economic development
or social stability should have no place in the human security paradigm.

In short, while differences in the understanding of human security and the
relative emphasis on its key principles persist, these are not totally irreconcilable.
The extent of such reconoliation, and the prospects for human security becoming
the dominant seorrity paradigm in the Asia-Pacific region depends zubstantially
on how human security as an emerging norm interacts with and impacts on
existing beliefs and practices concerning security in the region. The acceptance
and institutionalisation of emerging norrns depend very much on how they reso-
nate with existing norrns and social identities. Thus, any consideration of human
security in the Asia-Pacific must ex€unine its relationship with two prior ideas
which have had a considerable impact on security beliefs and practices in the
region: the ideas of Comprehensive Seorrity and Cooperative Security.
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Human Security, Comprehensive Security and Cooperative Security

At least in terms of a wider sPectrum of security threats, the concept that

comes closest to human security is comprehensive security. The latter can claim

even more of an Asian root, having been developed by Japan. During the Cold

War, several Southeast Asian governments also formulated their own versions
of comprehensive security. Comprehensive security in Japan reflected a con-
cern with economic issues, including the supply of international energy and
food.rs It also reflected Japan's vulnerability to 'maior threats to economic live-
lihood and standard of living of the Japanese people from the denial of access

to markets for |apanese goods, the expropriation of fapanese property and
exclusion of |apanese investment projects abroad, and from a withholding of
vital supplies of goods, materials and services to Japanese enterprises home

and abroad,.le In ASEAN, comprehensive security doctrines similarly focused

on economic insecurities, but added important political dimensions related to
domestic stability and regime survival.

For comparison/ economic and food security are the first two elements of the

UNDP's seven elements of human security. Ironically, few doctrines of com-
prehensive security in Asia have been more comPrehensive than the UNDP's
seven elements. Asian formulations of the concept during the Cold War period
accorded little space to personal, community and political security, the latter in
the sense of protection of basic human rights and freedom. This underscores a

key variation between comprehensive security and human security'

Comprehensive security in Asia-Pacific was a fundamentally statist notion
despite claiming to proffer an alternative to conventional national security.
Moieover, while it went beyond military threats, military defence remained a

core component of comprehensive security. The Japanese idea of comprehen-

sive security was widely criticised for rationalising its defence sPending. Its
strategic rationale was clear from the official Report on Comprehensiae National

security submitted to Prime Minister Zenko suzuki in |uly 1980. The rePort
enumerated six objectives of comprehensive security: (1) closer military and
general cooperation with the US; (2) increasing fapan's own capacity to defend

its own territory; (3) improvement in relations with China and the USSR; (4)

attainment of energy security; (5) achievement of food security; and (6) meas-

ures for coping with maior earthquakes.2o Similarly, comPrehensive security in
various ASEAN member states put a premium on state security. A key varia-
tion, as hinted earlier/ was that unlike in Japan, state security in many ASEAN

countries masked a concern with regime survival and legitimation, reflecting

differences in their domestic political systems. Thts, national resilience in Indo-
nesia represented, among other things, its'military-dominated...regime's quest

for legitimacy and survival in the face of domestic competition for political
power.'2l Though comprehensive security was not used by ASEAN Eovern-
ments to justify higher defence spending in the manner of fapan, achieving
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military strength remained one of its core priorities. Thus, Malaysia's defence
minister proclaimed in 1992 that a comprehensively secure country had 'to be
politically stable, economically strong and resilient...and last, but not the
least...militarily sufficient'.22 Singapore developed its own doctrine of 'Total
Defence', in which several non-military instruments, such as psychological
defence, augmented military deterrence and defensive capabilities as part of
the overall national security strategy. In the case of Indonesia, nntional resilience
consisted of ideological, political, economic, socio-cultural and security-cum-
defence aspects'.4

In an irnportant sense, the efstence of a prior notion of comprehensive secu-
rity facilitates the acceptance of the emerging idea of human security in Asia.
Comprehensive security has laid the groundwork for a security concept that
goes beyond defending against external military threats. But human security is
certainly not new wine in old bottle. Comprehensive security answered to the
question: which threats to state security. The core question of human security is
'whose security'? The political element of comprehensive security focused on
'order/ and 'stability'. Human security, on the other hand, is geared more to
justice and emancipation.2a Thus, an important challenge for regional policy-
makers is to redefine comprehensive security in ways that goes beyond a sim-
ple horiznntal broadening of the threat spectmm, or 'what the state should be
protected from'. To secure greater synergy with human security, the compre-
hensive security framework also needs to be reworked and extended aertically
- 'who should be protected against such threats', with individuals and com-
munities placed at the heart of this extended framework.

Indeed, recent attempts by some of the Asia-Pacific region's think tanks to
reformulate comprehensive security have sought to dilute its statist bias. The
Council for Security Cooperation in Asia-Pacific (CSCAP), a non-goverrunen-
tal grouping that includes both Asian and Western policy think tanks, says
that '...a problem may be regarded as a comprehensive security problem when
it is perceived as threatening, or having the potential to threaten, the security of
the vital interests or core values of the person, the community, or the state'.6
But this effort still falls short, and important ambiguities remain. If the values of
the person conflicts with the values of the state, who prevails? And who de-
fines what the values of the community are?%

Unlike comprehensive security, the idea of cooperative security emerged from
the ashes of the Cold War. It represented an adaptation from the notion of
corunon security developed in Europe through the institutional mechanism of
the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE).2?

Cooperative security stipulates that security should be pursued multilater-
ally based on the principle of inclusiveness. Security policies should promote
reassurance, rather than deterrence. Cooperative security also envisages a broad
agenda of cooperation, encompassing military confidence building, political
dialogue and other forms of functional cooperation.
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In a previous study, David Dewitt and I defined the concept in the following
terms:

There are three principal themes which form the core of cooperative security.

The first is the acceptance and practice of inclusivity, referring both to partici-

pants - the nonlike-minded as well as the like-minded - and to subject matter,
thereby broadening the security discourse beyond direct and traditional mili-
tary threat to encompass non-conventional security challenges such as envi-
ronmental, ecological, and demographic phenomena that can exacerbate in-
ter-state relations and even promote the application of armed force' The sec-

ond is the promotion of 'habits of dialogue' whereby the regional actors ac-

knowledge the long-term benefits of undertaking regular consultations with
the possibilities of establishing more formal and even official decision-making
multilateral meetings on a regular schedule. The third is the premise that many
- perhaps most - questions of security no longer are amenable to unilateral
action but require cooperative approaches across actors within a country and

as well as cross-national and intergovernmental.a

Thus defined, cooperative security repudiates approaches to security that
relies exclusively or predominantly on balance of power mechanisms. It em-

phasises transparency over secrecy and dialogue over confrontation. While a

balance of power approach is ultimately reliant uPon an ability to wage war,
cooperative security relies on techniques and processes of conflict-prevention,
management and resolution. It views security in broader terms than iust de-
fence against military threats, although it does not ignore or minimise the im-
portance of military-related issues in domestic and inter-state relations.

Figure 1: Four Images of Security
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Figure 2: The Evolution of Human Security
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What are the implications of the human secudty idea for the pursuit of coop
erative security in the Asia-Pacific region? Unlike cooperative security, human
security is not an essentially multilqteral notion. Although human security can
be and has been multilaterally pursued, including the UN and potentially
through regional groupings like ASEAN, ARF and APEC, there are aspects of
human security which may undermine the unabashed emphasis of coopera-
tive security on the core multilateral principle of indusiveness'. Unlike coop
erative security, human security is often a vision of the 'like-minded'. While
cooperative security is non-ideological, in certain hands, human security could
become a potent and divisive ideological instrument.

The precursor to cooperative security, the common security idea in Europe,
stressed human rights as an important condition of inter-state confidence within
an inclusive multilateral framework. The CSCE to an unprecedented extent
linked the participation of member states in regional multilateral security co-
operation with their domestic political behaviour. This linkage caused anxie-
ties in the minds of some Asia-Pacific governments about endorsing an OSCE-
like multilateral security arrangement for Asia and was therefore dropped when
cooperative security was adapted from the European common security experi-
ence. As a consequence, the ARF has not developed anything like the CSCE/
OSCE's 'human dimension', which deals with issues related to human rights,
democratisation and self-deterrnination.

Thus, a key challenge for Asia-Pacific policymakers is how to reconcile the
indusiveness principle of cooperative security and the likemindedness criteria
evident in the promotion of human secudty. In the absence of a common ground,
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attempts to push human security could conflict with the work of institutions
whose ostensible goal has been to achieve 'security with the adversary, rather

than against them'.

Human Security and Humanitarian Intervention

Should the promotion of human security allow for collective action even if
such action compromises the doctrine of non-interference in the internal affairs
of states? This has proven to be a most daunting question for the Asia-Pacific

region, perhaps the last bastion of westphalian sovereignty in the contemPo-

rary world order,

Most advocates of human security desire and exPect it to be pursued through
peaceful, diplomatic and non-coercive means, such as the negotiations and
agreement to ban land mines, or the creation of social safety nets. But recent

events, including Asia-Pacific events (East Timor in particular), have demon-

strated that the pursuit of human security in all its aspects cannot be realisti-

cally separated from the question of intervention, especially if our understand-
ing of human security is to emphasise measures that reduce the human costs of
violent conflict, such as genocide, massive refugee flows, and massacres of the

civilian population in the hands of governments and armed BrouPs...

Humanitarian intervention redefines the old interventionist paradigm in
fundamental ways. Old intervention, a major characteristic of the Cold War

order, was rooted in 'geopolitical mind-sets' and interests, induding access to

raw materials, the desire of the superpowers to spread their respective ideolo-
gies and their need to protect their reputation and credibility.2e Humanitarian

intervention on the other hand, repudiates narrow SeoPolitics in favour of
more high-minded objectives.il Most interventions during the Cold War were
closely tied to the national interests of the intervener. Humanitarian interven-
tion as conceived today is deemed warranted even in the absence of any clear

dangers to the national interest.

Countries such as China, Malaysia and others have spoken out against the

concept and practice of humanitarian intervention, especially in the context of
its recent application in Kosovo. But the biggest obstacle to any sort of collective
interventionist action, even in its most diluted, non-coercive, and non-military
form, is the salience of state sovereignty in the region. As the East Timor epi-

sode demonstrated, regional countries are too deferential to the principle of

state sovereignty to seriously contemplate direct and intrusive multilateral ac-

tion through regional institutions even in the face of severest human tragedies.

Much milder forms of regional intervention in Asia-Pacific have been pro-
posed from time to time. Foremost among them were the notions of 'construc-

iive intervention' proposed by Anwar Ibrahim (to deal with internal con-

flicts in weaker regional states such as Cambodia) and the idea of 'flexible
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engagement' mooted by Surin Pitsuan (to deal with the fallout of the regional
economic crisis and the situation in Burma/Mytrnm.u), while they served the
Governments of Malaysia and Thailand respectively.3r The flexible engage-
ment idea, partly inspired by Anwar's 'constructive intervention' proposal,
sought to address those security challenges - including non-traditional secu-
rity issues sudl as drugs and refugees - that are domestic in origin but have a
clear regional or transnational impact. Both concepts maintained a healthy
respect for state sovereignty, requiring the regime's consent as a prerequisite
for collective action. But even these limited initiatives could not be institution-
alised. Asia-Pacific regional institutions, such as ASEAN and the ASEAN Re-
gional Forum remain divided over the issue, with many of their members refus-
ing to depart from established principles and approaches, which put a pre-
mium of the dochine of non-interference.32

ASEAN and the ARF have moved towards even more limited forms of collec-
tive regional action. Such action includes the provision of a diplomatic troika
(as yet untested, despite escalating tensions in Indonesia and on the Thai-
Burmese border) and a regional financial surveillance process by ASEAN, and
the ARF's development of a preventive diplomacy mechanism through the
enhanced role of the ARF chair. But, overall, multilateral approaches to human
security in the Asia-Pacific that require even the mildest form of humanitarian
intervention appear to enjoy little constituency.

Conclusion

The foregoing discussion has identified several obstades to the promotion of
human security in the Asia-Pacific region. These include misgivings that the
notion masks a 'Western' political agenda not suitable, perhaps even detri-
mental, to the region. A second source of scepticism relates to a belief that
existing concepts of security, such as comprehensive security, have addressed
the same range of challenges that are highfighted by the human security frame-
work. A third barrier is the fear that pursuit of human security - with its per-
ceived association with humanitarian intervention - through regional collec-
tive action would undermine state sovereignty and the doctrine of non-interfer-
ence, which continues to be the guiding principle of international relations in
the region.

This paper has shown that some of these concerns are misplaced. Unlike
other security concepts of the post-Cold War era, human seorrity can claim a
significant Asian pedigree. Moreover, the belief that human secruity offers noth-
ing new to a regiory which might have invented the notion of comprehensive
security, is flawed. Human security demands a much more people-centred
approach that the old notion of comprehensive security, which privileged state
and regime security. As such, whether governments in the region shift towards
such a people-oriented approach will depend very much on their domestic
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political agenda; greater democratisation will make the region more receptive
to human security, defined as freedom from fear as much as freedom from
want.

Not all responses to human insecurity require intervention against the sover-

eign state. Collective action is more accePtable when it is viewed as a matter of
pooling sovereignty than diluting it. Concerns with sovereignty are likely to be

strongest, however, when dealing with situations of violent conflict. And it is
precisely in this area that the Asian region urgently needs to develop policies

and resources to respond to threats to human security.

The Canadian approach has been found to have fewer adherents in Asia
than the |apanese perspective. But there is now a real need to view the two
understandings as being complementary and mutually reinforcing. Promoting
human security through a needs-based approach does not negate the case for
pursuing human security as a ways of reducing the costs of violent conflict,
especially in a region where the danger of conflict, both internal and inter-state,

remains very/ very real. There has been increasing Asian acceptance of some of
the measures that ameliorate the human costs of violent conflict, such as the

international norms and agreements concerning land mines, small arms and

child soldiers. But thus far in the Asia-Pacific, freedom from want has out-
weighed freedom from fear in the understanding and promotion of human
security. some Asian governments and analysts were right in criticising the
initial Canadian approach as being too narrow, and in stressing the under-
standing of human security as freedom from want. But they should also bear in
mind that efforts to pursue the latter dimension could not succeed if violent
eruptions of the region's conflict zones were to extract a severe human cost,

which could spill over to their own domestic arenas and immediate neighbour-
hoods. Pursuing freedom from want in the absence of freedom from fear is
bound to be of limited utility.
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Human Security in the Asia-Pacifie Current Trends and
Prospects:

Mely Caballer o- Anthony

The pressing need for human security, the desire for equality and social justice,
and the calls for greater accountability and transparency in the way we man-
age our economy and conduct our politics are challenges that are not confined
to any one nation. They are challenges for the 21"rcenfury.

-SurinPitsuwan,
Former Thai Foreign Minister, July 1998.

Introduction

The quest and promotion of human security has been one of the urgent chal-
lenges confronting the Asia-Pacific region. This is evident from the kind of
interest this concept has drawn and the evolving discourse on this subject,
both of which have gone beyond the confines of the academic community to -
and quite significantly - the official policy circles. This subject has increasingly
also been included in the foreign policy agenda of several states within and
outside the Asia-Pacific region.

A decade ago, human security - both as a concept and as a security concerrt
- did not really have the kind of impact it has today. Several reasons can and
have been cited why this has been so. From the international relations (IR)
perspective, the end of the Cold War has been a significant variable in the shift
in the way security has been conceptualised. With the reconfiguration in the
balance of power among states, the concept of security has been expanded
beyond the conventional notion of military threats to indude non-conventional/
traditional threats. Beyond protection of state borders, security threats now
include issues such as environmental degradation, threats brought about by
pandemic diseases, energy scarcity and many more.

The concern for human security has also emerged due to adverse effects
brought on by globalisation and rapid development of information and com-
munications technology (ICT). With the repercussions of globalisation con-
tinuing to unfold and certain types of threats remaining intractable, concerrt
for human security has been heightened.

However, generally most, if not all would also agree that this renewed inter-
est in human seorrity is to a large extent a response to the massive sufferings of
humanity witnessed globally. The extent of this kind of global human misery
was highlighted by the UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan in his address to
the UN General Assembly in September'1,999 when he said that, 'we leave
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a century of unparalleled suffering and violence'.z These factors are arnong
the many more that explain why human security is indeed at the forefront of
the urgent challenges that must be addressed in the new millennium. Simi-
larly, these factors will continually be cited for as long as the discourse and

interest in human security continues.

It is interesting to note that while human security has been identified as a

major priority in the list of agenda for global action in the new millennium,
paradofcally however, the idea and the extent of this challenge is not fully
understood, particularly in the Asia-Pacific context. In facf the notion of hu-
man security has not only been critiqued as being too broad and vague, but
some IR realists point to the fact that it overloads the security agenda. But

importantly, it has also been controversial. In the Asia-Pacific region, for exam-

ple, human security has been received with mixed responses, from that of em-

pathy and concern to suspicion and fear. As succinctly described by one scholar,
human security is indeed a 'puzzle, Panacea or peril?'3

In fact, as we reflect on the title of this concurrent session - 'Human Security:

What Kind in the Asia-Pacific? What Options?'- we find ourselves in the same

mental mode which would lead us to ask the following questions: are there in
fact different notions of human security? Does the Asia-Pacific region have its

own distinct view of this concePt?'

This paper is an attempt to address the above questions. The first part of this
paper will provide a brief review of the various definitions of human security

ind discuss some of the conceptual problems that have emerged in the under-

standing of this concept. The second part aims to assess the current thinking
on humin security in this region and then address the question of whether the

Asia-Pacific does in fact need to have its own perspective on this subiect'

Human Security: Conceptual Ambiguities

What is human security? And, why the emphasis now? While there is no

doubt that this term has become increasingly popular, human security as a

concept in itself is not necessarily new. As noted in one very recent work on

human security, the first enunciation of this concePt can be traced back to 1955

and a Canadian psychologist's theory on 'individual security'. W.E. Blatz de-

fined individual security as 'all inclusive and all pervasive...compensating
for...vulnerabilities or insecurities'.a But it can also be argued that the enuncia-

tion of the idea was much earlier than this, dating to the time when the United
Nations Declaration on Human Rights was penned in 1945. The declaration
had already underscored the basic tenets of human security.

However, it was not until 1994 that the first major work on the definition of
human security actually began. An in-depth discussion in the 1994 United
Nations Development Program (UNDP) defined the basic concept of human
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security has having four essential characteristics: (1) it is a universal concerni
(2) the components are interdependenU (3) it is best ensured through early
prevention than later intervention; and finally (4) it is people-centred. More
importantlp according to the report, human security has two main aspects. 'It
means, first, safety from such chronic threats as hunger, disease and repres-
sion. And second, it means protection from sudden and hurtful disruptions in
the patterns of daily life - whether in homes, in jobs or in communities.'s Essen-
tially, the UNDP's definition of human security is'freedom from fmr and freedom
from want'.

Furthermore, the UNDP report also identified seven nurin categories of human
security. These are economic security; food seorrity; health security; environmen-
tal security; personal security; community security; and political security.

A more concise definition of human security also emerged around the same
time. At the 1994 Common Security Forum held in Iaparu which was spon-
sored jointly by the University of Harvard and Tokai University, the term 'hu-
man security' was conceptualised as the 'objective - the ultimate ends - of all
security concerns'. It is an end that focuses on 'human suwival, well-being and
freedom'.6 While this definition is quite straightforward, the identification of
human security as the 'ultimate end' dearly delineates the concept of human
security and categorises the other forms of security - e.g., military or economic -
as merely means for achieving the main objectives of human security.

From the above definitions, one can see that the earlier attempts to
operationalise the concept of human security were already beset by concepfual
problems and criticisms. Understandably so since going by the UNDP defini-
tion alone, it appears that unless all facets of this concept are addressed, hu-
man security is not and cannot be realised. Moreover, if one compares the two
definitions, the confusion deepens. While the UNDP schema seeks to identify
seven core elements of human security that are based on human needs, the
other framework (by Chen et al) seeks to delineate the seven core elements as
the means toward achieving 'human security'. Consequently, with its empha-
sis on human security as an 'end' and the other elements as 'means', it raises
the question of whether human security is an end in itself or a means towards
something. The linkages between the two have not dearly been shown.

The Problem of Defining the Scope of Human Secuity

The 'comprehensiveness' of the UNDP schema of human security has drawn
the same criticisms that the concept of 'comprehensive security' got when it
was enunciated and when several studies were being carried out to define
what 'comprehensive security' was. It is beyond the scope of this paper to
substantially dwell on these conceptual complexities, but suffice it to say that
the critiques go back to the fundamental problems of 'securitising! - in this case,
comprehensive security. Essentially, the effect of broadening the definition of
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security and its characteristic inclusiveness had, according to critics, rendered
the word security meaningless.T

The criticisms on the extension of the security concept are particularly rel-

evant in the discussion of the operationalisation of human security as a dis-
tinct concept. This pertains to the question of defining the scope or possible
parameters of human security to avoid the danger of it being drawn into a

morass of labels. Consider the following examples. One of the many definitions
of human security that have emerged from late attemPts to define the 'bases of
lhuman] security as a comprehensive and integrated matrix of needs and rights,

from which all individual and social values can flourish and be optimised'.8 In
fact, most scholarly writings on the same subiect have anyway tended also to
be as comprehensive and inclusive in their definition of human security as

possible. Jorge Nef in his book, Human Security and Mutual Vulnerability: The

Global Political Economy of Deaelopment and Under-dwelopment, Soes even fur-
ther by expanding the discussion of human security by juxtaposing it with the

world system. According to Nef, there are five sub-systems in the world system:

ecology/environment, economy, society, polity and culture. All these sub-sys-

tems are inter-linked in that: for example, the environment and economy are

linked by resources; economy and society are linked by societal forces; society

and polity are linked by brokers and alliances while politics and orlture are

linked by ideology.e From this world system's perspective, human security
cannot but include: personal, environmental and physical security; economic

security; social security induding freedom from discrimination on age, Eender,
ethnicity, religion or social status; political security and cultural security'ro

The other definitions available in the literature more or less aPProximate the

same areas and identify similar issues.rr

To add to the critique and problems of scope in 'securitising' human secu-

rity, Barry Buzan raises the point about deciding (or constihrting) what a hu-
man seorrity threat is. According to Buzan, a discourse that takes the form of
presenting something as an existential threat to a referent obiect does not by
itself make for a securitising move; to him, the issue is only securitised if and

when the audience accepts it. 'If there are no signs of such acceptance, one can

only talk of securitising move, not an object being securitised.'r2 He goes on to

argue that 'whether an issue is a security issue is not something individuals
decide alone...those wishing to promote 'human security' have thus to consti-

tute themselves as securitising actots, and seek to persuade others that their
chosen referent object is threatened and requires priority over and above other

referent objects'.r3

The above discussion on the conceptual ambiguities of human security is
least exhaustive. But certainly as it stands, there has yet to be a consensus on a

universal definition of human security. As pointed out by van Ginkel and
Newman, 'there is not, as yet, agreement upon the social and individual tenets

that constitufe human security."a
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There are, however, significant similarities. Most important of all is the con-
sensus on addressing the salient question, security for whom? Notwithstand-
ing the varying definitions of human security, the concept has drawn its dis-
tinction from other security concepts in that its secuity refermt has moved from
the state to the individual and the people. The IR literature already abounds
with neo-liberal and constructivist perspectives on limitations of a state-cen-
tric approach to security. The writings and discussion on human securi$r rein-
forces this alternative approach to analysing security. By identifyhg the secu-
rity referent as the individual - the people and not the state - it follows that
analyses of any security issues must begin with the individual as the primary
focus. It also follows that as far as policy-making is concerned, the formulation
and implementation of policy initiatives must have the benefit and welfare of
individual/people as the core value.

Hunan Security in hac{ice Variances in Regional Responses and Approadres

In spite of the conceptual ambiguities that came with the introduction of
human security, the subject gained more momentum in 1999 when some gov-
ernments made human security part of their foreign policy initiatives. Both the
Canadian and Japanese Governments, for example, have put human security
as one of the core objectives in their foreign policy agenda.ls As human security
is being advanced in the international arena, what has been significant is, once
again, the variance in the respective governments' perspectives and approaches
on the matter.

According to fapan's foreign policy: 'Human security comprehensively cov-
ers all the menaces that threaten human survival, daily life and dignity - for
example, environmental degradation, violation of human rights, transnational
organised crime, illicit drugs, refugees, poverty, anti-personnel landmines and
other infectious diseases such as AIDS - and strengthen efforts to confront
these threats.'r6 This comprehensive definition is quite similar to that of the
UNDP. By having an inclusive agenda of human needs, Japan's perspective is
that human security can only be ensured when the individual is confident of
a life free of fear and free of want'.r7 As with the UNDP's definition, the |apa-
nese view on human securiff also stresses 'freedom from fear' and 'freedom
from wanf.

On the other hand, the Canadian Governmenfs definition of human security
is more narrowly focused when compared with that of Japan and the UNDP.
The Canadian perspective on human security 'in essence, means safety for
people from both violent and non-violent threats. ..a condition or state of being
characterized by freedom from pervasive threats to people's rights, their safety,
or even their lives'.r8

From a foreign policy perspecbive, human security is best understood as a
shift in perspective or orientation. It is an alternative way of seeing the world,
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taking people at its point of reference, rather than focusing exclusively on the
security of territory or governments. Like other security concepts - national
security, economic security, and food security - it is about protection. Human

security entails taking prnentiae measures to reduce vulnerability and minimise
risk, and taking remedial actbn where preaention fails.le

Differing Approaches and Security Instruments

The fapanese and Canadian perspectives on human security are very signifi-
cant in the on-going discourse on the subiect, and particularly its implication
on current trends and prospects of human security in the Asia-Pacific region.

While both espouse common causes and issues on human security, the ap-
proaches and security instruments are quite different. If one were to use the
UNDP's approach as the benchmark2o, it appears that the japanese approach
is inclined toward the UNDP's developmental model to achieve human secu-

rity. Much has already been written about the fapanese Government's initia-
tive in building the 'UN Trust Fund for Human Security'' This trust fund as-

sists in the developmental projects such as those that address poverty allevia-
tion and infectious diseases, peace-building operations like restoration of
Kosovo and return of its refugees and assistance for East Timor. So far, the

fapanese contribution has amounted to US$ 84 million.zl

On the other hand, the Canadian approach, by emphasising 'human insecu-

rity resulting from violent conflict', has not ruled out the collective use of force

and/or sanctions if and when necessry to guarantee human security. This is
reflected in the two of the five foreign poliry priorities that the Canadian Gov-
ernment has identified for advancing human security, namely: protection of
ciailians and peace support operations. The other three are: conflict prevention;
governance and accountability; and public safety.2z As outlined in Canada's
Human Security Document,a

(a) protection of civilians is concerned with building international will and

strengthening norrns and capacity to reduce the human costs of armed
conflict; while

(b) peace support operations are concerned with building UN capacities
and addressing the demanding and increasingly complex requirements
for deployment of skilled personnel, induding Canadiant to these mis-
sions.

As far as security instruments are concerned, Canada has been at the fore-
front of the campaign against landmines and efforts to establish an Interna-
tional Court of Justice. Canada has also been very active in the global campaign

for the adoption and ratification of several convmtions and protocols such as

the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on Involve-
ment of Children in Armed Conflict and the UN Convention on
Transnational Organised Crime and Its Protocols. Moreovet, in as far as
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building international understanding of the 'legitimate circumstances for
humanitarian intervention', Canada has been proposing the creation of an
independent international commission on intervention and state sovereignty.'n

The Japanese response to this part of the Canadian approach has been unfa-
vourable. Japan has specifically ruled out the possible use of collective force in
advancing human security. While it supports and cooperates in international
efforts such as clearing anti-personnel landmines, international criminal tri-
bunals, controlling small arms, it has so far dissociated itself from interna-
tional efforts on humanitarian intervention. According to one Japanese official,
'the use of force for humanitarian intervention...is an ill-conceived concept of
human security'.2s In fapan's view, human security is a much broader-con-
cept. As stated by another |apanese official 'we believe that freedom from want
is no less critical than freedom from fear. So long as ifs objectives are to ensure
the survival and dignity of individuals as human beings, it is necessary to go
beyond the thinking of human security solely in terms of protecting human life
in conflict situations.'25

Against these two different approaches of human security, where does the
rest of the Asia-Pacific region stand?

Human Security in the Aeia-Pacific What Kind, What Options?

As we reflect on the stance of the rest of the region on the subject of human
security, it is noteworthy that this subiect has so far been less debated and less
controversial. This was unlike the responses that the subjects of human rights
and democratisation generated in the early 1990s in the run up to the World
Conference on Human Rights. It can be recalled that during that period most
countries in the region that took part in the discourse argued strongly for the
Asian perspective(s) on human rights. This was side by side with the debate on
Asian values. Essentiallp the human rights debate revolved around the idea of
whether there needed to be a sequentinl ordering_of human rights, that is, secur-
ing economic rights first before political rights (or prioritising economic devel-
opment before political development). The sequential ordering of rights is predi-
cated upon the sihrational uniqueness of a country (i.e. depending on the stage
of a coun{s development).

There are several r@sons for this characteristically less intense discourse on
human security in the region. One reason, mentioned earlier, is largely taute
logical - that is, the fact that the idea of human security is very much beset with
conceptual ambiguities and thus is still largely undeveloped. The other and,
perhaps, more significant reason is that the West v East notions of human
security have yet to fully emerge. Unlike human rights, human security has not
yet been really used as a foreign policy tool by major powers to impose sanc-
tions and other diplomatic danarche.

Nonetheless, the concern for human security has largely been welcomed in
the region. Controversy and suspicion arises mainly when certain elements of
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human security are raised. For instance, emphasising certain elements and
issues belongrng to the 'freedom of fear category' - e.g. political security (free-

dom to exercise one's basic political rights) - tend to lead some countries to
have a more confrontational attitude toward human security. This response is

not surprising since it was not too long ago, at least, until the onset of the Asian

financial crisis, that there seemed to be this general notion that human security
could be achieved through economic development.

ASEAN's Approach to Human Security2T

If human security were to mean only freedom from want and freedom from
fear, most Asia-Pacific countries, particularly those in ASEAN, have claimed

that economic development was the means to acquire these freedoms. Con-
sider, for example, the following statements:

Economic development is the only force that can liberate the Third world.
Probably the most subversive force created in history. It shakes up old social

arrangements and enable.28

Poverty makes a mockery of all civil liberties.D

While one could argue that this is rather a simplistic generalisation of how
ASEAN states approached human security, it could not be ignored that at least,

over the last decade up until the Asian financial debacle, there were hardly any
incidents of human miseries and conJlict that reached crisis proportion. What
we saw was a region that basically enjoyed peace and prosperity, and friendly
inter-state relations. While economic policies were statedriven, these were nev-

ertheless successful. Macro-economic indicators during this period reflected

ASEAN's impressive economic success, with GDP averaging above 7 Per cent

among the ASEAN-5 (except the Philippines). Even for ASEAN's new members/

GDP growths were above 5 per cent (see Table 1). These countries enjoyed politi-
cal stability. For many countries in ASEAN, the governmenfs aggressive pursuit

of economic development was a very important factor that lent them legitimacy.

This approach has been referred more recently as 'Performance legitimacy'.

Table 1: Real GDP Growth Rate For selected ASEAN Countries, 1996-2002

Country
Cambodia
Indonesia
Laos
Malaysia
Myanmar
Philippines
Thailand
Vietnam
Singapore

1996 7997 1998 1999
5.5 3j 1.8 5.0
7.8 4.7 -13.1 0.8
6.9 5.9 4.0 5.2
10.0 7.3 -7.4 5.8
6.4 5.7 5.8 10.9
5.8 5.2 -0.6 3.3
5.9 -7.4 -10.8 4.2
9.3 8.2 4.4 4.7
7.5 8.5 0.1 5.9

2000 2001e 2002e
4.5 5.0 6.0
4.8 4.2 4.5
5.5 6.0 5.5
8.5 4.9 5.0
N/A N/A N/A
3.9 3.1 4.2
4.2 3.5 4.5
6.1, 6.4 6.9
9.9 5.0 5.0

source: Asia Development outlook 2001, Asian Development Bank; Note: 2001 and
2ffi2 are real GDP growth rate estimates.
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In short, the ASEAN experience seems to suggest that successftrl economic
development engenders a stable political system, thus achieving human secu-
rity by addressing threats related to freedom from want and freedom from fear.
Performance legitimacy in effect muted whatever demands and challenges
there were on the political system.

The devastating effects of the Asian crisis that left a hail of economic and
social destruction at such a rapid speed has been an instructive experience on
the whole notion of human security. Essentially the lesson is that human secu-
rity - with its multi-dimensional characteristics - is more than just freedom
from want and freedom from fear.

Much had already been reported on the effects of the Asian crisis on the
domestic economies of the region and several prognoses have been made. The
Asian crisis also told several stories of the following human security threats:

' threat of economic collapse;
. pressure for political change;

' steep rise in social problems;
. tension in ethnic relations;
. migration and social dislocation.

Thus notions of performance legitimacy practically collapsed and we are
witnessing during this period the unfolding events in Indonesia, with all the
human tragedies and uncertainties.

But how instructive has the experience of the Asian crisis been on the whole
idea of human security?

Human Security and Safety Nets: The ASEAN Experience

Reeling from the painful experience of the Asian crisis, ASEAN countries
have embarked on creating social safety net programs to address some of the
most pressing human security issues that hit the region. While it is beyond the
scope of this paper to provide a comprehensive discussion on this subject, the
following will highlight only some safety net programs from the limited data
available.30

Indonesia for example adopted the following programs:
o food security: new program of targeted cheap rice distribution;
t social funds: community-based programs;

' health and education: back to school program launched to provide
scholarships for the poorest students, school grants for schools in com-
munities, and subsidies to maintain prices of essential drugs;

' work programs: existing programs expanded and redesigned.
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Malaysia, on the other hand, adopted active labour market policies by ex-
panding training for the unemployed. The Philippines similarly launched com-
puterised job assistance network and expanding training.

Thailand introduced the following Programs:
. cash transfers: social pensions for the elderly and expanding cash trans-

fers to needy families;

' community-based Programs;
. health and education: providing care Program for the poor and volun-

tary health insurance cards; offering scholarships and expanding edu-

cation loan programs, etc;

t unemployment Assistance: increasing severance payments and creat-
ing an employee welfare fund to partly finance unpaid several claims
for workers from bankrupt firms;

' labour policies: expanding training for the unemployed and offering
self-employment loan.

Beyond Safety Nets?

The nature of the social safety net programs described above reflect the same

kinds of approach adopted by ASEAN countries earlier - that is, economic
development/policies for human security. What this reinforces, at least during
the period in the aftermath of the crisis, is the very fact that the 'freedom from
want' perspective of human security aPPears still to be the dominant para-

digm/framework. This once again raises a number of questions:

(a) If the 'freedom from want' perspective is the dominant paradigm, are the

political dimensions of human security secondary?

G) What about the other elements included in the UNDP Human Security

Index?
(c) How should we measure human security? How should it be assessed?

From the above, it seems that we have gone a step back again in finding a

consensus on this view - not the mention the ambiguities that we encountered.

Sadly, we find ourselves once again caught in the same debate, circa 1990s, on

human rights (i.e., the discourse on situational uniqueness approach and se-

quential ordering of rights) as well as the much earlier discussions on human
development.

But then agairy should we not allow for the diversity of views to prevail and

avoid oversimplification of the idea of human security? What the foregoing

discussion has shown is that human security or threats to human security vary
from region to region and that there simply cannot be one general definition of
human security. What is importanf at the very least, is to create more aware-

ness of the various types of human security threats.
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For example, the issue of poverty has been highlighted by most, if not all,
countries in the region as the main human security threat. Thus, the need to
eradicate this menace is a top priority - if not, the piority - when we talk of
human security. If one looks at the data on poverty in ASEAN alone, one can-
not possibly brush this aside considering the dismal figures (see Table 2).

Table 2: Population Livingbelowthe Poverty Line

Country % of Population Sun'ey Year
BruneiN/A N/A
Cambodia 36.1
Indonesia 2O.3
Laos M.1.
Malavsia 15.5
Myanmar N/A
Philippines n.5
Singapore N/A
Thailand 13.1
Vietnam 50.9

Region
EastAsia & Pacific
Europe and Central Asia
Latin America & Caribbean
Middle East & North Africa
South Asia
Sub-'Saharan Africa
Total

79EZ 1990 1993 1995 199Ee
417.5 452.4 43t.9 265.7 278.3
1.1 7;t 18.3 23.8 24.0
637 73.8 70.8 76.0 78.2
9.3 5.7 5.0 5.0 5.5
474.4 495.1, 505.1 537.7 522.0
217.2 242.3 273.3 289.0 290.9
't,783.2 1,27 6.4 1.,W.3 1,l90.6 1.,198.9

N/A
1997
1,998
1.993
1.989

N/A
1997
N/A
1992
1993

Source: World Bank Indicators 2000, World Bank.

If we extend it to the whole global community, the data show that roughly 20
per cent of the total population live below the poverty line (see Table 3).

Table 3: Poverty in Dweloping and Transition Economies, selected years, 198748

Source: World Development Indicators 20fi), World Bank.

Furthermore, if one looks at the Human Development Report 2000 of the
UNDP, one would see how little progress most ASEAN countries have made
on even the very basics of having access to: safe water, health services, nutri-
tion, etc. (see Table 3, especially the Hurnan Poverty Index). In the 1992 the
UNDP Human Development Report introduced the concept of the Human Pov-
erty Index (HPI), not just as a measure of poverty in terms of standard of living
but the extent of deprivation in basic dimensions of human development - e.g.,
life expectancy and literary.

Given the above, is it realistic to expect these countries to give priority where
it is due? Inevitably, there would be differences in approadres to human secu-
rity and poliry instnrments employed to advance these issues.
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This does not, however, dismiss the necessity to have a more balanced ap-
proach in the pursuit of human security. On the issue of poverty for example,
Nobel Prize Winner Amartya Sen's view that the Process of development is not
primarily one of expanding suPPlies of goods and services but rather enhanc-

ing the capabilities of the people is gaining a lot of ground in the region'3l The

need to have a people-oriented approach to eradicating Poverty, particularly
the importance of getting people's participation in decision-making has been
underscored. Furthermore, the effective participation of other non-state actors
in developing approaches and policies addressing human security has be-

come essential.

Concluding Remarks

The differing interpretations of human security have basically defined the
approach taken by countries to advance its cause. As the foregoing discussion
has shown, at least in the case of many ASEAN countries, their responses and

approaches to human security have largely been on a 'freedom from need'

approach. The Asian crisis, though, has been a watershed in the region's his-

tory. Indonesia has been an example of how a 'freedom from need' approach at

the expense of pohtical rights/security could be disastrous. Many countries in
the region have also learnt that there is more beyond the simple 'freedom from
need' approach to human security. The painfuI lessons of the Asian economic

crisis have shown that economic development devoid of a human face was

simply inadequate. The region is therefore at a point where a lot of soul-search-

ing has and is being done to avoid human tragedies in the future.

The way ahead for the human security agenda in the region is still unde-
fined. In the short to medium term, the approaches are likely to be confined to
domestic action. The Canadian approach of allowing humanitarian interven-
tion to avoid the cost of human conflict and violence would find less appeal in
the region. Beyond differing views, however, is also the question of capacity to
act or intervene on humanitarian grounds when the domestic human security
record in certain countries is found to be very much wanting of attention. The

demands on human security will continue to impose burdens which govern-
ments will find increasingly difficult to respond to. Thus, among the many
difficult tasks ahead is the fact that political capabilities have become inad-
equate to respond to the ever-growing security issues confronting the world
ahead. In the tight of these realities, effective participation from a diverse range

of actors other than the state has become all the more necessary. Creating an

environment where there is parbrership and coalition building between states

and other non-state actors in advancing the cause of human security is dearly
a step in the right direction.
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Human Security: Discourse, Statecraft, Emancipationl

Tan See Seng

Traditionally, received wisdom in Asia-Pacific academic and poliry circles
has had it that international relations (or IR) theory bears little, if any, relevance
to the region's international politics. Standard explanations for this state of
affairs do not vary much, usually settling with minimal fuss upon the common
refrain that the 'realist paradigm' more than satisfactorily explains Asia-Pa-
cific, particularly Southeast Asian, IR.2 The more recent of these studies also
draw attention to the growing salience, in post-Cold War multilateral security
dialogues and forums, of new forms of security thinking and practice in the
Asia-Pacific which provide, in some cases serious, challenges to the realist
perspective. Human security ig ostensibly, one such notion. Even more recently
other scholars have borrowed from contemporary innovations in mainstream IR
scholarship for application to the post{old War Asia-Pacific region.3 Some have
even begun adopting these conceptual 'tools' to the study of human security.a

It seems to me how the use of such concepts, particularly the notion of
secuitisation, actually influences the way we view and practise human security
is still not well understood, not at least as far as the current security studies
literature is concerned. If, as radical constructivistss remind us, our ways of
making global life intelligible and meaningful are intimately tied to available
representational resources6, we can then say that such resources - securitisation,
in our case - not only represent, but also constitute ot produce the discernable
'factrcity' or 'reality' of global life. In short, I am interested less in what this
concept says about human security (although that is clearly of major import)
than what it does in effecting, by way of a human security narrative, a 'reality'
that is naturalised as the essential and self-evident story of Asia-Pacific secu-
rity. However, I shall also want to argue that most articulators of securitisation
fail to take seriously the radical possibilities afforded by their concep! indeed,
if anything, they act to foredose such possibilities, permitting only a limited
range of interpretive options. This they do less on grounds of failure to compre-
hend the firll ambit of theoretical possibilities than those of the constant need to
affirm the foundational categories of their discourses and to sustain the limits
that define those discourses.T

Indeed, they must refuse to pursue the transgressing implications of their
own concepts for fear that the 'given and visible facts of global life' - 'natural'
categories such as 'the state', 'sovereignty','anarchy','security', 'danger', 'the
post-Cold War world', 'Asia-Pacific' , etc - upon which they stake their claims
concerning Asia-Pacific security will unravel. To that end, human security dis-
course, as performed within the context of ongoing regional secudty dialogues, is
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essentially a state-cenfred exercise Precisely for the reason that it is deployed for
the ongoing inscription or production of the state as an ontological entity apart
from the practices - discourse being but one such practice - that go into its
constitution. Human security discourse, understood in these terms, is therefore
less about the security of humans per se than a practice of statecraft insofar as it
'qafts'into 'existence'the state and other foundational genera that aid to real-
ise the socially-lived truth of the political world of Asia-Pacific.8

Academics and policymakers alike seem to acknowledge, in varying degrees

and if only implicitly, the significance of the issues that I have raised above.

Former Australian Foreign Minister Gareth Evans' call to revise and broaden
doctrinal foundations of the UN Charter beyond 'traditional, state-centred doc-
trine' specifically in the interests of human security is one such plausible in-
stance.e Scholars invariably alert us in their preambles to the fact that human
security remains a 'poorly understood and contested' notion.r0 All of this raises

- or at least it should raise - serious questions for the very grounds uPon which
the bulk of IR and foreign poliry study and practice, not to mention human
security discourse, stands. However, the manner in which 'essentially con-
tested' notions - and here, along with human security, we must include the so-

called 'given and visible facts of global life' enumerated above - are regularly
deployed in regional security discourse is as if they are uncontested.ll Invita-
tions to redefine and enhance security thinking, beyond the cursory glance,
often reveal an unflagging commitment to the state seemingly at odds with
their at times radical promises. Meanwhile, notwithstanding well-intentioned
efforts by academic and policy communities to theorise and effect into policy
meaningful programs to protect and improve the lot of humans beings, various
individuals and groups throughout the Asia-Pacific are continually
marginalised - at times even brutally exterminated, if Pol Pot's killing fields in
Cambodia, say, are any indication - partly because of an obdurate allegiance to
state-bound metaphysics.l2

A possibility for'emancipatiory' I want to suggest, lies in the aspirations and

attempts of critical social movements to open, afresh, political sPaces for new
modes of political thinking and doing. To the extent that securitisation is but a
kind of depoliticising of political spaces and practices, then critical social move-

ments, by way of a politics of resistance, are in effect engaging in the
politicisation of an allegedly secure and sanitised domain. This, I submit, may
be a more reasonable alternative to the attempt to solve a complex human di-
lemma by recourse to the very institution (i.e. 'the state') - or the discursive
commitrnent to its ontology - that in part created that dilemma in the first place.

Embedded Realism

Nearly two decades ago, fohn Vasquez set his critical sights on the so-called
'behaviouralist' turn in IR study and, to devastating effect, 'unmasked' much
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of the peace research enterprise as but variations of the dominant perspective
against which many peace researchers purportedly militated, realism.13
Vasquez, we recall, memorably termed their efforts as 'colouring it Morgenthau'
- a reference to their couunon commitment to key realist suppositions (of which
Hans Morgenthau was pre.eminent articulator and apologist), notwithstand-
ing their employment of what Hedley Bull once called the 'domestic analogy'.1a
By this Vasquez, it seems to me, was neither implying that peace researchers
were labouring under a false liberal consciousness nor, even less so, that they
were crypto-realists out to prove the reality of realism through positivist meth-
ods. What was evident amont many peace researchers, however, was a shared
and essentially unreflective commitment to realism's foundational categories
and terms of reference evm as they sought to contest the theory's daims and
condusions concerning international politics. As one writer has intimated in a
different context, 'if we continue to speak the same language to each other, we
will reproduce the same story'.rs In other words, peace researchers produced
quasi-realist renditions of international politics precisely because they spoke
the same language as the realists did.

Without overstating the relevance of Vasquez's thesis to my present pur-
poses, I want to highlight below a similar dynamic at work in ongoing debates
in Asia-Pacific academic and policy circles regarding 'non-traditional' secu-
rity concepts. Much, to be sure, has been made, and rightly so, about the inad-
equacies of 'the realist conception of national security' in the post-Cold War
Asia-Pacific because, as two scholars put it recently, 'it [realism] provides a
false image of reality as it fails to capture the non-military and internal dimen-
sions of national security'.r6 Indeed, by the 1970s - particularly after the OAPEC-
generated oil crises - prominent realist thinkers were gnmly concding that (in
Stanley Hoffman's terms) 'high politics' no longer dominated the diplomatic
agenda in any consistent fashion. One remembers Henry Kissinger's rueful
acknowledgment in 1975 that progress in dealing with the traditional agenda
is no longer enough. A new and unprecedented kind of issue has emerged. The
problems of energy, resources, environment, population, the uses of space and
the seas now rank with questions of military security, ideology and teritorial
rivalry that have traditionally made up the diplomatic agenda.rT

To that end, a great deal of scholarly reflection in the IR community on secu-
rity thinking and practice in the post-Cold War world has engendered, and
continues to do so, a veritable cottage industry on the redefining of seorrity to
accommodate a host of non-traditional - that is, non-miHtary - security chal-
lenges with which states presumably cope in today's 'uncertain' strategic en-
vironment.rs Concepts such as common security, and, more particularly, com-
prehensive security, cooperative security, and, of late, human security now
grace the regional academic and diplomatic landscapes. Others elsewhere have
noted that this 'liberalizing' trend in security thinking is less a redefinition
than a rediscovery of security concepts originally introduced by liberals or
idealists of the interwar period.le
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As such, my aim here is not to label contemporary discourse on human secu-
rity in Asia-Pacific IR cirdes as essentially an exercise in realism, if by this we
mean the sort of interstate 'high politics' that characterises realism. As out-
lined in the UNDP's Human Dweloryent Report of 1994, human security, asPir-

ing to achieve the 'twin freedoms' (i.e. freedom from fear and freedom from
want2o), hence refers to a process of protecting people from 'the threat of dis-
ease, hunger, unemployment, crime, social conflict, political repression and
environmental hazards'.2r These are dearly not the sorts of things with which
realism, particularly the classical realism of Bull, Morgenthau or Kissinger,
would have been concerned. Moreover, contemporary interest in non-military
and internal dimensions of national security also demonstrates otherwise, as

evinced by the ubiquity of 'non-traditional' issues as matters of concern in
innumerable conferences, forums, and working grouPs throughout the region.

Nonetheless, much as the peace research agenda aPPears to have been framed
if not hijacked by realist presuppositions, so too, it seems, are the ongoing Asia-
Pacific-based efforts to rethink security. Associated with the Palme and Brandt
Commission Reports of the early 1980s, common security, originally concerned

with the linkage between security and development, seeks to avoid the com-

petitive, zero-suln notions of deterrence and Power, emphasising instead coop-

eration, dialogue, and confidence-building.z Unfortunately, it remains wed-
ded to the military realm, and therefore stays centred on the state.a The same

can be said of cooperative security, although, in Dewitt's words, the concept

'does not presume that states are principal actors but it does not predude, by
definition or intent, that non-state actors . .. have critical roles to play in manag-

ing and enhancing security-relevant dynamics...'.2a But as Jim Rolfe has ar-
gued: 'Cooperative security approaches acknowledge the centrality of the state

in security processes and the primacy of state interests in the achievement of
security.'E Likewise, comprehensive security is principally about the state's

response to domestic sources of conflict and non-traditional security issues;

indeed, as a team of notable scholars has it, the non-military approaches of
comprehensive security would help lessen the risks of interstate conflict - the

gist of their concern with second track diplomacy and the host of 'alternative'
concepts and arrangements therein.2s All these concepts may not necessarily
and inordinately emphasise the military component, but they clearly demon-
strate an unequivocal commitmmt to the ontological status of the state.

It is in this regard, it seems to me, that much of the debate on human security
taking place in the Asia-Pacific region (as well as in much of the world, al-
though the Asia-Pacific is primary to my concern) can and should also be
considered 'realis!' if by this we mean a largely uncritical commitrnent to the

categories, ftames, presuppositions, and terms of reference that inform and
instruct an orthodox or a conventional understanding of global life.27 It is in
this sense that one may speak of an 'embedded realism' in the bulk of regional
human seorrity discourse that gives pride of place to a particular rendition of
global life by representing - indeed, by producing - a certain social reality that
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consistently privileges the sovereign state as global subject par excellence - not,
as one might expect, the human beings with which such discourses are pur-
portedly concerned.B By this I do not mean that human security discourse and
praxis are therefore unconcerned with the quite serious and complex problems
of human suffering worldwide. But there is the equally important question of
human security - also true of many if not most other kinds of security - as, in
one scholay's words, 'normally applied to the middle level of collectivities'n,
namely, the state. In short, human security is principally a state'centred, though
not necessarily state-sponsored, discourse and practice. And if, as I have sug-
gested, the state is a tenuously iterated effect of practices of statecraft, how does
'the state' respond to very serious human dilemmas, especially if those dilem-
mas may well have been caused in part by a shared fixation to 'the state' as the
idealised, if not already reatsed, mode of collective existence?m

Human Security as Statecraft

The above matters, beyond the usual concession or two tucked in prelimi-
nary comments in mainstream academic works, are generally of little concern
to those who firmly hold that the state is a given presence, that it has an essen-
tial and independent ontological status. For them, security (human, in our
case) is determined by the requirements of an already given sovereign state;
foreign poliry (human security discourse and practice) is therefore conducted
in the state's name as a response to an objective challenge or danger (refugee
outflows from Indochina, child prostitution in Bangkok, ethnic cleansing in
west Kalimantan, religious persecution in China, etc). They may push for greater
accommodation by states of the contributions of non-governmental organisa-
tions (NGOs) and other civil societal actors in the interests of human securitjdt;
they may even lambaste states for failing to provide for the security of humans,
including their own citizens, or, worse yet, being the direct cause of at times
untold human suffering.32 Nonetheless, it is precisely at the historical figura-
tion of the state where most thinkers and practitioners of human security -
whether they regard themselves as realist or liberal, whether they are advo'
cates for democracy and human rights or apologists for 'Asian values' - tend to
converge. They focus on the aggregation of human security (or, more appropri-
ately, insecurig) as it relates, to the state and, to be sure, an international order,
an international regime, or a broader international community.B But here too
in all these 'transnational' settings the state figuration looms large. Moreover,
notwithstanding concessions to the historicity and variegation of states, they
seem in discourse to treat this figuration in just the opposite fashion as, in
Manzo's words, 'fixed empirical states of affairs of a rather uniform kind'.3l ln
short, they share a commitment and disposition to the state as a given and
unparalleled mode of collective existence.3s
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In theory at least, conventional foreign poliry is predicated on the notion that
before any meaningful idea of a national interest or the assignation of value to

various international interactions can obtain, 'there must be in place a society/

a self, with a distinct and meaningful identity that is represented by the state'.35

This dominant interpretation stands starkly at odds with other forceful argu-
ments to the contrary, such as Benedict Anderson's notion that the nation-state

is best understood as an 'imagined community' that efsts to the extent that it
is represented in discourse and texti the state is, as such, a cultural artefact.3T

Understood thus, states have no ontological stafus apart from various 'acts'

that constitute its reality; they are, in other words, not fixed Presences in space

and time established via founding acts (as conventionally assumed), but are

identities tenuously constituted in time and instituted in space through a regu-

lated process of stylised repetitious acts.38 It is just such acts - security dis-
coursei, in this case - that make a compelling case for what I, following others,

have termed 'practices of statecraft'.3e Much can be said in this regard, but I
shall limit my corunents to just three points.

First, human security discourse, as one among a host of interrelated IR and

security discourses, can be said to be deployed in the service of the state in the

sense [hat it conscribes, albeit never in a totalising fashion, the conditions of
possibility that allow for certain meanings and intelligibility in global life,
while excluding others.o To be engaged in a discourse, as Bradley Klein has

proposed,

is to be engaged in the making and remaking of meaningful conditions of

existence. A discourse, then, is not a way of learning 'about' something out

thete in the 'real world'; it is rather, a way of producing that something as real,

as identifiable, classifiable, knowable, and therefore, meaningful. Discourse

creates the conditions of knowing.ar

From this vantage point, we can understand human security as but one promi-
nent feature in the production of 'fr1lth'a2 through which academic and policy
communities exercise power in disparate local sites, although not, however, as

given omniscimt subjects, secure in their unproblematic identity and outside of

history. In this respect, academics, policymakers and other 'actols' are, as Foucault

mighisay, equally subjected to the production of truth through Power just a9 they

are incapable of exercising power exc€pt through the production of tmth.s

second, to describe discourse as a practice of statecraft is apposite to the
extent that it is a way of producing the Asia-Pacific, with states as its principal
subjects along with other supplementary 'non-state actors', as a real and mean-

ingiul world. Even as human security is presumably about humans and the

human condition, the foundations uPon whic"h discourse on such mafters usu-

allv rest are the state and inletnation-al relations. The view of Canada's top
diplomat, Lloyd Axworthy, is noteworthy in this regard. Calling for 'a more
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comprehensive and systematic approach to enhancing the security of people'
in the post-Cold War era, he nonetheless emphasises that 'security between
states remains the necessnry condition for the security of the people'.4 In this
sense, human security discourse can therefore be understood as a kind of
'boundary-producing political performance', endlessly repetitive, that
(re)produces the boundaries of, boundaries that make possible, the state.as This
is true even in the light of liberal references to globalisation and transnational
flows and movements insofar as these are theorised, analysed, or simply de-
scribed within the discursive economy of mainstream IR. In the words of one
scholar:

Boundaries may become blurred, but they ultimately remain intact and given.
The ontological commitment to the state ensures that the starting point is the
existence of boundaries that are then hansgressed, rather than always in proc-
ess practices that effect the construction of contingent, and never fully fixed,
boundaries.a6

Nonetheless, for the very reasons stated earlier, a state-centred, human secu-
rity discourse never pursues this implication to its logical conclusion. It is a
conclusion of which intellectuals and practitioners of statecraft, it seems to me,
are quite aware but who, as Nietzsche might put it, 'actively forgef in order to
proceed with the sG'called serious - the decidedly 'macho' - questions of IR,
while neglecting a more fundamental question of global life.aT Although al-
ways failing to represent what they purport to represent, IR social constructs
like 'security', 'sovereignty' or 'the state' are nonetheless effectiae often enough
in their circulation and mutual reference - or so familiar as to appear self-
evident in their existentiality - so as to afford this particular Asia-Pacffic politi-
cal imaginary a kind of discernible facticity.4

Third, in positing that truth production is also the province of academics, we
draw closer to the notion of academics (and other 'non-governmental' subjects)
as, in a sense, makers of foreign policy and practitioners of statecraft. Rather
than following the well-trodden path of recent constmctivist studies that em-
phasise the causal impact of ideas, as propagated by individuals and institu-
tions, upon official polict'e ,I focus instead on the representations of the Asia-
Pacific vis-i-vis human security by both academic and policy communities,
most of which share a mutual frame of reference and categories with a familiar,
self-evident tenor. This mutuality between academia and government is not
unlike what Edward Said has commented about the constellation of forces that
combine to make possible what he has called Orientalism.s It is, in the words
of one scholar, to discursively 'police the Asia-Pacihc' by seeking to domesti-
cate or discipline the constantly changnt regional environment in the name of
order and stability.sl Just this sort of 'policing' activity, I want to suggest, is
precisely what the discourse of securitisation, as an exercise in 'depoliticisation',
accomplishes, or at least seeks to accomplish.
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Securitisation: Depoliticising Human Security?

The securitisation concept is the brainchild of the so-called 'copenhagen

school, of IR.52 Among its denizens are Barry Buzan and ole waever, both of
whom are well known in IR circles for their innovative scholarship. The con-

cept focuses, so its originators claim, on 'societal security' as conceived within
communities but not necessarily confined to state sovereignties.s Specifically,
securitisation thinkers concetn themselves with how-possible questions: how,
for example, does the notion of security come about, or how is it politicised
within a particular 'objective' context. Securitisation therefore helps us under-

stand why particular issues are 'securitised' as threats to the collective identity
of whichever 'referent object' is in question, including the state. But this also

means that security is necessarily a self-referential exercise in that it is through
securitising practices that a specific issue becomes a security issue. In shorf a

threat is a threat only because it has been presented as such, not necessarily

because there is an actual material or existential basis to it.s4

For all its theoretical promise regarding a 'societal security' unanchored in
the state, securitisation remains very much a state-centred concept, however.
'Collective identity', inscribed as the endangered element within a securitised

discourse, therefore becomes synonymous with national or state identity. Threat
construction and perception, in such instances, can easily fall prey to caPfure

by a partiorlar element of society and used for its own purposes. It is not un-
co-mon for states to go beyond contrasts with the 'external world' in order to

secure their identities, to the extent that this is possible, for Others can just as

readily be found within state borders.ss Distinctions between the allegedly com-

peteni and ,normal' members of the state and, as Foucault has demonstrated,

ihe marginal (e.g. the 'criminal,' the 'insane') also play a significant Part in th9

constitution of political community.s6 Elsewhere scholars have highlighted
the deployment of the rhetoric of 'national security' by governments for per_-

petuating forms of 'structural violence' against segments of their own citizenry.sT

Acute differences at times exist between the dominant strata and subaltern
groups who may possess the so-called 'rights of citizenshiP', but who are de

iacto second-class residents of their own nation.ss In all these resPects, the

track records of various Asia-Pacific countries are, to put it lightly, blemished.

what this implies for human security is at best ambivalent. Arguing that,

'there are good reasons why the individual and human race levels are difficult
to construct as referent obiects for security', Buzan, in an analysis of human

security, has observed:

States may not be a sufficient condition for individual security, and they may

even be the main problem.. . But they are almost certainly a necessary condition

for individual seorrity because without the state it is not clear what other agmcy

is to act on behalf of individuals. Because states hold this position, they can claim

their own right of survival over and above that of their individual citizens.se
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However, it is not entirely evident why the state should constitute the 'neces-
sary condition for individual security' simply because 'it is not clear what
other agency is to act on behalf of individuals' in lieu of the state. Regarding the
individual level, he argues that'individuals or small groups can seldom estab-
lish a wider security legitimacy in their own right' because 'few others will
listen' to their attempts to speak security to and of themselves. 'Versions of
human secudty that seek to reduce all security to the level of the individual'
Buzan continues, 'have somehow to confront the dilemma that bypassing the
state takes away what seems to be the necessary agent through which indi-
vidual security might be achieved.'d Regarding the global systemic level, he
highlights various efforts, notably global concerns over the spectre of nuclear
war and environmental degradation, but believes that 'the middle.scale of '1im-
ited collectivities" have [sic] proved the most amenable to securitisation as
durable referent objects.'61 Nonetheless, we.ue left in no doubt that what Buzan
means by the 'middle-scale of limited collectivities' is in fact a reference to
sfafes. This is a long way from the daim that 'societal security' is, as one scholar
puts it, 'conceived as etsting within borderless communities rather than within
state sovereignties'.52 Buzan simply accepts that the 'middle-scale of limited
collectivities'is to be reduced to the sovereign state at the expense of other
forms of middle-scale limited collectivities. As William Tow has argued, 'al-
though securitisation claims to prioritise society as its key referent, its actual
focus on the state tends to belie the claim and to render it nothing more than
national security - realism in different trappings'.6

Tow's allusion to an (in my terms) embedded realism in the securitisation
notion underscores my argument regarding the consistent ontological commit-
ment to the state in much of regional security discourse - a cornmihnent that
Buzan demonstrates fairly generously in his analysis of human security. But to
simply assert that securitisation masquerades as a realist concept without pur-
suing further the implications therein is to miss the point regarding human
security discourse as a practice of statecraft. For all the problems adumbrated
about securitisation, Buzan's analysis is nonetheless a tour de force of co-
gency/ eloquence, and sound logic that we have come to expect of his writings.
Yet, as the scholar himself has intimated: 'My argument in this paper is from
this internatiozal perspective, and it is within that frame that I will try to under-
stand what "human security" might mean.'fl That is, Buzan's starting point -
his categories, presuppositions, and terms of reference - at the 'middle-scale'
(or, in Waltz's terms, 'second-image cause of war'6) influences what he would
see and the conclusions at which he would arrive. This focus on the interna-
tional dimension, as I have argued above, is not only the province of realists but
also that of many liberals, particularly neo-liberal institutionalists, whose
agenda is essentially and narrowly circumscribed owing to its fealty to a 'lev-
els of analysis' approach and, again, a metaphysical commitrnent to the state.6
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What all this says about the securitising of human security discourse, it
seems to me, is essentially the depoliticising or 'technologising' of a field as a

way of securing it from the potentially disturbing if not devastating effects of
critical questioning. To technologise, in social scientific terms, is to allow for
the total domination of rational calculability and planning; it is to celebrate the
triumph of instrumental or technical reason.67 To do so, however, may be to
'disavow reflection', as furgen Habermas puts it. Commenting on what he sees

as the systematic abandonment in the positivist entelprise of critical reflection
precisely due to its domination by instrumental reason, Habermas writes:

In following the process of the dissolution of epistemology which has left the

philosophy of science in its place, one makes one's way over abandoned stages

of reflection. Rethreading this path from a perspective that looks back towards
the point of departure may help to recover the forgotten experience of reflec-

tion. That we disavow reflection is positivism.$

The disavowal of reflection, we might say, is a fundamentally political act
deployed for the purpose of affirming and sustaining the limits of a discourse
as nafural and self-evident. The act of disavowal may not be consciously or
deliberately performed; as Terence Ball has observed, we have 'been speaking
positivist prose, though without knowing it'.6e Seen as such, a securitised hu-
man security discourse serves to depoliticise the field of human security through
foreclosing critical reflection that may subvert and undermine the incessant
exercise of affirming and sustaining the discursive boundaries that render pos-
sible a naturalized a particular 'state' of affairs - a self-evident world of state

sovereignties.

The discusive moves in the securitisation narrative to depoliticise is evident
in the following statement by Buzan, Waever and de Wilde from their well
received book:

'Security' is the move that takes politics beyond the established rules of the

game and frames the issue either as a special kind of politics or as above

politics. Securitisation can thus be seen as a more extreme version of
politicisation. In theory any public issue can be located on the spectrum rang-

ing from non-politicised (meaning the state does not deal with it and it is not in
any other way made an issue of public debate and decision) through politicised
(meaning an issue is part of public poliry, requiring government decision and

resource allocations or, more rarely, some other form of communal govern-

ance) to securitised (meaning the issue is presented as an existential threat,

requiring emergency measures and justifying actions outside the normal

bounds of political procedure).ro

According to this reading by Buzan et al, securitisation is 'a more extreme
version of politicisation'. However, if to securitise an issue or Person or
collectivity as an existential threat is to render that 'threat' (and the 'emergency
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measures' for dealing with it) as 'outside the normal bounds of political proce-
dure', then it is evident that what the authors mean by extreme politicisation is
in fact a depoliticisation, since securitised items are removed from public de'
bate or, indeed, public view.7l In this respect, Buzan's analysis of human secu-
rity (discussed above) can therefore be understood as a practice of statecraft to
the extent that the text, in 'intertextual' linkage with other texts and discourses,
continues to privilege a certain reality by securitising or depoliticising it - a
reality that may not comport with the alternative and marginal reality, sey, of
the hunted Burmese Karen, or the GAM'rebel' in Aceh, or the Madurese widow
whose husband and children have been decapitated. This poses interesting
ramifications for the participation of epistemic communities and think tanks -
an IR study fad in the early 1990s2 - in what its proponents have euphemisti-
cally called 'international policy coordination'.R For a great deal of what they do,
as intellectuals of statecraft engaged in practices of statecraft, is the work of
securitising and domesti@tin& of policing in short, the world of world politics.

Critical Social Movements and Human Security

My argument thus far has focused on securitising influences on human se-
curity as a state.centred discourse, for the reasons adumbrated above. The po-
litical imaginary of Asia-Pacific is very much a story of exchanges between
state sovereignties, and human security discourse and practice as conceptual-
ised and read from the so-called 'international' perspective more or less tell the
same story. The constellation of powerful forces that render possible this story
is complex: Enlightenment thought, the rise of capitalism, the legacy of the
Westphalia heaty, and so on, dearly beyond the limited aims and scope of this
paper. What is undeniable, however, is that this beguiling story, much like if
not exactly a myth, has obscured (and continues to do so) a very complex array
of social transformations.

However, equally undeniable has been the proliferation of various critical
social movements that now sprinkle the regional landscape, especially since
the end of the Cold War. Such contemporary movements, ha.ring grown out of
the particularity of historical experience, resist the incorporation of their own
stories into the generalising category of state or nation or, per sociological cat-
egories, class.T{ They do not replace the state, however. Aside from those com-
mitted to violent revolution and overthrow of government regimes, most move-
ments today seem sceptical about both the possibility and the desirability of
taking over the state as the primary object and instrument of political activity.
After all, the notion of 'revolution betrayed' has proved a recurrent and quite
depressing theme of modern history.7s ln other words, movements today evince
a wariness over concepts of political life that treat the state - as do securitised
discourses on human security - as the only space in which serious political
activity can take place. In their seardr for new spaces in which to think and act,
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movements help create new social norlns and identities; reshaPe existing insti-
tutions; and, working within their local sPaces in civil society, engender and

mobilise resistance against minor dominations. In diametric contrast to the
depoliticising effects of securitisation, movements act, both via discourse and
other kinds of practices, to (re)politicise social, economic, and political domains.

Along with politicisation come opportunities for reconceptualising the na-

ture of political practice. As Walker has noted, the story of the state, at least for
much of the 20th century, has largely been about the centralisation of authority
and the intervention if not encroachment of state Power in and upon more and
more areas of social life.75 In this sense, securitisation, as a (in Foucault's terms)

'technology of discipline' for depoliticising domains of global life for the pur-
pose of control and management, must also be read as a practice circulating in
the service of the state to forcefully depoliticise not only the IR realm, but vast

areas of social existence. The case of Singapore's foreign policy discourse and

practice illustrates my point rather well. As the late Michael Leifer correctly
noted, the island-state, despite achieving economic and diplomatic accomplish-

ments and boasting a defence capability even some developed nations would
envy, remains 'a state whose foreign policy is rooted in a culture of siege and

insecurity'z and therefore (at least in the view of its policymakers) incessantly
,coping with vulnerability'.78 Insofar as this kind of securitising discourse en-

croaches and pervades various areas of social life - Singapore's all-encom-
passing 'Total Defence' philosophy offers a readily available exampleD - can

we therefore say that the 'fact' of Singapore as a depoliticised state has a double
meaning, both of which are interrelated'e

The securitising effects as exercisd over the social cum political sPace known
as the sovereign state, I want to suggest, occur in part through state-based,

human security discourses. There is as such good reason why domains or
fields of pedagogical pursuits are known as 'disciplines.' As Linklater has

observed:

[T]here are several important similarities between states and disciplines. Both

have specific boundaries which define what is inside and what lies outside a

settled domain. Both possess systems of surveillance and instruments of disci-

plinary power for regulating and policing the lives of citizens, and for identify-
ing who does and does not belong. Both rely on a specific conception of time,

and instil memories of origins, discrete epochs and decisive watersheds to

regulate collective identities. Similarities are evident in the way that both disci-

plinary boundaries and national frontiers are determined arbitrarily and main-

tained by force.Er

By continually politicising the highly securitised discourse and praxis of
human security, critical social movements help to redefine Power and Power
relations in part by variously engaging in the politics of non-violence/ of resist-

ance and delegitimation, of accountability and of knowledge.t' By avoiding
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the totalising domesticating imperative of which securitised versions of hu-
man security seem enamoured, movements help to incite to discourse new
ways of thinking about human security that hold neither allegiance to the state
as Ern ontological necessity nor commitment to the 'inter-tution-al' perspective.
Indeed, insofar as the securitisation concept is inextricably bound to the notion
of threats and dangers (notions central to modern discourses), perhaps words
and concepts that hold positive connotations might be more conducive, where
amelioration of the human condition is concerned. As Km Booth has suggested:

'Security' means the absence of threats. Emancipation is the freeing of people
(as individuals and groups) from those physical and human constraints which
stop them from carrying out what they freely chose to do. War and the threat
of war is one of those constraints together with poverty, poor education,
political oppression, and so on. Security and emancipation are two sides of the
same coin. Emancipation , not power or order, prodluces true security. Emancipa-
tion, theoreticallp is security.s

Booth's proposition deserves more judicious attention than the attenuated
discussion I offer here. For my aims, the following two points would suffice.
First, the linking of Booth's emancipation notion to security concepts (i.e. com-
prehensive, cooperative, comprehensive and human) in orrrenry today, as the
authors who cited Booth have donee, subjects the emancipation notion to
securitising and depoliticising effects so long as the realist/neo-liberal predi-
lection to an ontology of state remains embedded in human and other Asia-
Pacific security discourses. In short, the emancipation notion itself needs, para-
doxically, to be emancipated from its securitised state. By politicising the
boundaries of existing human security discourse and practice and, in turn,
articulating and appropriating new political spaces for new kinds of practiceg
critical social movements point the way toward emancipation possibilities.

To that end (or, perhaps more apropos, beginning), my second point is a
caveat of sorts. Booth insists that it is emancipation - 'not power or order'- that
produces'true security.'s In so suggesting Booth seems to have adopted, know-
ingly or not, the liberal humanistic belief that emancipation defines a condi-
tion, whether attainable or idealised, wherein trr.e freedom obtains only in the
total absence of power. While the desire for such an end to all power is under-
standable in the light of the liberal proclivity to valuate power in negative
terms, it nonetheless seems to me a fallacy to imagine the possibility of political
thinking and acting without power.e After all, to speak of movements politicis-
ing existing security discourses and deploying new modes of thought and
action is to employ the language of power and of empowerrnent.sT Indeed, it is
to refer, ironically, to quasi-securitising acts and statecraft-like practices as
perpetrated by movements - insofar as power is involved - rather than by
traditional intellectuals and practitioners of statecraft.
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However, movements do not share the constant fixation of statesmen and
other practitioners of statecraft to securitise the 'borders' of their imagined
communities through ceaseless and vigilant surveillance, the institutionalisa-
tion of the use of force for maintaining order, and the taming of difference and

danger both 'inside' and 'outside.' Indeed, unlike state sovereignties, most
movements dissolve almost immediately upon the accomplishment of their
limited, even parochial, agendas - unless they regrouP to resist, once again,
newly emerging orthodoxies. Those that persist in their institutionalised states

long after having met their original aims either aspire to the kind of ontological
status reserved for state sovereignties, or they have been co-opted by the domi-
nant IR and security discourses and legitimated as 'international actors', but
always as supplements to states-as-actors.88

Conclusion
The turn to securitisation in the discourse of human security, as we have

seen, is a prominent discursive feature of statecraft for managing Asia-Pacific
IR. Securitisation thinkers wrestle with the important question of collective
identity - an issue of particular significance to ongoing efforts to build corunu-
nity in the Asia-Pacific. But whose security and whose (and what) identity?
Moreover, their explorations not only reflect a metaphysical or ontological com-

mitrnmt to the state; they also reflect a silence regarding their own 'complicity' in
producing truth and securitising or sanitising that truth from the effects of sus-

tained critical questioning. That is, they participate egregiously in their own Prac-
tices of statecraft to discipline the domain of human security, and of Asia-Pacific

IR more generally. That they do so is, to an extent, surprising in the light of their
commendable sensitivity to the conhibutions of various communities and forces

in the ongoing production of truth. What I have adduced above, however, should
not be taken as a iudgment of the securitisation concept, much less that of its
articulators, especially Buzan. After all, securitisation is a powerful explanatory
and analytical concept for dealing with the fundamental issue of how something
comes to be constituted and read as a threa! and which players are involved in its
articulation. For this the thinkers of securitisation -Buzarr, Waever, etc - are to be

congrahrlated and urged on in their continuing efforts to refine and calibrate their
concept. What I have simply done here is to highlight particular effects that the

securitising act fosters upon our understanding of the political world of Asia-

Pacific through human security discourse - effects that mainstream IR and secu-

rity studies literature cannot acknowledge without undermining their own foun-
dations. The greater 'dange{ therefore, lies in the inability or refusal of those in
the IR community beholden to longstanding IR categories to allow for new modes

of political being and acting that are not domesticated by a state-centred dis-
course or framed by an embedded realism. A possible avenue of resistance and

politicisatiorg and thereby the 'emancipating' of human concerns from existing

securitised discourses, is that taken by cridcal social movements'
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Human Security Concetns in Global Politics

WoosangKim

Inhoduction

While the 'Westphalian' international order is still in effect, we are witness-
ing the process of globalisation in which the world becomes a 'global societ;r'.
The emergence of such a borderless and distanceless society, based on systems
of international economic interdependence, global communications and trans-
portations, tends to produce new types of insecurity associated with environ-
ment, poverty, epidemic disease, terrorism and ethnic and religious conflict, to
name a few. The security discourse has continued to evolve against the chang-
ing global environment and a major conceptual shift in security thinking has
been witnessed. Many scholars have called for reconceptualising the term,
'security' and re-evaluating the definition of 'security studies'.r Some of them
have participated in discourses on comprehensive security covering environ-
mental, economic, societal, political, communal and ecological issues. Others
have broadened the dialogue to include human rights and human security
issues.

In this paper, I introduce the concept of human seorrity as it currently exists
and make an effort to redefine it in ways to make the concept a more usefirl one.
I also try to locate the concept of human security within the context of compre-
hensive security and national security and make a brief comparison among the
three concepts. Finally, I suggest several ideas designed to promote the discus-
sion of human security issues including responses to potential threats to hu-
man security.

Concept of Human Security

The 1994 United Nations Development Program (UNDP) Human Develop
ment Report is the first major work, which discussed the concept of human
security in depth. According to the report, 'human security is not a concern
with weapons - it is a concern with human life and digtity'. Human security
has two main aspects: 'It means, first, safety from such chronic threats as hun-
ger, disease and repression. And second, it means protection from sudden and
hurtful disruptions in the patterns of daily life - whether in homes, in jobs or in
communities.' This report identifies four essential characteristics and seven
main categories of human security. That is, human security is universal, and
the components of human security are interdependent. Hurnan security is best
ensured through prevention and is people-centred. Seven categories of
human security include: economic security (freedom from poverty), food
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security (freedom from hunger), health security (freedom from disease, access

to health care and protection from disease, for example), environmental secu-

rity (the availability of dean water and air, and Protection from such danger as

environmental pollution and depletion, for examPle), personal security (ftee-

dom from fear of violence, crimes, drugs), community security (freedom to par-
ticipate in family life and one's ethnic group) and political security (freedom to
exercise one's basic human rights).2

The Japanese Government's definition of human security is very similar to
the above comprehensive and integrative concept suggested by the UNDP.
According to the 2000 japanese Diplomatic Bluebook, fapan emphasises hu-
man security from 'the perspective of strengthening efforts to cope with threats
to human lives, livelihoods and dignity as poverty, environmental degrada-
tion, illicit drugs, transnational organised crime, infectious disease such as

HIV/AIDS, the outflow of refugees and anti-personnel land mines'-3 Japan
emphasises both 'freedom from fear' and 'freedom from wanf . fapan suggests

that as long as the obiectives of human security are to ensure the survival and

dignity of individuals as human being+ it is necessary to go beyond thinking of
human secudty solely in terms of protecting human life in conflict situations'a

The Canadian Government's definition of human security, on the other hand,
is a somewhat conservative and narrower one than that of the UNDP or of

fapan. It focuses on 'freedom from pervasive threats to people's rights, safety or
lives'. According to the Canadian concept, human security does not replace

national security. Rather, the concepts of national security and human security
are complementary. Canada's Department of Foreign Affairs and International
Trade suggests that

people are made safer by an oPen, tolerant and responsive state capable of
ensuring the protection of all of its citizens. At the same time, enhancing hu-

man security reinforces the state by strengthening its legitimary and stabil-

ity... It is clear, however, that states are not always guarantors of human
security. When states are externally aggressive, internally repressive or too

weak to govern effectively, people suffer. In the face of massive state-spon-

sored murder, the calculated brutalisation of people and appalling violations

of human rights, the humanitarian imperative to act cannot be ignored and

can, in some cases, outweigh concerns about state sovereignty.

In other words, Canada suggests that 'the willingness and ability of the
international community to use all the tools at its disposal - from political
engagement to military action - to address egregious threats to human security

is an integraf if controversial, element of the human security agenda'. Accord-

ing to the Canadian definition, human security is 'freedom from fear', while
human development is 'freedom from want'. Human security and human de-

velopment can be 'mutually reinforcing concepts', human security provides
'an enabling environment for human development'.s
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Most scholarly writings on the same subject are comprehensive and inclu-
sive in their definitions of human security. According to Jorge Nef there are five
sub-systems in the world system - ecology/environment, economy, society,
polity, and culture - and these sub-systems are linked to each other. That is,
environment and economy are linked by resources; economy and society are
linked by societal forces; society and polity are linked by brokas and alliances;
politics and culture are linked by ideology. Based on his definition, human
security indudes personal, environmental and physical security; economic secu-
rity; social security, induding freedom from dissirnination based on age, gender,
ethnicity, religion or social status; political security; and culturd security.5

For others, human security refers to freedom from hunger, torture, imprison-
ment without a free and fair trial, discrimination of minorities and wornen and
domestic violence. It also refers to such issues as communal security, ethnic
conflict, gender security and the use of rape as a weapon of war. Ethnic conllict
is mainly prevalent in Africa and Asia and the use of rape as a weapon of war
can be found in the case of the former Yugoslavia in the 1990s. The use of
'comfort women' by Japanese troops during the World War II accentuates the
issues of gender security. Positively, it embraces a concept of freedom that is
based on 'the capacity and opportunity that allows each human being to enjoy
life to the fullest without imposing constraints upon others engaged in the
same pursuit'. That is:

Human security refers to the quality of life of the people of a society or polity.
Anything which degrades their quality of life - demographic pressures, dimin-
ished access to or stock of resources, and so on - is a security threat. Con-
versely, anything which can upgrade their quality of life - economic growth,
improved access to resources, social and political empowerment, and so on - is
an enhancement of human security.T

Elsewhere, I have viewed human security as 'being a condition of relative
safety that is free from humanitarian emergencies caused by natural or man-
made disasters at the national, regional, and international levels that also en-
compass the political, military, economic, societal, communal, and environ-
mental spheres'.8 Here, human emergencies refer to 'man-made disasters such
as genocide and ecological disasters such as floods and famines' and 'epi-
sodes in which ethnic or revolutionary war and state repression lead to refugee
flows, forced displacement of people, and massive destruction of property'.e
Human emergencies can be divided into four categories; namely warfare (mainly
within states), disease, hunger, and refugee flight. In other words, humanitar-
ian emergencies are profound social crises tn which a large number of people
die and suffer from war, disease, hunger, and displacement owing to man-
made and natural disasters, while some others may benefit from it'.10 The
United States Mission to the UN defines humanitarian emergencies as crises
'in which large numbers of people are dependent on humanitarian assistance
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. . . from sources external to their own society... and/or . .. are in need of physical
protection in order to have access to subsistence or external assistance'.rr

In addition, a humanitarian emergency in one country will not only have an

impact on its own people but it may spread elsewhere within the international
syslem. So, human security affects not only on the human being as a unit of
concern but also other units like nation-states and systemic actors. ln address-
ing human security issues, one can thus still think in terms of national and
international security. Similar to other concePts introduced above, this concept

of human security as being a condition of relative safety that is free from hu-
manitarian emergencies is also a comPrehensive and inclusive one and covers

security issues not iust at the individual, group or societal level but at the
national or global level.

Efforts to conceptualise human security have been made, but there are criti-
cisms that the exiiting concepts of human security are 'at best poorly defined
and not measurable, and at worst vague and logically inconsistent'. The exist-
ing concepts of human security are also criticised as 'too broad to be useful as

a constmct for security or foreign policy'. To redefine human security in a
narrower and measurable term, Gary King and Christopher Murray include
only ,those domains of well-being that have been important enough for human

beings to fight over or to put their lives or ProPerty at great risk' and identify a

set of domiins for measuring human security - income, health, education,
political freedom, and democrary.l2 Kanti Bajpai also suggests a 'human secu-

iitv audit' which includes measures of 'direct and indirect threats to indi-
vidual bodily safety and freedom' and 'the capacity to deal with threats, namely,

the fostering of norms, institutions, and democratisation/ rePresentativeness

in decision-making structures'.r3

Flowever, efforts to develop a narrower and more measurable definition of
human security seem to face serious problems. In King and Murray's terms, an
individual who is rich, healthy, educated and lives in a democratic country
can be identified as a person who enjoys a high level of human security. Buf in
reality that individual may suffer from domestic violence. Based on Bajpai's

audit, an individual's bodily safety and freedom are most important. But, what
about other issues such as economic well-being and education, for example?

Who decides what types of threats are most detrimental to human security?

Threats to human security may differ from region to region, from country to coun-

bry and from individual to individual. oversimplification of the-concept,of hu-

man security may not be such a good idea after all. For now, having diverse
definitions of human secudty developed by different societies or regions seerns to

be better for all human beings than having one narrow version developed and

advocated by a specific counbry or region. It may be better for us to regard human
security as one of the perspectives that helps us understand phenomena occur-

ring everywhere in the global system and one of the approaches that seeks to
protect individual human being's freedom from fear and want.
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Human Security, Comprehensive Security and National Security

Human security incorporates many aspects of comprehensive security, one
of the most widely used terms in the post-Cold War era, in terms of the
inclusiveness of security agenda. Both human security and comprehensive
security deal with various non-military factors. Not like the concept of national
security, threats to comprehensive security include both military and sudr non-
military factors such as economic, ecological, commr.rnal, and societal threats.ra
These non-military threats can be made by various non-state actors
(transnational or sub-national) as well as rival states, and by man-made disas-
ters as well as natural catastrophes. Threats to comprehensive security can be
the same as that to human security, and they sometimes go beyond the capacity
of the state to manage. In this, they move beyond the confines of the traditional
notion of security that encompasses only the military dimension.

However, the unit of analysis is basically different. Human security focuses
on individual human beings, while comprehensive security still regards the
nation-state as the principal actor. Like the traditional concept of security, the
referent object for comprehensive security is the nation-state. But, the referent
obiect for human security is the individual. Just like the concept of national
security, comprehensive security pursues state sovereignty - territorial integ-
rity, domestic order and safety of the people through internal authority and
external autonomy (or national independence). On the other hand, human
security pursues protection and welfare of the individual citizen or human
being. Human security assumes that basic human needs and interests are nec-
essary conditions for society, but it is not presumed that without human secu-
rity, national security cannot be guaranteed. Comprehensive security, on the
other hand, is based on the liberal idea that non-military issues also influence
national security and that institutions can make a difference by promoting
security in the system.

According to the Canadian Government human security and national secu-
rity are'complementary':

People are made safer by an open, tolerant and responsive state capable of
ensuring the protection of all of its citizens. At the same timg enhancing human
sectdty reinforces the state by shengthening its legitimacy and stability.rs

However, I argue that although human seorrity and comprehmsive security
or national security can be mutually reinforcing concepts, they may also be in
conflict with each other. Table 1 briefly, compares the three security concepts.

Reinforcing human security in some fields may cause, intensify, or trigger other
threats to national security. For example, land mines around the demilitarised
zone (DMZ) on the Korean peninsula can be dangerous for individuals who
live nearby. However, removal of the land mines for human security purposes
may undermine South Korean national sectrrity by increasing the prospects for
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Table 1: National Security, Comprehensive Security & Human Security

TyP"* Security
for Whom

Goals Threats level

National S".*ity Nation-state National survival
Territorial integnty
Domestic order
Safety of the people

Military National

Comprehensive
Security

Nation-state Natiornl survival
Territorid integrity
Domestic order & safef
Well being of other
people

Non-
military

National;
transnationa

Human Security brdividual Safety and welfare of
the individual human
being

Mlitary;
non-militar

Individual
Societal
Regional
National
Transnational

*National security and comprehensive security are complementary, but, national secu-
rity and human security are not always complementary sometimes, they are conflictual.

a North Korean blitzkrieg. The recent spate of financial crises in Asian coun-
tries provides another useful example of these countervailing forces in opera-

tion (but in this case in the reverse direction). Because the South Korean Gov-

ernment believes that the current financial crisis threatens its national prosper-
ity, it considers the crisis to be a threat to national security. The government has

therefore tried very hard to overcome its financial crisis by restructuring the
banking system and by reforming conglomerates. But, as a result of this restruc-
turing, the number of people unemployed in South Korea has increased con-

siderably. Consequently, human security of those unemployed individuals has

been seriously threatened.
The concept of traditional security has emphasised order and stability, while

the existing concept of human security seems to lay greater stress on values,
especially human rights, democrary and market economy. Flowever, there seem

to be clear drawbacks in insisting that Western visions of democracy, market
economy and human rights be universalised.

First of all, no one will disagree with the argument that democracies promote
human rights better than alternative regimes. So, increasing democratisation
will lead simultaneously to an enforcement of human rights and a more Peace-
ful world. But installation of a democratic institution in one society or polity
does not automatically gualantee human rights of minorities. After all, democ-

racy is an instrument of majority or pluralistic rule. Free popular participation
in politics, guaranteed in a democratic regime, can lead easily to the violation
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of human rights. For example, many people, both individually or in groups,
may like to use their political power to gain an unfair advantage over their
political enemies. Human rights, however, are non-maioritarian. Human rights
aim to protect every human being. In democratic societies, where the majority
or plurality is relatively well positioned to care for its own rights and interests,
one of the most important functions of human rights is to constrain that major-
ity or plurality from exercising malevolent authority over other factions. Until
suitable mechanisms for guaranteeing the human rights of minorities are intro-
duced, the enjoyment of human rights will remain insecure, even in democratic
societies.

Enforcement of the market economy is not the end of the story for human
rights activists, either. The equity issue is also a very important consideration.
The market economy may be economically efficient. That is, given a limited
supply of resources, market systems of allocation and distribution will pro-
duce a higher total output in terms of goods and services supplied than other
economic systems. But the market system also distributes that production to
those with power within the market system, typically those with an income or
information advantage, rather than to those specifically in need. To put it dif-
ferently, although the market economy produces more overall, it is not neces-
sarily producing more for all. In fact, the free market typically develops gross
inequalities between individuals within a society in terms of income, living
conditions, etc.

Recently, most Asian countries have been faced with severe financial crises.
South Korea is not an exception. The South Korean Government, in seeking to
resolve this crisis, has made every effort to induce foreign invesbnent by follow-
ing suggestions and prescriptions from the United States, the International
Monetary Fund and other Western countries. It has tried very hard to open up
its domestic market, to restructure its banking system and companies through
big deals, mergers and mass lay-offs in the workforce. But to increase its na-
tional credit rating and to increase the efficienry of its economy the South Ko-
rean Government has had to temporarily abandon the equity issue. In this
situation, questions that need to be asked are: who is going to be responsible for
the rapidly growing number of unemployed South Koreans and for protecting
their human rights? South Korea at this point in time is therefore serving as a
useftrl example of how the operations of a market economy can have negative
consequences for human rights.

Globalisation based on the free market system is supposed to be a force for
social change that will help to close the gap between the rich and the poor, but
it is seen by some as a 'destructive force' that increases the gap between the
industrialised north and the developing south. The series of recent protests led
by international non-governmental organisations (NGOs) during the World
Trade Organisation (WTO) meeting at Seattle, the United States, on November
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1999, IMF and World Bank Meeting at Prague, the Czech Republic, on Septem-
ber 20fi), G-20 Meeting at Montreal, Canada, on October 2000, and the Asia-
Europe Meeting (ASEM) in Seoul, Korea, in October 2000, to name a few, dem-

onstrate frustration about the pace and effects of globalisation in the develop
ing and less developed world.

Yet, this evidence should not be construed to suggest that I am arguing here
against the overall relative advantages of the democratic/market system as

compared to the available alternatives. Quite the opposite is the case; and I
staunchly support that system. I am, however, suggesting that democrary and

the free market system do not automatically promote improvements in the qual-

ity of life of individuals in a society. With this in mind, human security should
be applied in such a way that it can be enjoyed not iust by the majority of people
within a democratic socief but also by its minorities.

Conclusion

In the 21st century, human security issues will get more attention in world
politics. As we have seen, overarching humanitarian issues will present new
challenges for humanitarian interests. The primacy of human security is illus-
trated not only by the fact that many problems we face in world politics have

something to do with human security and human rights, but also by the fact
that their amelioration and cure will require globally coordinated resPonses.

There will be a need to promote various channels of dialogue on future hu-
man security challenges. In this sense, epistemic communities will play a cm-
cial role. However, new international conventions and protocols for imple-
menting human security can only be empowered if and when consensus

emergeJ among the various interested parties. Achieving such consensus will,
by necessity, demand a concerted effort to bridge the gap that currently exists

between developed and developing (or underdeveloped) countries. A wide-
spread conviction exists in underdeveloped countries that the concept of hu-
man security is merely another tactic that developed countries are using in
order to impose their values, infringe upon their sovereignty, and exploit their
national interests. Claims of human rights violations in less developed coun-

tries are cited as typical examples of the 'have states' pressing their less fortu-
nate counterparts to comply with their own policies.

As mentioned above, there are other related problems. Sometimes democ-
racy and the free market system do not go together with minority rights.
Also, reinforcement of human security in some countries may intensify threats

to their national security. It is critical that the installation of Western nonns,

like democrary and the free market system, in less well developed countries

should also be balanced by an appropriate recognition of the different tradi-
tional values and norms, and different national security environments that
pertain to particular countries.
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Middle powers could play a special role in developing the concept of human
security and brokering its implementation at the international level. They could
take initiatives for building consensus amongst the world community because
they threaten no one but still engender sufficient respect and comrnand enough
resources to influence the behaviour of great and small powers alike. Middle
power collaboration to establish procedures and mechanisms ensuring that
human security agendas are not dominated by a hegemony, or by a few great
powers, could be a first, very real step to advancing that concept in ways which
will transform it from an idea into a widely accepted reality.

Two pressing questions present themselves as the new century begins: how
can human security best be achieved and who should lead the effort? Cer-
tainly, efforts to enhance human security should be multi-dimensional in the
sense that action is required at a number of levels - national, regional, and
global. National governments need to assume primary responsibility for re-
storing the state of human security and in preventing humanitarian emergen-
cies. However, in addressing many issues of human security, close consulta-
tion and coordination is required across national boundaries. A comprehen-
sive and collective approach is therefore required. Institutions created to man-
age human security will need to perform three important functions: these are
(1) giving early warning of humanitarian emergencies, (2) ensuring early con-
sultation among members and interested parties, and (3) providing crisis man-
agement with regular supervision. These early warning activities will be en-
hanced by information sharing, data gathering and monitoring on potential
human disasters. These can all be seen as important preventive measures con-
tributing to human security. Early consultation is needed to prevent the spread
of future humanitarian crises and to seflrre their early resolution. Crisis man-
agement through regular monitoring and supervision of any agreements will
also be needed.
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Human Security Concerns: A View From Jakarta

IandryHaryo Subianto

|akarta does want Aceh, but not the people of the land

-Benedict 
Anderson

Inhoduction

Human security, both at the conceptual and practical levels, has attracted
much attention, not only among scholars and policy analysts, but also among
nlunerous policy makers within government (especially in developed coun-
tries). The attractiveness of this concept is a consequence of the changing na-
ture of post-Cold war global politics. It is part of the shift from politics and

security in its hard/traditional notion to more soft/non-traditional issues. It is
also 'the reaction to the massive sufferings of humanity witnessed globally . '.[and]
a reflection of trends towards re'conceptualising or re'defining securit5r'.2

The concept of human seority challenges our basic understanding on secu-

rity and how to securitise. It reconsiders the referent object of security itself.3 It
also contains reactionary sentimentsa that exclude the sufferings of humanity
caused by the over-monopoly of state and state-apparatuses in defining, secur-

ing and executing security policy over citizens and society. The societal and
individual oppression by the state, undertaken in the name of national integ-
rity, state sovereignty and national stability has been the main thrust driving
advocates of a more comprehensive security Policy that indudes human secu-

rity components. Some cases of over-centralised state practices of governing in
Southeast Asia as well as in Africa and Latin America illustrate how the con-
cept of human security has been put aside and undermined' In the post-Cold
War era, this practice of state security is closely watched, repeatedly monitored
and even sometimes harshly criticised by numerous developed democracies.

Governments find that due to globalisation, the spread of democratisation,
increasing interdependence and competition among countries, they can no

longer retain sole legitimacy to the unlimitedly exercise of its power.s The

paradigm of state security, mostly centralised on a spatial basis (the concern
with the unity of territory), and social uniformity (of society), is under chal-
lenge. The attempt to review and irnplement a more comprehensive paradigm
and practice of security has created unease especially within states (govern-

ments), and as a result, there have been social adjustments and negotiations,
which may create new social contracts, or vertical and horizontal chaos and
turmoil. The latter seems to be more evident in many Southeast Asian coun-

tries, and Indonesia in particular is one of the countries experiencing costly
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and bloody adjustments and conflict as it follows a new path towards more
'humane' governance.

People in Indonesia are now starting to question whether or not we really
need to review the state's security policy, especially on the enlargement of
security actors (and referent objects) to include civil society both at the national
and local level. Yet civil society and civil political leadership lack the institu-
tional capacity to deal with the social complexity of the country. Consequently
there are cases in which partial and narrow interests preclude the public good.

The paper will discuss three core elements that address the immediate ques-
tion of whether or not we need to find or formulate a national and regional
perspective on human security. First, we will discuss the basic understanding
of human security. Second, the paper will focus on the concept of human secu-
rity in national and regional contexts, especially in Indonesia and to a lesser
extent Southeast Asia, within the context of the new social and political setting
of the country and the region. Third, it moots possible solutions as alternatives
to the danger of deadlock in reconciling the need for the state to adhere itself to
concepts of human security, and the over-control of government in determin-
ing, formulating and implementing state policies, induding security, but which
may exclude important interests and perspectives.

The Concept of Human Security: Basic Understanding and Definitions

Security is a highly contested concept. Controversies surrounding its mean-
ing tend to be especially pronounced during times of historical turmoil.5
William T. Tow and Russell Trood, among many others, argue that the end of
Cold War, has prompted a lively debate over the meaning of security and secu-
rity studies as a field of inquiry. They emphasise that set against a traditional
view of security, preoccupied with problems of anarchy and national security
through theuse of military power, more contemporary approaches take a broader
perspective, often incorporating economic, societal, and environmental dimen-
sions into their agenda. Th"y observe that in recent years, human security' has
attracted increasing attention as a fresh variant of the latter approach.T

Several analysts have attempted rigorous definitions of human security. But
it must be admitted that like other fundamental concepts, human security is
'more easily identified through its absence than its presence'. According to the
Human Development Report 1994, human security contains two main aspects.
First, it is defined as'safety from chronic threats such as hunger, disease and
repression'. Second, human security also means protection from sudden and
hurtful disruptions in the patterns of daily life - whether in homes, in jobs or in
communities. As reckoned, such threats can exist at all levels of national in-
come development.s Furthermore, the UNDP identifies at least seven catego-
ries of threats that need to be addressed under the rubric of human security;
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namely, economic security, food security, health security, environmental secu-

rity, personal security, community security and political security.e

In addition, the initial concePtion of human security urges four essential
characteristics of human security. It is universaf interdependent, easier to en-
sure through early prevention and is people'centred.lo As observed by Michael
Renner (1997), the conception of human security 'entails such seemingly dis-
parate concerns as peace/ environmental protection, human rights and democ-
ratisation and social integration. Concerns about human security are in a sense

as old as human history, yet, they are now magnified by the unPrecedented

scale of environmental degradation, by the Presence of immense Poverfy in the

midst of extraordinary wealth, and by the fact that socral, economic, and environ-

mental drallenges are no longer timited to particular communities and nations.'1r

On the Problem of Conceptual Clarity

Indeed, looking at the broad definition of human security, it is not very easy
for us to determine the central focus of human security. In practice and by
definition, the concept puts more gravity on the centrality of people (either as

individuals or as groups of individuals) and to some extent it seems to suggest

that the old paradigm of hard security, which focused on inter-state relations
and territorial integrity can no longer prevail as the primary focus for the na-

tional security of a state.

The inclusion of seven major categories (with some Possibility of more addi-
tional ingredients) makes the concept of human security bulky. Human secu-

rity is perceived as the ultimate curative for most of - if not all - social problems
and diseases confronting states. In practice, it creates a prioritising-problem for
state and society alike, not only in determining which component should be
put at the top of the priority list, but also with regards to state and social caPac-

ity to address these problems. On paper, the concept demands that securitising
actors simultaneously address all basic comPonents of human security. Yet, in
many countries, especially the developing, consensus among securitising ac-

tors is rarely achieved. This has created maior obstacles in incorporating, as

well as implementing, the concept of human security into national security
policy.

The other conceptual problem relates to the basic characteristics of human
security that may potentially stimulate 'motives for denial' between countries
with different historical backgrounds, cultural inclination, psychological situ-

ation, and socio-political setting and orientation. Some countries claim that
universal characteristics of the human security concePt, although theoretically
acknowledged as an ideal, may potentially challenge the values and political
status quo of the countries concerned. Universality is rePeatedly juxta-
posed, or exploited by political elites for domestic political consumption
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by western countries. This creates 'insecurity' among 'non-Western countries'
and raises the questions, whose ideals should be ideal and whose values should
dominate?

Attempts to implement human security in a proper way can inadvertently
become counter-productive. This can stimulate a sense of insecurity and strain
relations between the state and society. Some states rely on civil society to
promote human security but these efforts can be hampered, monitored and
controlled by governrnent. Rising tensions and mutual resentment stimulated
by efforts to promote human security may ironically undermine efforts to pro-
mote 'freedom from feal and 'freedom from want'.

There are also problems related with the conceptual clarity of human secu-
rity.t2 Firstly, there is no consensus on the operationalisation of the concept.
Proponents of human security may overstate its case and downplay other forms
of security as merely means of obtaining the main objective of human security.
The UNDP reminds us that all elements of security are intertwined.l3 Sec-
ondly, 'it inadvertently brings us to the problem of locating human security in
the comprehensive security framework"a. The relationship between the two
concepts is the core question that needs to be addressed before we can proceed
with the policy formulation of human security. Thirdly, there is a tendency to
expand the definition of security to 'include anything related with human-
beings' which creates a danger of conceptual redundancy.rs

This said, it is beyond question that human security modifies and/or com-
plements traditional security. More so, if we consider the shortcomings or limi-
tations of the Uaditional approach of security. While there are new develop
ments at the global level, the traditional approach remains too focused on the
state and with concerns of national unity, territorial integrity, socio-political
stability, as well as the dominance of military-related issues. In this regard,
human security analysts have thus argued that there are compelling and ur-
gent reasons for revising traditional security approaches.

Tow and Trood (2000) in their work on human security argue that there are at
least three basic weaknesses of traditional security. First, national security ap
proaches are insufficiently sensitive of cultural difference. Second, recent com-
plex humanitarian emergencies defy traditional deference to the principle of
'non-interference in sovereign affairs'. Various humanitarian interventions by
'coalitions of the willing' reflect this trend.

Third, traditional security approaches do not consistently anticipate current
issues. International politics is increasingly conducted at diverse levels of in-
ternational society, not exclusively by the state. Placing the state at the centre of
security paradigm accords less and less with the reality of the states' actual
roles in the international system. Globalisation integrates communications,
cultures and econornics in ways that transcend state-centric relations.
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Globalisation is a critical vehide transforming perspectives of international
relations.l5 In an economic sense, paralleling growing economic interdepend-
ence on the one hand and harsher vertical and horizontal economic competi-
tions on the other, globalisation is a process increasing economic integration
since the end of the Cold War.

[T]he international system has witnessed the rising prominence of humanitar-
ian issues, which in furn has changed the role of the state in managing national
security. Whereas traditional security issues focus on securing the state by
means of military arsenals, human security at the individual level is a frame-

work that addresses sustainable development, the rule of law, good Sovem-
ance, and social equity on a macro level.rT

Thus, Lloyd Axworthy ('1997), highlights the importance of cooperation be-
tween states and local, regional and global entities.rs

This said, we should bear in mind that the indusion of supra-national actors
in managing globalisation for the sake of human security protection should be
consulted at the local level. Culture and traditions/values need to be respected.

Quest for a Working Framework for Human Security: Finding a Plausible
Balance

Let us now examine the possible framework under which human security
concept can be elaborated and implemented. Barry Buzan states that 'human
security is a problematic concept, particularly when taken to be part of the
analysis of international security (as opposed to various other meanings of
security mostly active within a domestic context).le He further stresses that
international security has a distinctive agenda, and the answer to what makes

an international security issue can be found in the traditional military-political
understanding of security.

In this context, the security of the state is about survival, and for a nation is

about identity. It is a concern with an existential threat to a designed referent
object. He further notes that traditionally, although not necessarily, the referent
objects can be a state, incorporating government, territory and society.20 In
dealing with security issues, governments can and do find legitimacy for the

use of force, the imposition of secrery and the claim that executive Powers can

be extended to overmle civil rights, Processes of openness, consultation, and
democracy. All in all, security enables even democratic states to revert in part to
absolutist ways. In this sense, he strongly believes that all discussions about
security must have a referent object defined as a thing, which is identified as

having its right to survival threatened and which it is the obiective of security
policy to protect.2l

In this regard, the question is what is the referent object for human security?
Deciding exactly what the referent object is or is supposed to address becomes
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a critical necessity. And here lies the problem of deciding whether or not states
should remain the referent object. More importantly, it also toudres on the more
fundamental question of finding the right balance and proportional role that
each actor should play its role as both referent object and securing actors. How
to draw a linkage between these actors is also cnrcial in determining the prac-
tical workability of this concept. Thus, analysing the role of state in relation
with human security is one of the major elements of our working framework.

There are at least two camps or perspectives on this issue. The frsf camp, the
realist point of view, encompasses those who shongly believe in the centrality
of state security over human security, and security in general. The seconil in-
cludes those who are doubtful about state capacity and willingness to address
the complexity of 'human problems', and who are traumatised by past and
current malpractice and the illicit behaviour of governments that oppress their
citizens in the name of security. They urge that the referent of security should
focus on individuals. The protection of the righs of the individual should be
the primary responsibility of the state.

One of the principal motives for making individuals the object of securify is
that they may be threatened by the state and therefore become either direct or
indirect victims of the national security apparatus.

Buzan, Abad and other writers highlight a conundrum.z To them'states
may not be a sufficient condition for individual security, and they may even be
the problem. But they are almost certainly a necessary condition for individual
security because without the state, it is not dear what other agencies are to act
on behalf of individuals'. Buzan affirms that 'because states hold this position,
they can daim their own right for survival over and above that of their indi-
vidual citizens.' He further envisions that versions of human security that seek
to reduce all security to the level of the individual somehow have to confront
the dilemma that by bypassing the state they take away the means through
which individual security might be achieved'.8

Even as noted by Abad, at the extreme end, there are those who consider the
human security approach is potentially detrimental to the promotion of na-
tional stability and maintenance of inter-state peace and coexistence. This in
particular relates with the indusion of human rights elements and uniformed
practice in pursuit of satisfactorily human rights protection in balance with the
protection of sovereignty and so on.2a

However, supporters of the latter also believe that humanity is indivisible,
and thus, to quote UN Secretary-General Annan, '[t]he world cannot stand
aside when gross and systematic violation of human rights are taking place
with grave humanitarian consequences.'2s This illustrates that the interna-
tional community - at least represented by the UN, has signalled that human
security is part of the international security agenda. Indeed, it is true that this
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kind of international attitude creates some uneasiness among states, but never-
theless, the question of whether human security is compatible with state and
regional secuity is a function of the interplay of the territoriality of nation
states and the non-territoriality of the human being. In a larger picture, this

situation need not necessarily lead to irreconcilably opposing views'

To escape the confusion that deadlocks the implementation of human secu-
rity, Mely Caballero-Anthony suggests that there is a linkage between human
security (as the basis for determining the referent object) and comprehensive

security. She argues that 'if one were therefore to bring together these two con-

cepts into a coherent security framework, it would require starting one's en-

quiry (on security) by: (1) asking the question - whose security is being dis-
cussed - e.g. the individual?; (2) what are the dimensions of security incorpo-
rated in the comprehensive security concept [?]; and (3) how should these threats
be addressed[?1'20 tn" further reckons that 'this Process allows one to approach

his/her analysis starting with the human security "framework", combining
and ending it with the comprehensive security "ftamework"''27

lndeed, it must be admitted that the above 'temporary consensus' on the
application of human security is theoretically athactive, but it is still difficult to
consistently implement. All the more so when we realise that in developing
countries (including the developing countries in Southeast Asia), the problems
of identifying 'the who', prioritising 'the dimension' and choosing 'the ap-
proach' are not yet well-institutionalised, let alone agreed'

In reality, the centrality of state-centric security still ranks above other ele-

ments. Coupled with this is the observation that most of these countries are still
badly shocked by the recent economic crisis and are still facing serious multi-
dimensional problems ranglng from democratisation, governance and poverty
to that of ethnic conflicts as well secessionist movements, it is difficult for these

countries to successfirlly address, or apply, the concept of human security com-

prehensively.

While there is a significant acknowledgment from the state of the importance
of human security in overall national security policy (reflected at least in the

officials' speeches) some degree of resistance toward certain elements of hu-
man security still appears. The resistance, among many other factors, may go

beyond the sequencing of national priorities, as 'it is essentially a function of
the tension between the forces for political change on the one hand, and the

defenders of status quo on the other'.r Thus, understanding the national and

regional political context becomes equally critical in examining the predict-
ability of human security in the countries concerned. This does not mean that
human security is not universal or that it should only be partially implemented.
yet, deeper understanding and wisdom need to be added into our equation on

human security in order to make it applicatory.
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As far as the concept is concerned, it should be noted that as a concept W se,

human security has received much currency. Nevertheless, given real-politik,
the legacies of bitter colonial experiences and immature political mechanisms
to be found in some newly emerging democracies, there is a degree of reserva-
tion among states that the concept should be accepted or implemented. For
advocates of human security, this situation is disturbing and frustrating. How-
ever/ if we wish to see the concept of human security prevail globally, patience
and understanding is needed. Continuing dialogue is the best avenue to facili-
tate the progress of human searrity in the real world.

Human Security in National and Regional Contexts: Do We ReallyNeed
National and Regional Perspectives?

Responding to the question, 'are there varying national perspectives on hu-
man security?' is not easy. Given the nature of humankind, a central focus of
human security should be universally applicable. I believe that there is no, and
should never be any national or regional perspective on human security. Such
an attempt would result in the partition of mankind.

However, the'security'label of this concept compels us to examine the fact in
a more meticulous and realistic way. Based on nurnerous readings and obser-
vations, we must acknowledge the fact that there are either some competing or
supporting perspectives on the concept of human security. These exist at the
practical level, both among states (represented by governments) and between
states and non-state entities. This is much evident if we contrast Asian ap-
proaches and styles to security with non-Asian ones.

Even, in the narower scope of Southeast Asian context, we could observe the
difference between how the government of Myanmar perceives (human) secu-
nty, for instance, and how Filipinos value human security. More irnportantly,
perceptions of human security are grounded in the immediate needs a countr5r
is facing. For instance, economic security in Indonesia is gaining more cur-
rency than in, for instance, Singapore or Malaysia. But for Singapore, environ-
mental security is more important because the smoke from Indonesian forests
has posed a danger to the national security of Singaporeans. Thus, in short, we
can say that perspectives on human security vary horizontally (among states)
and vertically (between states and societies). The real question should be 'why'
are there varying national perspectives on human security issues.

Before embarking on a discussion into 'the why' question, perhaps in order
to understand the configuration of how differently the states perceive human
security, we may discem four perspectives on human security. They are: (1)
strong or extreme proponents, who advocate the concept at all levels and in all
conditions; (2) reluctant realists, who partially accept/reject the concept with
some critical reservations; (3) the apathetic who neither pay any attention to
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issues of human security nor oPPose ib and (4) staunch opponents, who op-
pose the concept.

Most countries fall into these four categories. It is not difficult for us to under-
stand the motives that drive the first, third and fourth trouPs. It is very interest-

ing to understand what the real factors are that generate the second group. In
thii category lie different perspectives on how human security should be de-

fined, perceived and operated in sub-national, national, regional, as well as in
international political arenas. Many unpredictable outcomes may aPPear within
countries grouped in this second category (those that are becoming more ad-
verse or supportive).

To illustrate, I will bry to look at the experience of Indonesia, one emerging

democracy in the region, which is now facing a set of serious challenges posed

by the transition from a vertically-centralised-authoritarianism to a decentral-

ised-democratic- government.

First Lesson from Indonesia: Never Rule Unprivileged People out of the
Equation

In the past, our authoritarian government forgot the very essence of tradi-
tional security management. Tradition security management according to George

Maclean of the university of Manitoba, contains two basic objectives: namely,
(1) preserving a state's territorial integrity (security goals); and (2) providing
benefits and distributing public goods to citizens (welfare goals). He maintains
that human security concentrates on the security of welfare provision.ze

Indonesian governments, including the incumbent administration, focused

on security goals. Welfare was addressed by development within the protec-
tion afforded by national security. The pursuit of growth (to provide benefits),

it was assumed would be followed by the distribution of newly created wealth.
History showed that the government tended to disregard the importance of
people as both subject and object of the security. The benefits of development

were not evenly distributed.

The pace of pre'crisis physical and economic development in Indonesia, and

elsewhere in East Asia, were impressive. For the last two decades, until the

outbreak of the7997 crisis, Indonesians enjoyed steady economic growth, higher
incomes, and consequently higher living standards. The living standards of
between 50 to 50 per cent of the poorest were elevated above the poverty line.

fust before the suharto regime was ousted, less than 20 per cent of the popula-
tion lived below the poverty line.

In the international arena, Indonesia was a staunch proponent of trade liber-

alisation. It promoted the strengthening of regional cooperation. Indonesia ini-
tiated various regional and international cooperative proposals. None of us,
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especially those who enjoyed special status in our corununity and who ben-
efited from government policies, felt collective economic misery or a threat to
our lives and belongings. After the crisis erupted many Indonesians realised
the price that they had paid for sudr luxury.

The luxuries some of my fellow Indonesians enjoyed (probably less than 15

per cent of the population) were gained at the expense of the insecurity of the
majority, especially those living in remote areas, and in economically less-
advantageous sectors and occupations such as agriculture, labour and fisher-
ies. Economic deprivation in rural areas, tight security control over the strate-
gic industrial and economic complexes (such as oil and gas as well as mining
areas especially in the provinces of Aceh, Irian ]aya and Kalimantan), the harsh
monitoring of the free press and political oppression are among the costs we
still have to pay.

Development, as the government used to think about it, was juxtaposed with
public sacrifice, either voluntarily or coercively. To boost growth in industrial
sectors, the government built industrial complexes and this meant that half of
the total residents in certain regions in Java had to be relocated to other islands
(normally through transmigration programs). Economic centres were created
with peoples transplanted, culturally, socially, and even psychologically from
their former land. The same problems pertained when the government built
dams, highways, and infrastructure. There is nothing wrong with this kind of
development, but it was not accompanied by planning or schemes for those
who became the unprivileged and displaced. Coupled with the moral hazards
(cornrption and so on) endemic in its apparatus, and the lack of vision, govern-
ments failed to provide assistance to individuals. As a result, some benefited
while many missed out.

Furthermore, one of the elements that needs to be critically assessed in rela-
tion to human security legacies of the last regime is the domination of military
in security policy formulation as its implementation. So far, much of the discus-
sion on human security tends to marginalise the position and role of the mili-
tary. The military are perceived as a detached element of human security. The
military is viewed as detrimental to human security. In our experience, there is
no doubt that the military with ie authoritative mindset used to be, and per-
haps is, still one of the major obstades to the implementation of the concept of
human security.

In Indonesia, the pivotal role of the military in national politics and econom-
ics reinforced the institutional and structural decay of the counbry. It led to the
current social and territorial crisis. This institution has provoked resistance in
Aceh, Irian faya, the islands of Mollucaq Kalimantan and so on. Human-rights
abuses committed by the military were, and remain, widespread. Indonesia
used its status as a model of development to deflect international criticism of its
poor record on human rights and governance. The economic crisis highlighted
our record on human rights violations that are a national embarrassment.
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Missing from previous governments' consideration were people's self-initia-
tives, participation in politics and development Programs. People tended to
become 'slaves of development'. Welfare became rhetoric.

The idea that individuals should be given maximum latitude to make choices

for themselves, and should be held accountable for the consequences of their
choices is often regarded as an alien idea that should be rejected (and even
removed). In that time, there was a strong belief that people could not be en-

trusted with expensive personal liberties or political freedom. Therefore, the
government knows best aftitude was pervasive. Coercive methods were used to

prod people to accept the government's superior wisdom both in political and

economic realms.3o

Bad policy formulation and execution, coupled with moral hazards of the
state apparatuses, often undertaken in the name of preserving state and na-
tional security, became impediments to the protection of human security in
Indonesia. But, how is it now?

Second Lesson from Indonesia: Never Underestimate the Process of
CapacityBuilding

Indonesian economist Raymond Atje argues that 'rapid economic growth
bolsters both internal and external security as well as human security of a
country. But it would be too naiVe to argue that economic growth alone will be

sufficient to generate peaceful environment at domestic or regional level'.3r

This is certainly the case in Indonesia. Nevertheless, as he contendt the Asian
financial crisis has two profound impacts on Indonesia: prolonged economic

crisis and a virtual collapse of law and order. This raises the question, what
factor(s) caused the prolonged economic crisis in Indonesia? Similarly, what
explains the breakdown of law and order and the paralysis of the security
system in the face of internal security problems? Atje considers that these is-

sues have one factor in common, the absence of good governance.u

on the positive side the crisis awakened democrag. Yet, it also released time
bombs left by the former administration, especially regional and sectoral eco-

nornic gaps, ethnic rivalries and resentments, as well as religious competition

at the grassroots level. However, the people do not perceive democracy as a

long-term process. They see it as a shortcut to individual freedom. We have

seen in Indonesia both euphoria, and anarchy. Indonesians seem to be impa-
tient to proceed with democratisation, but it will take time to institutionalise
democratic values and norms. The introduction of democrary to our society

has not been accompanied by adequate capacity building'

For Indonesia, and perhaps for most emerging democracies, current demo-

cratic transition (and its attendant impacts) are a Precondition to the establish-

ment of comprehensive security policies, including human security.
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Democracy is a precondition to human security in which personal liberty,
the rule of law and accountability are democrary's pillars. The state should
respect public demands. Here lies an opportunity for society to redirect the
orientation of the state and its policies, including its security policy.

However, inadequate capacity building at the state and societal level, as well
as a low level of education, hinders the broad acceptance of democracy. We are
now wihressing the break-up of the country due to the inability of our malfunc-
tioning government to exercise its authority to prevent conflicts (which may be
derived from lack of capacity or be a reaction to international pressure). Free-
dom given to an 'angry' society may not be accompanied by wisdom. Ironi-
cally, 'democratisation' may unleash forces that undermine the interests of
individuals, which have yet to be consistently protected by the state. If in the
past we accused governments of being the actor that neglected or even disre-
garded the importance and protection of human security, nowadays we accuse
them of being impotent in protecting the security of groups of people and ordi-
nary families from violation by others, or by their neighbours, and for being
unable to recover our economy.

If we adopt the matrix provided by Mclean, and use it to measure changes of
the government's capacity and capability in dealing with human security is-
sues, then we may observe the results noted in Table 1.

Advocates of human security should remain committed to the principle of
the universality of human security. Yet, the concept of 'securi$/ is a social and
political invention. It is bounded by ideology, values, intentions and interests.
Accordingly, the advocates of human security should understand the socio-
political contexts and more importantly the nature of social and political rela-
tionships between state and society. Indeed, relying too much on national per-
spectives may refocus discussion back to square one on how human security
should be addressed, precisely because the construction of national perspec-
tives on human security, especially in Southeast Asia, very much depend on
the beliefs and perception of leaders (no matter how idiosyncratic), local values
and beliefs, and to a lesser extent on the influence of middle-class societv (eco'
nomic actors, scholars and so on).

By the same token, relying too much on universality may create another hu-
man security dilemma. Some resistance to the inclusion of human rights into
the equation of human security, especially in Southeast Asia, is a clear example
of how the universal approach to human security can become counter-produc-
tive. But yet, it does not mean that human rights should be ruled out of the
human security equation. It should be kept there although in practice it may
take time to be induded on the same level as its other elements such as food,
economic, health or environment security.

Escaping such dangers, and in order to find a stable and balanced perspec-
tive and practice, we must consistently try to increase the level of awareness of
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Table 1: Responding to Human Security Threats (and State's Capacity and
ility)*

Human Secudty
Issues

Personal security of
theindividual fiom
violence or harm

Acoess tobasic
essentialsof lift

Prohction of the
individualfrorn

Crime/terrorism
Pandemic diseases

Politicalcomrption

Mass migration

Provision of human
tightt

Freedomfiom
basedongmder

Rightsof politicaland
culturalcommunities

Political, economic
and democratic
d

Current Status

Not guaranteed.
Threats are from the
state and societv itself
(horizontal and irertical
threats)

Unreliable, manipu-
lated, com:
Unclearly decenhalised

Under-
Virtuallv non-existent

Unreliable

Obvious

Existent
lncreased refugees

Partially-proffi
Inaonsisbt legal practic

Improved

Well-recognised

Anarchic
Unclear direction

Ineffective

*Modified from George Maclean33 The first two rows on the left were taken from
Maclean',s gpology, whereas the other two represent observations on Indonesia's
situation for the last decade.

Local Policing Not guaranbed
Thrcab are from the
state

allocation

As above

ExisEnt -Transmi-
gration/Ubanisation

Non+xistent
hrconsisbrt reguJa-

tions;Conbolled
iudicial

Legal, qrnstitu-
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ordinary people of the importance of human security that may protect their
vulnerability and social existence..For Indonesians, current regional autonomy
policy has opened a window of opportunity for people to be included in the
process of development and in human security issues. Despite the potential
dangers inherent in the question of whether or not local government and peo-
ple are ready to proceed with regional autonomy, regional autonomy itseU has
to a large extent made people aware of their rights to be 'free from fear/ and 'free
from want'. This highlights the importance of prioritisation and of selecting
the right tools to achieve objectives and the appropriate levels of instifutional
and individual capacity building.

Human Security in Regional (ASEAN) Context Narrowing the Gap through
the Strength of Civil Society

The reality of human security concerns in Southeast Asia is predominantly
characterised by an emphasis on maintaining state security to promote human
searrity. The former is an essential prerequisite of the latter. This in turn pre.
vides a foundation for national and regional stability.34 Of course, it is fair to
claim that such a generalisation may not cover an individual countqr's cunent
practice and perspectives on human security.

ASEAN's adopted perspective is a legacy of a response to the Cold War
security threats and to Southeast Asian leaders who believed economic devel-
opment was the key to national and then regional stability and security. For
ASEAN, even today,'security and other dimensions attached to it have always
been regarded in a comprehensive manner'3s. Some individual members main-
tain a comprehensive approach towards the security of others. Some continue
to search for alternatives and new interpretations, to fit their domestic circum-
stances. The latter especially occur among countries in which civil society
movements are growing in strength.

However, despite diversity within ASEAN, there is agreement among its
members that it should continue to be a diplomatic community. State-centric
notions of relationships will continue to predominate. ASEAN members tend
to agree that 'human security is derived from the well-being of man, society,
state and the international community in all areas'.36 Accordingly, 'the focus
or security referent is not solely confined to the individual alone but extended
to include other referents as well'.37 National resilience is the yardstick for
regional resilience. States tend to interpret national resilience in an old-fash-
ioned way with preference given to traditional security.

Why is human security so objectionable for some countries in the region?
Abad tacitly maintains that human security can become incompatible with
traditional regional security when: (1) it challenges certain patterns of resource
allocation that favour military security and the defence of national frontiers; (2)

it threatens power structures that entrench the dominance of a few; (3) the
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concerns and priorities of regional civil society are not shared by the political
and bureaucratic elite; (4) regional alliance building by civil society threatens

niuTow and self-serving interpretations of the principle of non-interference in
the internal affairs of a state; (5) greed, comrption and the threat or use of force

characterise national and regional governance.3s This said, most comPonents

of human security, although universal in nature, are normally addressed and

located within national domains. However, collective international responses
to human-security challenges, such as humanitarian emergencies and inter-
ventions are :unong those that may be considered targeted at a particular state.

These states not unnaturally consider it appropriate to insist that their na-

tional sovereigRty is respected. This creates a dilemma. The promotion of hu-

man security through just intervention may stimulate fear among other states

that they will be the target for intervention in the name of iustice. Ironically the

promotion of a just cause such as the protection of human rights may be im-
peded through clumsy or insensitive advocacy. A good examPle is the grand-
statraing on human rights issues by some Western NGOs and individuals in
Indonesia that evokes nationalistic and defensive resPonses. The quiet work of
indigenous (and international) NGOs can be undermined and the credibility
of those promoting human rights reform damaged.

What then can the advocates of human security do to improve the applica-
tion of human security in this region without necessarily violating the princi-
ple of non-interference in domestic affairs? It is not easy to find an all-accepting

iolution. But, looking at the empirical evidence and observing regional trends

over the last few years, it would seem that the support and strengthening of
regional civil society is essential to the implementation of human security.

What states had been doing in the past was not something that was totally evil'
Most states were driven by the just goal that standards of living needed to be

increased. The problem was that responsible civil society did not have the

capacity to exercise a monitoring, controlling and participatory role in policy
making and implementation.

The recent crisis, which has left a long trail of sadness, and even blood in
certain countries, has taught us that governments and states alone cannot solve

all the complex multidimensional problems occurring at individual and societal

levels. A bottom up reform Process is needed to complement state'led reforms.

If international Pressure alone cannot transform the domestic situation and

may provoke state resistance/ Pressures from inside, with strong support from
othlicotrcerned elements, either from within or outside the country, may stand

a better chance. In many countries, and in Indonesia in particular/ stronger

civil society has become one of the most effective rerninders to the government

that responsible reform is needed. Nevertheless, pressures from civil society

would be etten more effective and healthy (as opposed to anarchic) if civil
society receives proper information and education on relevant issues.
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There is no single Southeast Asian regional approach to human security.
Attempts to build uniformed regional perspectives on certain elements of hu-
man security will head nowhere, as is demonstrated by the prolonged dis-
course and debate on the ASEAN Way, the principle of non-interference and so
on. That is because Southeast Asian states lack an agreed starting point to
address the problems. Hence, the attempt to educate people on the importance
of human security and the centrality of the individual as the referent object
should be nurtured with care, especially as the implications of human secudty
on national and regional governance are significant.

As for regional instifutions and governance, the pursuit of human security
means that regional institutions should be change agents with sufficient politi-
cal will to challenge the status quo. To that effect, they must firstly be willing to
expand their working levels to include other change agents from the non-offi-
cial level. This means that working closely with civil society organisations is
essential. Secondly, accountability must become another basic tenet of regional
institutions. Thirdly, regional institutions should become transfer agents, both
in terms of information exchange, and so on, to facilitate an increasing basic
inter-state, inter-ethnic and religious understanding and dialogue.

Concluding Remarks

Human security does, and will, continue to be an interesting subject of dis-
course, attracting attention of both states and non-state actors. It is unclear
whether we ctrn reach a global, regional and even national consensus on how
human security issues should be tackled. There will be many arguments and
proposals put on the table by state and non-state actors. Coupled with domes-
tic uncertainty, decreasing regional cohesiveness, and growing competition at
the global level, the prospects for human security seem bleak and remote.

Yet, that depressing situation is not, and should not be the end of the matter.
The advocates of human security should be able to understand and address
the constraints that contribute to the difficulty in applying the concept and
which include the under-capacity of both state and non-state actors to imple.
ment human security agendas.

As an ideal concept, human security needs an ideal approach that can be
applied without imparting costly socio-political, psychological and cultural
consequences.

Perhaps, in the context of Southeast Asian and Asian regional sensitivities,
an indirect approach to human security should start to be planned and exer-
cised, one that incorporates the attempt to strengthen civil society through
education and nurture and expand both intra- and inter-state civil society net-
works as well as cooperation among states, and between states and non-state
actors. The injection of human security into national comprehensive security
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agendas may face less political resistance as the state would not see it as a

direct intervention by state(s) in its domestic affairs. Building a dialogue within
the framework of a coalition of willing states would be a useful initial step. If
democracy (or at least public accountability and transParency) is seen as a
basic modality in promoting human security, then we should really educate
people in emerging democracies that this kind of political system takes time to
mature.
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Human Security and North Korean'Food Refugees'

Shin-whnke

Inhoduction

'Low politics' has again fallen by the wayside. When poliry makers focus on
'high politics' such as issues of state security, diplomacy and reunification,
low politics such as environmental and human rights issues tends to be ne-
glected. A cordial atmosphere between North and South Korea was created
through the historic summit between the two heads of states last June. It was
within this atmosphere that the South Korean Government decided to place
priority on holding formal negotiations with North Korea, and not to empha-
sise the issue of the North's human-rights abuses for fear that raising such
issues would impede the development of better relations with the North. Swed-
ish Premier Goran Persson, who currently holds the EU's rotating six-month
presidency, visited North Korea in early May of this year. Persson discussed
North Korea's human-rights problems with Chairman Kim fong Il, and they
agreed that the EU and North Korea would continue to consult each other to
improve the human rights situation in North Korea. This demonstrates a flaw
in South Korea's 'Sunshine Policy' - the policy of appeasement of the North
practised by South Korea since the summit between the two heads of state.

Since the recent change of government in the US, North-South Korean rela-
tions are now more closely linked to relations between North Korea and the US,
and South Korea has even fewer opportunities to hold discussions with the
North about its human-rights situation. North Korea has stated that a visit to
South Korea by Chairman Kim fong Il would depend upon US poliry towards
the North. This has caused a cooling in the renewal of North-South relations.
In addition, since the announcement by the US that it would proceed with its
National Missile Defense policy despite strong opposition from Russia and
China, South Korea is now in the difficult position of having to prioritise be-
tween preserving its alliance with the US and following an independent policy
more suited to its national interest.

The ultimate role of the state is to protect its territory in order to protect the
safety and dignity of its citizens, secure their political, economic and cultural
rights and eliminate external threats to their human rights. Thus, state security
is directly related to the security of its citizens. However, many people have
their safety and even their lives threatened by their own state government.
According to research by Professor RJ Rummel of the University of Hawaii,
approximately 174 million people were killed by their governments over the
last century (1900-1999). This number is over four times greater than the number
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killed in wars between or within states in the same period. According to a
Freedom House report, among the 192 states in the world in late 2000, 360

million people in 107 states were living with limited or no freedom. In 47 of

these states, approximately 200 million people are suffering from or threatened

by absolute poverty, famine, and disease under military or dictatorJed govern-
ments that do not recognise civil freedom or rights. The governments of such
states threaten rather than protect the safety and human security of their citi-
zens. With the exception of a minority of political and military elites, the major-
ity of North Koreans, including those who have fled to other countries in search

of food or survival, are suffering under such conditions.

Why Are Theynot Protected?

North Korean escapees are those who have fled their country, leaving behind
home, loved ones and jobs, but who have not obtained the citizenship of an-

other state (Article 2(1) of the South Korean lnw Regarding the Protection and

Settlernent Assistance of North Kormn Escapees). According to statistics from the

south Korean Ministry of Unification, the number of North Korean escaPees

who enter South Korea each year has increased from fewer than 100 people

before 1988, to 148 people in 1999, to 312 people in 2000, to 1,489 people living
in south Korea at 20 March 2001. The number of North Korean escaPees enter-

ing South Korea via China or developing nations in particular is growing stead-

ily and shows no sign of slowing. Many of these people have trouble in adapt-
ing to south Korean society, and the south Korean Government, which is re-

sponsible for providing them with social-adaptation training, is forced to pro-

vide more resources in terms of finance, personnel and facilities.

However, there are many cases of North Korean escaPees wandering in China

who do not have the means to come to South Korea. These escapees either
return to North Korea, settle in the Yun-Byun region (where the maiority of
ethnic Korean Chinese live) or settle in the three north-eastern provinces of

]ilin, Heilongjiang or Liaoning. Most of these escapees live in fear that they will
be arrested and forcibly repatriated by the Chinese authorities, North Korean

officials or ,Cho-Gyo' (ethnic North Koreans living in China). Although the

human rights of North Korean escaPees are violated, they receive no humani-

tarian protection or suPPort from the international community.

The reasoning behind this absence of support can be explained as follows.
First, there are flaws within the international law on refugees. In the interna-

tional community, the legal standard for protection of refugees is based on the

1951 Refugee Convention, which was adopted to solve the refugee crisis after

the world war 2, and the 1967 Refugee Protocol, which dissolved the regional

and time limitations of the 1951 Convention. According to these two treaties,

usually referred to as the International Refugee Agreement, refugees are those

who are forced to leave their native state due to fear, based on sufficient evidence,
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that they will face persecution for their ethnicity, religiory nationality, affilia-
tion with a particular social group, or political beliefs, and who cannot or do
not wish to receive protection from their state due to those fears. Therefore/ one
must meet the requirements of being forced to leave one's native state due to
political reasons before a decision can be made on whether or not individual
refugee status can be granted. Once refugee status is granted, systematic pro-
tection and support is provided. Collective refugee status is granted in cases
such as Rwanda, Kosovo and East Timor, where there is a state of emergenry
due to massive refugee outflows caused by ethnic conflict or genocide. Accord-
ing to the UNHC& over 35 million people have been forced from their original
country of residence or become intemally displaced persons (IDP) within their
home state since late 7999. Of these 13.8 million people, induding 1.2 million
asylum seekers, are potentially subject to international protection and aid as
official refugees. With an estimated IDP population of over 20-30 million peo-
ple around the world, the UNHCR is starting to protect some internally dis-
placed persons. Since 1999, 22.3 million people, including official refugees,
have been receiving assistance from the UNHCR.

However, many people are forced to leave their homes due to changes in their
environment. Every state faces the problem of its citizens behg displaced by
uncontrollable natural disasters such as floods and earthquakes. It is a prob-
lem that cannot be completely eliminated by the development of new technol-
ogy. However, there is a great difference between the developed and develop
ing world in the speed and effectiveness with which rescue and relief .rre pro-
vided to disaster victims. In many developing countries, the poor have no choice
but to leave their homes due to environmental destruction and a lack of govern-
mental ability to deal with such situations. The number of people displaced
due to environmental changes matches that of official refugees. According to
the 2000 Annual Report of the United Nations Development Program (UNDP),
this number is expected to reach approximately 150 million by the year 2050.
Since the 1980s, it has been argued that these 'environmental refugees' should
be categorised as official refugees. However, this argument has not been con-
sidered outside the academic field, as non-political refugees are not subject to
protection under the International Refugee Agreement. Therefore, North Ko-
rean escapees who have left their country due to chronic food shortage.ue not
protected by international law because this is dassified as an environmental
(natural disaster) or economic rather than a political reason.

Second, international aid organisations induding the UNHCR have begun
to take an interest in the problem of environmentallydisplaced people, with
NGOs and the academic community increasingly speaking out on the severity
of this problem. However, the increasing severity of human rights violations
such as ethnic conflict and genocide within multi-ethnic states since the end of
the Cold War has forced international organisations to develop systems to deal
with mass cases of political refugees. This has caused difficrrlties in allocating
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time, personnel and funds to deal with the new issue of 'environmental refu-
gees'. The UNHCR is also placed in the difficult position that if it granted
refugee status to North Korean escaPees, it would set the Precedent for granting

refugee status to non-politically displaced PeoPle, and would then come under

presiure to gtant refugee status to non-political asylum seekers in similar sifu-
itions from all over the world. To cope with the increasing number of applica-
tions for refugee status, the LNHCR has implemented a temPorary solution of
granting 'Refugee'like' status or 'Persons of concern to the UNHCI{ status to
provide temporary protection. However, this solution will not solve the short-

age of financial and human resources'

Third, the granting of refugee status is determined solely by the receiving
state. The UNHCR can only intervene in the process if the receiving state is
unable to decide upon the matter due to war or the absence of Sovernment.
Thus, even if the LINHCR provides protection for North Korean escaPees un-
der international law by granting refugee status, the fate of those refugees will
still be determined by the receiving state. Currently, China wishes to avoid

causing deterioration in its relations with North Korea, and to prevent the
potentiil massive inflow of North Korean escaPees that may occur if they were
to be recognised as official refugees. Therefore, China deals with North Korean

escapees based not on whether the cause of defection is political or environ-
mental, but by whether or not the applicant is an illegal alien. Although a

number of the North Korean escaPees residing in China are political refuSees/

the Chinese Government has without exception labelled them all as'illegal
aliens'. In December 1999, seven North Korean escaPees who had been granted

refugee status by the UNHCR were expelled from Russia to China. China prom-
ised to send them to South Korea, but the very next day they were forcibly
repatriated to North Korea. This demonstrates that effective protection of North
Korean escapees within China is not foreseeable with the current attitude of the

Chinese Government.

Fourth, North Korean escaPees who come to south Korea are granted south
Korean citizenship under its Constitution (with exceptions when North Ko-
rean escapees have committed international crimes). Under Article 3 of the

South Korean Constitution, the Republic of Korea consists of the Korean Penin-

sula and all attached islands. Therefore, by law, Koreans residing in North
Korea are also citizens of the Republic of Korea, and North Korean escaPees in
foreign states are therefore citizens living abroad. Also, according to the Law
Regarding the Protection and Settlement Assistance of North Korean Escapees

which has been in force since fuly 1997, provisional protection measures must
be taken whenever a request is received for protection from North Korean es-

capees abroad. Negotiatibns with the receiving state must be carried out under

humanitarian principles to bring them to South Korea. However, due to politi-
cal and diplomatic reasons, flaws in international law, and overly bureau-
cratic proc;dures, many North Korean escaPees are not granted entry into South

Korea, or are only admitted on a selective basis.
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The South Korean Government has been practising 'soft diplomacy' on the
issue of North Korean escapees in China by requesting that they be provided
with 'special treatment' based on humanitarian principles, while respecting
the rights of China under international law. Many North Korean escapees
have voiced their desire to defect to South Korea, but the South Korean Govern-
ment has not been eager to help these people for fear of causing diplomatic
tensions with China. However, as demonstrated by the case of forced repatria-
tion of the seven North Korean escapees the very day after China promised to
send them to South Korea, the policy of 'quiet diplomary' has limited effect.
President Kim Dae fung expressed strong regrets about that incident to the
Chinese Government. However, during the annual New Year press conference
on 1 fanuary 2000, he stated that it was not appropriate to press the North
Korean repatriation issue in light of North-South and South-China relations,
indicating that the policy of 'solving the North Korean escapee problem qui-
etly' was once again in place. Despite criticism for its passive attitude toward
the problem by academics and NGOs, there is little likelihood that the South
Korean Government, which operates under the basis of Realpolitik, will ac-
tively intervene in the North Korean escapee issue.

Fifth, it is difficult to obtain accurate information on the number and situa-
tion of North Korean escapees abroad. This makes it difficult for the South
Korean Government to establish a budget to help North Korean escapees, and
also makes it difficult for the UNHCR to create solutions such as determining
eligibility for temporary protection. Adding to the problem is the large discrep
ancy in the estimated numbers of North Korean escapees between the various
governments and NGOs. While the UNHCR estimates that there are some 3QfiX)
North Korean escapees, the Chinese Government unofficially estimates that
there are fewer than 10,000, the South Korean Government estimates that there
are approximately 10,000-20,000, and NGOs estimate that there are approxi-
mately 200,000- 300,000. Based on a comprehensive analysis of the available
data, it would seem that there are at least 100,000 escapees. However, it is
impossible to follow the movements of individuals or to track the duration of
their stay in China, and there are practical limitations in providing interna-
tional protection or determining the subject or scope of aid based on informa-
tion gained from anonymous interviews.

Finally, the 'compassion fatigue' that is spreading throughout the interna-
tional community is another reason behind the lack of international protection
for the escapees. Currently, over 90 per cent of financial aid for refugees comes
from OECD countries. These Western countries that have been accepting refu-
Bees or providing financial assistance have now started to turn their backs on
the increasing number of refugees around the world. The governments of Eure
pean nations in particular are not only tryiog to reduce the financial cost of
providing aid, but are also trying to stem the inflow of refugees by implement-
ing the so-called 'Europe Fortress' poliry, which makes the process of granting
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refugee status stricter. There is an increasing sense of NIMBY (Not In My
Backyard), where people oppose the use of their tax dollars to help other states

in crises, or to help provide social adaptation training to those who have come

from abroad when there are others within the state who need help. In other

words, there is a decrease in the land in which the state'less around the world
can settle. This has increased the hardships of North Korean escaPees'

Why Must They be Protected?

organisations such as the UNHCR maintain the view that North Korean

escapees are not eligible for refugee status under international law. However,

they must be granted legal protection as well as international support for the

following reasons.

First, there is a need to focus on the main cause of the North Korean escaPee

problem: the food shortage. Cases of 'complex displaced persons' occur when

political factors and environmental change both play a Part. Ecocide is a situ-

Ition where human lives are threatened by destruction of the environment and

is oftentimes a planned part of warfare. Therefore, along with the issue of pro-
tection for ecocide victims, ecocide itself requires the attention of the UNHCR.
This is in contrast to the problem of 'general displaced persons', which is the
resglt of natural disaster. In such cases, the affected state should find solutions
through its own development policies or through international aid. If 'general

displaced persons' are made eligible for refugee status as well, it will increase

the burden on international organisations that are already working to capac-

ity. However, nations ruled by military dictatorships or religious hard-line
governments often fail to solve the problems of over-population, social disor-
der and extreme economic hardship because they are more interested in pre-

serving their hold on Power than in the lives and welfare of their citizens. If
such citizens become general displaced Persons due to natural disaster, the

situation may be worsened by political factors such as lack of governmental
ability or will to fund rescue and reconstruction operations. Also, at times
particular Broups such as known anti-Sovernment factions may be excluded
by govemments from disaster recovery Programs, or political calculations may

come into play when deciding upon a location to carry out development pro-

grams that will result in massive PoPulation movements. Under such circum-

stances, international assistance Programs implemented through the govern-
ment cannot be carried out effectively.

This political factor plays a major part in motivating North Korean citizens

to leave their country. Although the continuous train of natural disasters since

the mid-1990s has seriously damaged agricultural production, North Korea's

food crisis fundamentally results from structural problems such as a large
proportion of the budget going to military expenditure and the closed, cen-

iraliy-planned economy. Another problem is that although the amount of
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international aid has increased substantially since 1995, it has been reported
that distribution of relief supplies is based on political loyalty or economic
utility rather than economic destitution or hunger, and that a large proportion
of the supplies is distributed to high-level officials or devoted members of the
Communist Party. To avoid criticism over such distribution methods, the North
Korean authorities have restricted the activities of international organisations
and NGOs within North Korea. As a result, the Medicin Sans Frontier (MSF)

and Oxfam withdrew from North Korea in September 1998 and December 1999
respectively. In December 1.999, agencies and progr.rms under the UN system
such as the World Food Program (WFP), the UN Development Program (LINDP)
and the Office of Coordination for Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), and 21 NGOs,
such as the Centre for Refugee Studies and the World Vision, released a joint-
statement voicing their concern. The North Korean authorities summoned a
WFP official and protested against this action. The German NGO, Komittee
Cap Anamur - which provided medical aid in a Pyongyang hospital until it
was forced to leave in December 20fi) after publicly criticising North Korea for
its human rights abuses - reported at the South Korean National Assembly
human rights forum on 8 May 2001 that foreign relief supplies were not being
appropriately distributed to the North Korean people. According to 1998 Nobel
laureate, Professor Amartya Sen, famine occrrrs when the individual does not
have the ability to acquire food, and the state does not have the appropriate
measures to protect such abilities.l The North Korean food shortage remains
unresolved not due to a lack of food, but because of the government's failure to
ensure the adequate distribution of food. North Korean citizens have been brain-
washed to be loyal to the Communist Party and Leader and are accrrstomed to
living with no more than the bare necessities for survival. The defection of these
brainwashed North Koreans (even if it is for food) suggests that food shortage
in the country has reached at the unbearable level.

Second, China classifies North Korean escapees as illegal aliens who have
committed a border violation, and enforces repatriation based on the Chinese-
North Korean Border Treaty of 7950, which stipulates the enforced repatriation
of escapees or criminals. China has also set barbed-wire barriers along parts of
the North Korean border. In the meantime, North Korean authorities have tight-
ened control over border violations of North Korean citizens by issuing new
border passes in April 1999. This will only result in increased starvation of
North Koreans who do not receive adequate rations.

Currently, North Korean escapees in China live in sedusion, fearful of arrest
and repatriation. Articles 85 and 47 of the former North Korean Constitution
required that North Korean escapees to be repatriated be protected. When the
Constitution was revised in September 1,998, the treason against nation and
people clause (Artide 88 former constitution) was deleted and the punishment
for female and child escapes who were simply in search of food was more or
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less relaxed. This has proved an obstacle for North Korean escaPees facing
repatriation who wish to obtain refugee status in international law as it makes

it appear that repatriation will not endanger them. Despite the revision of the

Constitution (Article 47 of the Criminal law still defines the treason against
nation concerning its citizens), we are informed by escapees who managed to
escape after being arrested that those who are repatriated are often branded as

traitors and are imprisoned in political detention centres where they are beaten,

perecutd and sometimes even publidy executed. A recent example is that of
Taejoon Yoo. He settled in South Korea in 1998 and approached the North
Korean-Chinese border to bring his wife to South Korea. He was arrested, te-
patriated and shot to death at a public execution site in Hamheung. South
Korean newspapers have reported North Korean escaPees as saying that the
North Korean Government is conducting public executions in order to discour-
age its citizens from leaving. An ordinary North Korean citizen would typi-
cally witness more than one public execution, especially as the most severe
punishment is given to those escaPees who had contacted South Koreans, joined
a religion, attempted to escape more than twice, are inlanders, are married to
Chinese, became pregnant or became a victim of human trafficking - Article 2 of
the 1951 Convention relating to the status of refugees clearly states that no
contracting state shall expel or return a refugee to the frontiers of territories
where his/her life or freedom would be threatened. This is known as the prin-
ciple of non-refoulement. In '1,977 the UNHCR released a resolution that non-
refoulement should be applied to persons who may be subjected to persecution

if returned to their country of origin, irrespective of whether or not they have

been granted formal recognition as refugees. Thus, China's forced repatriation

of North Koreans is a violation of international law.

Third, North Korean escapees in China are suffering human rights viola-
tions such as being sold in human trafficking or labour exploitation, and yet for
fear of being arrested and repatriated, they remain silent. Women constitute
more than half of all North Korean escapees, yet only a small number find jobs

through the help of relatives or are willingly married. The maiority are sold

through human trafficking into prostitution, or to men who are unable to find
wives through regular means, such as widowers, old bachelors, disabled men,

mentally-ill men, or obsessive gamblers. Women in such mamiages are often
beaten or imprisoned, and they suffer from prejudice and the stigma of having
sold their bodies. Chinese laws punish human trafficking severely, but the

penalties for the human trafficking of North Korean female escaPees are exceP-

tionally light and are usually limited to fines. The victims of forced marriage or
prostitution refrain from speaking out against their sexual exPloitation not
only because they seek to avoid revealing themselves to be arrested, but also

because they wish to conceal this fact (as in the cases of the enforced comfort
women to the fapanese arrny during World War 2) due to the high value placed

on female virginity in East Asian cultures. Meanwhile, male North Korean
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escapees have little choice but to undertake hard labour for less than the proper
amount of remuneration. They cannot speak out because revealing their iden-
tities will lead to arrest and repatriation.

The Chinese public-security authorities have been increasing their surveil-
lance and search activities since 1998, and have imposed strong measures
such as fining anyone who assists North Korean escapees. According to an
Amnesty International Report of December 2000, the three'day unofficial visit
to China of the North Korean leader Kim Jong Il in late May 2000 is believed to
have initiated a fierce crackdown by China. Between March 15 and April 15,
2001, around 5,000 North Koreans were forcibly returned. As a result, many
escapees to China are hiding in desolate huts or caves/ and come out only after
dark to steal food. Greater numbers are moving to Inner Mongolia or Viehtam to
escape the crackdown, or are participating in human trafficking or joining
criminal groups to avoid revealing their identities.

North Korean escapees arrested by the Chinese public peace authorities or
border patrol are housed in detention centres in the border area before they are
repatriated. As the image of North Korean escapees worsens in China, detain-
ees are increasingly beaten. In April 2000 at the Tumen Detention Centre in
China's north-eastern province of |ilin, detainees protested against forced re'
patriation and the poor treatrnent they were receiving. China returned them to
North Korea immediately. Amnesty International appealed to both the Chinese
and North Korean Governments to disclose the whereabouts and legal status
of those who were forcibly returned, but has received no reply from either side.

Fourth, the attitude of the Chinese Government is the major impediment to
the protection of North Korean escapees, and change seems unlikely. China is
maintaining its position of seeking to consolidate its relations with North Ke
rea by repatriating escapees. It also believes that if a precedent is set by granting
refugee status to North Korean escapees, then it will be unable to refuse similar
applications by other ethnic groups and that the resulting massive refugee
inflow would threaten its internal order and security. However, just as build-
ing more prisons does not translate into a decrease in criminal activity, tighter
border control does not mean effective refugee control. Stricter rules will in-
crease the likelihood of illegal immigration by those who know they will not be
granted refugee status. And we should keep in mind that refugee outflow is not
a leading indicator of a crisis situation, but a lagging or following indicator.
The very existence of refugees indicates the severity of the North Korean food
crisis, and we can expect more escapees to illegally cross the border in search of
a means of suwival. Thus, China should treat North Korean escapees from a
humanitarian point of view and provide them (at least temporarily before
sending them on to South Korea or a third country) with legal and institu-
tional protection and support. In the long-term, such an approach would
benefit China's own securitv and order.
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What Shall We Do?: Tasks for the South Korean Government

So far, the South Korean Government's attention to North Korean escaPees

has been restrictd to those who settle in South Korea. North Korean escaPees

abroad, especially those in China, have not received much publicity within the

South andare dealt with quietly through diplomatic channels. As the Chinese
Government considers North Korean escapees to be illegal immigrants, open
assistance is difficult. Also, the South Korean Government wishes to avoid
provoking the North. The South was determined that the issues of escapees
and human rights would not be permitted to cause a break down in last year's

fune summit talks. However, while the peacefirl and reconciliatory mood of the

historic South-North summit and the inspirational reunion of long-separated

family members were being celebrated as a success of the Sunshine Policy,
North Korean escapees remained homeless in the North Korean-Chinese bor-
der areas, trapped in a human rights void and living in fear of repatriation.
Between March and August 2000, an extensive Chinese search campaign re-
sulted in many escapees being refurned to North Korea. If the South Korean
Govemment refuses to take action and continues its pursuit of 'quiet settle-

ment', it will be criticised for losing sight of the original goals of the engage-

ment policy. If the ultimate goal of its policy towards North Korea is to seqrre

the rights of the North Korean people, it must indude esclPees as well. And to
protect escapees/ the South Korean Government must consider the following
points with respect to making and implementing policy towards North Korea.

First, a variety of diplomatic measures must be attempted to secure the safety

of escapees. The Chinese Government continues its policy of forced repatria-
tion, despite evidence that those repatriated will be persecuted and executed'

AttemptJ must be made to change this policy through diplomatic efforts. The

South Korean Government, in close cooperation with the UN and other inter-
national relief organisations, should exert Pressure on China to respect the
non-refoulement principle under the Refugee Convention. North Korean es-

capees who are not legally recognised as refugees can refer to the 1977 Resolu-

tion, which states that the principle of non-refoulement should be applied to
persons irrespective of whether or not they are formally recognised as refugees.

Consideration should also be given to other practical alternatives. UNHCR
statements or official investigations (such as the investigation started by the
LINHCR in April last year after the repatriation of 50 detainees from the Tumen
Detention centre), statements made in the UN Human Rights Commission,
academic circles and press reports and the influence of NGOs can all be inte-
grated into a systematic and effective international effort to publicise the issue

of forced repatriation. China is scheduled to ioin the LIN Human Rights Con-
vention, and so will not be able to ignore the issue of North Korean escaPees'

The South Korean Government should clearly voice its concerns for the safety

of repatriated escapees. Coordinated international pressure should be used to
publicise the matter through both official and unofficial channels in order to
gain information on their location and condition'
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Such an approach attempted by South Korea independently would have a
very limited effect. For example, at the 55th UN Human Rights Commission the
South Korean Government dedared that North Korean escapees were refugees
in a broad sense, and should be dealt with accordingly in terms of interna-
tional human rights. The Chinese Government responded through its Ambar
sador to South Korea Wu Dawei, that 'the issue of North Korean escapees
should be dealt with by North Korea and China, and any discussion by South
Korea constitutes neo-interventionism'. The South Korean Government is very
anxious not to damage its diplomatic relations with China or its improving
relations with the North. However, it must not be overly hesitant about object-
ing to a statement that so strongly places sovereignty above individual human
rights. The South Korean Government will have to persuade nations such as
the US, Japan and those of Western Europe, who claim to be advanced in terms
of human rights, to ask questions concerning the severity of the North Korean
escapee issue at the UN Human Rights Commission and other international
meetings. Pressure could also be exerted on North Korea and China with the
close diplomatic cooperation of the US, Japan and Western Europe. These na-
tions may view the suffering of North Korean escapees as geographically dis-
tant and unrelated to their own national interests, and may wish to avoid such
direct confrontation with China. Nevertheless, urging these nations, who pio-
neered the global spread and institutionalisation of human rights regulations
since the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, to exert international
pressure on China and North Korea is far more realistic and effective than
South Korea acting alone.

Second, fear of losing the hard-won reconciliatory atmosphere achieved by
the North and South Korean Governments should not be allowed to prevent
the active discussion of North Korean escapee and human rights issues. In
comparisons of the reunification of the two Germanys and the two Koreas,
political conditions and unification costs are pointed out while West Germa-
ny's human rights policy towards East Germany is often overlooked. The West
German Government maintained the position that human rights would be
protected at all costs while pursuing reconciliation. The West German Govern*
ment endeavoured to improve the poor human rights conditions in East Ger-
many with consistent and coherent diplomatic efforts through its organic law,
the unification treaty between West and East Germany, and externally through
UN organisations with human rights provisions and the Helsinki Accords,
which were signed by Eastern European countries induding East Germany in
August 1975. From 1963 the BND had provided the East German Government
with large amounts of money and supplies in an attempt to gain the release of
political prisoners, reunite separated family members and bring arrested East
German escapees and their families to West Germany. As a resulf 3ffi,Ofi) East
German citizens gained their freedom before reunification in 1989. The West
German Government kept the identities of East German escapees to the West
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confidential so that they could lead their lives as ordinary West German citi-
zens. This is in stark contrast to the South Korean Government, which reveals
North Korean escapees' identities and forces them to speak of the inferiority of
the North Korean regime for propaganda purposes. The South Korean Govem-
ment should follow the West German example and ensure the protection of
individual escapees while exposing North Korean human rights issues to in-
ternational publicity.

All diplomacy involves both 'the carrot and the stick', and the South Korean
Government should abandon its dichotomised view of concession or catastro-
phe. If aid and the Sunshine Policy is our carrot for North Korea, we need to
show the stick when the safety of escapees is not upheld.

Third, serious but sporadic efforts by domestic and foreign NGOs, academic

circles, and journalists need coordination or integration. Tightened border con-
trol and increased searching for escapees are actually the consequences of
coverage of the miserable living conditions of North Korean escaPees by for-
eign media reports, NGO reports, and movements seeking to obtain interna-
tional refugee status for escapees. In fact, the South Korean Governmenfs ap-

proach of 'quiet diplomacy' stems from caution. Since the 55th UN Human
Rigtrts Commission in 2000, the South Korean Government has treated the
problem as refugee-related. Therefore, coordination and systematic measures

are required at the government level so that well-intentioned NGOs and iour-
nalists do not exacerbate the problems. Realistically speaking, we can review
and supplement the studies of the Centre for North Korean Society and Human
Rights; which was established in 1996 as a standing institution under the

Korean Institute for National Unification, on the situation of North Korean
defectors and escapees in third countries and on methods used to bring them to
South Korea.

Fourth, the political pressure caused by the admittance of Northem escaPees

to South Korea is the most contentious factor in North Korea's view. Therefore,

the South Korean Government must produce a plan for temporary protection in
cooperation with the UNHCR. Temporary protection status grants protection
to refugees according to mutual consent of the involved states, facilitates rapid
and flexible protection, and was recognised by the UNHCR in'1992. Tempo-
rary protection is inherently tentative and difficulties arise when the issue is

prolonged, but for the time being it is one means of persuading China to stop
the repatriation of escapees and to provide basic protection for them. To com-

plement temporary protectiory 'tolerated status' could be considered for North
Korean escapees and other refugees. This was used in Germany as an alterna-
tive to granting refugee status, and provided legal alien status without mon-
etary assistance.

Fifth, most urgent of all is the need to ease the food crisis through agricultural
policy reforms, proper distribution of relief supplies and decreasing North
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Korea's military expenditure. The international community, including South
Korea, must ensure relief supplies are appropriately distributed to the popula-
tion, and shift the focus of the international relief effort from 'aid'to'develop
ment'.

Finally, while NGOs have been 
"dli.g 

on China and the UN to grant refugee
status to escapees, the South Korean Government itself had not granted refugee
status to anyone until as recently as the year 2000, eight years after the signing
of the Refugee Convention. The Ministry of fustice reports that 104 people have
requested refugee status since eight years ago, of whom 57 of these have been
rejected and 47 are still under consideration. This is because the South Korean
Government regards refugee matters not from a 'human rights' point of view,
but from an'immigration controL' point of view. This lack of compassion must
be reconsidered for the sake of successful diplomatic efforts on behalf of North
Korean escapees.

Conclusion

Human security means improving human standards of living by actively
eliminating underlying threats. This extends beyond the passive protection of
individuals from war, persecution, disease, famine and poverty. UN Secretary-
General Kofi Annan's statement at the General Assembly in 2000 that 'indi-
vidual sovereignty takes precedence over state sovereignty' and that all human
beings have the right to 'freedom from fear' and 'freedom from wanf sends a
warning that national sovereignty must not be used as a shield for the violation
of individual rights. Refugee protection should extend beyond the passive con-
cept of human security, and encourage active efforts by the international com-
munity against human rights violator states.

South Korea's Sunshine Policy optimistically assumes that continuous good-
will will gradually bring North Korea into dialogue and reconciliation. How-
ever, the North Korean attifude towards South Korea, as indicated by the cur-
rent lull, fluctuates according to the state of the North's relations with the
world's major powers, and the US in particular, regardless of the policies of the
South Korean Government. Even if the Sunshine policy approach is able to
change the attitude of the North Korean Govemment in the long-term, the starv-
ing people of North Korean cannot wait that long. The North Korean Govern-
ment's actions do not necessarily protect the interests of the North Korean
population. Aid and the Sunshine Poliry could achrally result in the consoli-
dation of the oppressive North Korean regime. Therefore, while working hard
to promote inter-governmental dialogue and cooperation with the North Ko-
rean Government, the South Korean Government must not lose sight of such
fundamental principles as the protection of human rights.
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Developments in Human Security Concerns:
A Mongolian Perspective

Shntarbal Dugerjaa

Ever since its origin humanity has been striving to secure for itself an exist-
ence free from fear and avoidance of threats. Methods of threat prevention and

elimination have been defined in different patterns from one historical era to
another. Ideas of providing basic human rights and security by philosophers
and humanitarians of all times have been reflected in international public and

humanitarian laws and the universal declaration of human rights.

Thus the idea of human security and its provision are neither something
totally new nor belong only to the present days. Along with protection of na-
tional territory and independence, safeguarding its own people was and is still
the ultimate responsibility of a state, small or large. This, naturally, raises ques-

tions of why the term human security is frequently in use nowadays and about

the reasons of human security concerns of the world community.

For a long time, especially during the Cold War era the matter of independ-
ence and sovereignty have been directly connected to external military threats,
and national security has been considered an issue of protecting integrity of
national territory and borders.

These so-called traditional security threats have not been diminished yet.

Especially, it is h.ue for the Asia-Pacific region and Northeast Asia, in particu-
lar, where interests of major powers such as the USA, Russia, China and Japan
intersect, and where social system+ civilisations, culfural and religious differ-
ences and the levels of economic, technological and military Power vary greatly.
In addition, hard security issues like the Korean Peninsula (despite some Prom-
ising starts) or principal differences of some major players on Theatre Missile
Defence (TMD) and National Missile Defence (NMD) Programs, Weapons of
Mass Destruction (WMD) proliferation issues could be mentioned as a sample.

With the disappearance of global ideological and military confrontation, the

development of economic interrelations and interdependence, as well as civil
societies, and an enorrnous increase of destructive Power of arms possessed by
countries, there has been certain shift to resolving disputed issues through the

ways different from use of military force. The nature of conflict has changed

from interstate to that of a domestic character. Non-haditional security concerns

such as internal conflicts on the basis of religious or ethnic differences, or org€rn-

ised crime, environment degradation, spread of epidemic diseaset poverty and
others, which previously were not considered within national security frame-
work, have been causing increasing threat and damage to human beings.
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Ordinary people have been suffering more from the consequences of reli-
gious or ethnic-based violence and transnational organised crime. As described
in the UNDP report on human development, 7f at the beginning of the 20th

century 90 per cent of all the casualties in various armed conflicts were mili-
tary, at the end of the century 90 per cent of the same type of casualties were
civiliant. Besides the development of human society, other issues such as envi-
ronmental pollution, emerging deficit of natural resources, ecological imbal-
ance, unpredicted natural disasters, spread of epidemics and transnational
crime often cause serious threats to the lives of millions of people around the
globe.

Social and economic instability caused by radical shifts in domestic political
culture and weakness of national power in many countries make the existence
of people more vulnerable to various threats. This fact dictated the necessity to
seek a new approach to the concept of security and place human beings at the
centre of security.

In other words, it brought an understanding that national security is not
only connected with safeguarding national territory, but also protection and
providing safety and security for people who inhabit that territory and make
the reason for a state's existence a vital part of national sectrrity. If security of its
people is not provided, then security of the state cannot be sound. On an aggre-
gated basis, human-security problems traditionally have not been regarded a
threat to the state; for instance, massive migration caused by environment scar-
city or natural disaster, or absolute poverty, or ethnic conflicls, could become a
serious concern for security not only of a particular countr5r, but its neighbours
as well.

On the other hand, although globalisation has become a major mobilising
force in development by consolidating nations as never before, and enables
people to cooperate in a common world market, every single human inhabitant
of the earth still can't afford all of the benefits equally with others. This process
opens bright perspectives in rapid development for more advanced and pros-
perous nations with more capital possession and technology achievements.
Yet for the less advantaged and less wealthy nations with lower technology
levels, especially for the poorer parts of their societieg it becomes even impossi-
ble to grasp that speed of development and thus, their living becomes more
vulnerable and threatened.

Along with significant transnational problems such as economic crisis, en-
vironmental degradation, crimes and some other, less dramatic, evolutionary
problems also have their effect. Inadequate income levels and social safety,
unemployment and agrng population have impact on a range of regional rela-
tions2. Existence and aggravation of these problems in one particular country
unintentionally may affect, in r€atity, many others. This ldnd of splitover duxacb of
human secudty problerrs rcquir€s their consideration in national security concepts.
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In the era of globalisation and interdependence, hunan security concelTts can-

not be considered as a solely domestic Problem.

All the above-mentioned facts Plove that security issues are not resolved by
granting territorial security and strengthening of arms control exclusively. In
other words, the current situation demands broader perspectives and under-
standing of these security issues.

As attested by a number of recent international studies, intra-state conflicts
are more likely to erupt in poor and badly governed countries, with enormous

costs associated with curing the effects of such conflicts. It has therefore been

widely recognised internationally that prevention is the best means of ensur-

ing security and that it must incorporate efforts towards achieving broad-based

economic growth, protecting human rights and achieving sustainable demo-
cratic governance.

It is obvious that eliminating the emergint threats and promoting human

security is one of the top priorities of the maintenance of global peace. Hence-

forth a new concept of security with humans at the centre of its concern is
emerging at the international level. In 1994, the concept of human security was

defined for the first time in the LIN Human Development Report.

Human security is a universal concem. It is relevant to people everywhere, in
rich nations and poor. There are many threats that are common to all people,

such as unemployment, drugs, crime, pollution, and human right violations.

Their intensity may differ from one part of the world to another, but all these

threats to human security are real and growing.3

The first attempt to conceptualise human security was done by this UNDP
Report with its seven-point definition of human security. It stated that human

security is a state of human condition without threat and mistreatmentz, but
due to the very broad nature of the problem itself, such a conceptualisation is
no simple task.

There are different sorts of understanding and acceptance of human security

notions as well as criticism, cautious attitude and even objection to it. For in-
stance, human security is criticised as a rhetorical term indifferent from tradi-
tional concerns with human rights, development, social security and conser-

vation, or losing the concept of national security by attempting to indude vari-

ous problems related to human well-being; or an attemPt to replace the tradi-
tional concept of national seculity; or Promoting of human security is only a
cover for interfering with the internal affairs of others.

Even promoters of the concept emPhasise different priorities in regard of
human security. That is quite understandable. Due to the concrete nature of the

geopolitical environment, differences in levels of economic, social and political
development and cultural specifics, different countries Pay more attention to
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different aspects of human security. One stresses 'freedom from fear', while
another 'freedom from want'in providing human security.

These differences in approach to human security were reflected in papers
presented by officials and academics at the International Conference on Hu-
man Security organised by UNESCO in Paris, November 2000. Particularly,
South Asian representatives identified their human security challenges as (1)
poverty and underdevelopment; (2) small arms and light weapons; (3)
landmines; (4) drug abuse and trafficking; (5) trafficking of women and chil-
dren; (5) gender violence and human right violation. While in the Middle East
the main human security concerns are (1) population growth; (2) economic
growth and unemployment; (3) water supply and food security; (4) improving
human resources; (5) environment crises.

Canada promoted human security in its foreign policy agenda through rec-
ognising in principle the seven-point concept of the UN but the focus here is
also on reducing human and humanitarian costs of armed conflicts, and pre-
venting such conflicts. For Canada human security means 'freedom from per-
vasive threats to people's rights, safety or lives' with priorities given to (1) land
mines; (2) small arms proliferation; (3) children in arms conflicg (4) interna-
tional criminal courU (5) child labour; (5) conflict prevention; (7) transnational
crimes.

Some researchers point to differences in 'Western' and 'Asian' interpreta-
tions of human security. In the West, with broad economic, political and social
interrelation and interdependence and a spread of democracy, more emphasis
is given to human rights norms and protection of ordinary people suffering
from various violent conflicts, land mines and proliferation of small arms. In
other words, more emphasis is on political dimensions of human security.
While, in Asia human security is understood in the light of the recent economic
crisis and its consequences, such as the incidence of poverty, political distur-
bances and mass migration, paying attention to economic and social safety
concerns.

In the UN language, as evidenced by the Millennium Report,a hurnan-cen-
tred security seems to explicitly mean reducing threats from internal violence,
from continuing dangers of the weapons of mass destruction and environmen-
tal degradation, whereas people-centred security seems to imply putting pre-
vention and protection of civilians at the forefront of conflict resolution in a
war-torn region.

Of course, it would simply be a tautology to adopt an approach whereby
human security would be everything, or everything would be human security.
Even Canada with its lnown resources and international profile, has chosen to
focus its outward-looking human security agenda in a number of areas where,
they believed, there would be the greatest value added for Canada and for others.
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In any case, the most important is a focus on human beings, and this is not an
attempt to replace or diminish the importance of traditional security, but rather
to expand and enrich the latter according to new developments and
understandings of security.

Irrelevant to any kind of criticism toward the concept of human security, for
the most of ordinary people, as it was underlined in the Human Development
Report, 'securi$r symbolises protection from the threat of disease, hunger, un-
employment, crime, social conflict, political repression and environment haz-
ards' in their daily life.

The 1997 Asian economic crisis and its lessons proved that human security
concerns were brought to the attention of international community on time.
The economic losses inflicted by the crisis were not less severe than the dam-
ages a war might cause. The Asian economic crisis, which was not a result of
human intention, not only affected economic security of many nations in the
region, but it had the most severe impact on human security and well-being in
those nations.

With the UNDP Human Development Report and the lessons learned
from the Asian economic crisis, the concept of human security has ob-
tained growing understanding and support in many countries and the
international community.

The Asian Leaders' Forum in 1999 specially discussed human security de-
velopments and economic crisis implications; the Eastern Hemisphere Research

Institute Network, initiated by Australia, has been aiming at the creation of a
knowledge network to incubate ideas to fill the void of human security needs;

the Human Security Network of foreign ministers, initiated by Canada and
Norway, incorporates a number of countries around the worldi and the UN
Human Security Fund set uP by Japan are all processes and mechanisms that
reflect the growing notion of readiness and commitment of the international
community to address human security in a profound way'

National and Human Security of Mongolia

Though Mongolia's national security largely depends on her relations
with the Russian Federation and PRC as well as relations between them,
processes of globalisation and interdependence, developments in interna-
tional and regional political, economic, ecological environments also af-
fect Mongolia directly and indirectly.

At present the choice before us is not whether Mongolia will participate or
not in the process of globalisation; on the contrary, the question is how to
improve our competitiveness in order to enter global relations in the increas-

ingly interdependent world, the Mongolian Foreign Policy Blue Book stresses'
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From this point, all issues that attract the attention of the international com-
munity, among them human secudty concerns as well, relate to Mongolia.

Mongolia is a small, landlocked natiory with a population of only 2.4 million
people, located between two nuclear superpowers and has no economic and
military potential for self-defence. Therefore the issue of existence has always
been a prime objective in the Mongolian security policy. The Concept of Na-
tional Security of Mongolia, promulgated in 1994 by the Grand State Hural (a
unicameral legislative body, the Parliament of Mongolia), is defined as:

The national security of Mongolia represents the status when favourable ex-
ternal and internal conditions are secured to ensure vital national interests of
Mongolia...

The vital national interests of Mongolia consists in the existence of the Mongo-
lian people and their civilizatio& in the country's independence, sovereignty,
tenitorial integrity, inviolability of State frontiers, relative economic independ-
ence, sustainable ecological development and national unitf.

As described in the Concept of National Security, Mongolia views its own
security in very broad terms, aiming at protecting the rights and duties of peo-
ple and citizens within the task of safeguarding the existence of its statehood,
ethnicity and civilisation. It shows that the utmost value for Mongolia is 'a
Mongol human and secured environment for his or her life'. As for a nation
with a small population, existence and development of a Mongol human and
his or her civilisation are the core issues of national security. On the other
hand, secured national independence, state sovereignty and territorial integ-
rity are the fundamental conditions for the above-mentioned existence of Mon-
gol humans and civilisation. ln other words, such issues like national security
and human secudty are indeed 'two sides of the same coin' for Mongolia and
it is meaningless to talk about preferring one to another or replacing one with
another. Henceforth, the Concept of National Security states in very broad terms
various issues regarding the protection of human security. For instance, those
integral parts of the named Concept, as chapters on security of rights and
liberties of the citizen, securitlr of civilisation, security of population and ge-
netic funds and ecological security are directly dedicated to protect the security
of Mongol ethnicity. More artides regarding this issue are also induded in the
remaining chapters (as on the security of edstence of the nation of Mongolia,
security of government statute and public order, economic security and science
and technology security) of the Concept. Thereof, the human security issue is
not quite new for Mongolia but an important part of national security issue that
gained its position within the national concept ever since 1994.

In the absence of a direct military threat to Mongolia, consideration and
realisation of issues of economic, social, human resource developments represent
the core of national secudty. In due regard, the Government of Mongolia has been
aiming to implement a program named Good Govemance for Human Security'.
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The Government of Mongolia defines human security as the 'condition for
human beings to live without threats and mistreatment' and believes that
Mongolia's main task in ensuring its citizens' security will be protecting
their rights and liberties as well as providing necessary circumstances for
living free from fear.

It was stressed that this program will depend not only on state or govern-
ment decisions and measures, but that it should be implemented through pro-

viding conditions for individuals' own initiatives and efforts as well as an

active participation of non-governmental organisations, and use of foreign re-

lation channels in solving human security issues.

Therefore the Mongolian Government supports the principles laid down in
the UN's 1994 Human Development Report and global concePts of human
security and holds the direction toward adjusting its policies to these norms. It
recognises the importance of a sustainable development policy that gives equal

regard to both economic development and ecology requirements and believes
that only through the implementation of human-centred, human-oriented na-
tional policy that sustainable development can be achieved6. In other words,
the Mongolian Government emphasises national development and protection
of national security through me€u1s of human development and ensuring hu-
man security, with understanding that those can be sped up due to human-

centred national policy and good and balanced governance. In May 2000, in-
ternational attention toward human security circumstances was drawn to
Mongolia when an international conference on human security issues was
convened in Ulaanbaatar5T. The Government of Mongolia initiated this
event within the framework of its implementation of the UN General As-
sembly,s Resolution No. 53/77D along with some international institu-
tions such as UNDP.

Critical Issues of Hunan Security Concerns in Mongolia

A primary reason that creates the current human security environment of
Mongolia is its distinctiveness caused by various specific characteristics. Those

are its geographical location in between the two great civilisations, its transi-

tion with radical political and economical liberalisation that were conducted
at the same time, its small population and, finally, its weak economy.

Mongolia's land-locked location serves as a major impediment to Mongo-
lia's efforts to integrate itself into the multilateral trading system and take ad-

vantage of the opportunities offered by the advance of globalisation. A World
Bank report on a transport strategy for Mongolia, entitled 'Taming the tyran-
nies of distance and isolation', stated that physical distance from international
markets and isolation .rmong the regions of the country were the greatest obsta-

des for Mongolia to overcome8.
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The national economy has been restored since 1995 and for the last three
years it had an annual average of 3.5 per cent growth. However, growth of the
economy didn't, as expected, cause improvements in the living standards of
the people. Unemployment and consequent poverty level is growing due to
SOE's privatisation. By'/-999, nearly 30 per cent of Mongolian population lived
under the minimum living wage. Poverty increases the vulnerability of the
people and causes many harmful consequences such as crime, divorce, chil-
dren becoming homeless and turning to street life, alcoholism and prostitution,
etc. It also diminishes the opportunities for people to obtain medical treatment
and qualified education. Therefore poverty has become a major and serious
factor that threatens human security.

Under the socialist system, education was the greatest achievement, which
Mongolia is still proud of, but the economic crisis has caused a big regression
in this field. Though the number of educational institutions and their clients
didn't go down that much, cuts in the educational budget resulted in a de-
crease of teachers' qualifications and education quality. This dedine in educa-
tion is a strong negative factor that prevents implementing human-centred
policy and improving human security.

Absence of a common supply market between the urban and rural areas
prevents the Mongolian population from consuming domestic grocery goods;
despite the country's large territory, livestock that exceeds its population nearly
15 times and its abundant natural riches. Among the major importers, China
covers 40 per cent of total grocery imports. Accordingly, this huge amount of
food and grocery imports causes not only economic dependence on foreign
power, but also becomes a serious threat to human security in terms of bringing
harmful effects on human health due to huge volume of low-quality food.

Gaps in regional development level cause another constraint - intemal mi-
gration from the rural areas to urban centres. Its negative impacts are seen as a
demographic boom in the capital city and other towns, which results in out-
numbered consumption of various services, public transportation, water sup-
ply, education and medical treatment and following hardships, including air
and soil pollution. These factors lead to a deterioration of healthy and safe
environment for citizens. Besides that, it might cause a population drain from
some isolated provinces, which then will become uninhabited areas.

Even though Mongolia has preserved its virgin nature compared to some
other nations of the world, recent trends mark an alarm that this ecological
balance can be endangered through various forms of pollution, thus also creat-
ing one more concern for human security. The effect of global warming has its
impacts on Mongolia with its sharp continental climate, as desert expansion
and forest fires tend to steadily grow in recent years. For instance, for the past
70 years the total area of land covered by sand increased by 6.7 per cente and
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for the past 30 years Mongolia has known over 140 forest and prairie fires of
varying sizer2. In addition, cases of such natural changes caused by human

factor, as soil erosion and pasture grass reduction has grown rapidly. As the

number of livestock overcomes Pasture limits, 30 per cent of the total pastureland

became useless and the volume of crop harvested from one hectare of cultivated
land decreased by '1,9-24 per centr0.

The areas where Mongolia needs to concentrate its efforts to advance her

development are those areas, which address the fundamental structural chal-

lenges to her development and can have positive crosscutting impact on sec-

tors and on the overarching goal of reducing poverty. I would single out the

following areas:

' Addressing the special needs of land-locked developing countries'
. Harnessing new information technologies.
t Developing the nation's human resources.
r Addressing environmental issues.

In his Millennium Report the UN Secretary-General wrote that 'new technol-

ogy offers an unprecedented chance for developing countries to "leapfrog"
earlier stages of development. Everything must be done to maximize their peo-

ples' access to new information networks'. This is an approach to be fully
shared. Riding the wave of IT might be the most promising way of overcoming
Mongolia's distance and isolation, building a knowledge-based society, inte-
grating the country's economy into the networked world of business and en-

hancing Mongolia's comPetitiveness.

All of the above-mentioned factors are crucial tasks that Mongolia faces in
terms of human security, while conducting political and economic reforms

during the globalisation era. Though the radical reforms that Mongolia has

undertaken were necessary, the transition period dug a deep affect in public
life by threatening human security in various asPects. The 'good Sovernance
for human security' program that the Government of Mongolia plans to imple
ment has the following Parts:

' Economic Transition

' Justice and Social Policy
. Environment and Sustainable Development
t Good Governance.

All of these parts are dedicated to resolve existing constraints that threaten

human security as well as the well-being of the whole society. The platform of
the new cabinet, in comparison with that of the former one, has more social and

welfare orientation and hence if it succeeds in the implementation of its welfare

programs in combination with the economic growth policy, it will gain remark-

able advances in ensuring human and national security.
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In Mongolia we largely believe that the democratic system of government
where human rights are upheld is the best model to ensure a framework of
liberties for lasting solutions to the political, economic and social problems of
our society. Democratic governance, by encouraging political pluralism and
upholding the rule of law, providing equal opportunities for all, protecting
human rights and fostering the habits of tolerance and cooperation is best
suited for resolving disputes peacefully. What is more, with Mongolia's em-
brace of democrary our national sovereignty has been greatly consolidated by
acquiring deeper, organic, roots in popular sovereignty. In the past years Mon-
golia has been an active participant in international activities aimed at strength-
ening institutions and processes of democratic governance, protecting human
rights and promoting democratic consolidation.

Foreign Policy of Mongolia: Strengthening National Security through
Advancing Human Security

Few countries in the world - indeed no other country in the world - share
with Mongolia the same characteristics of geographical and geopolitical loca-
tion. Mongolia, as is known, is located between Russia and China, two of the
world maior powers, two of the world's nuclear powers, who have played and
will be continue to play important roles in international politics. Quite under-
standably, this location determines Mongolia's policies, including her tradi-
tional securig poliry in which bilateral relations hold a special place. Though
Mongolia is a small country, geography and history have taught us to attach
greater attention than any other small country would do, to our relations with
the world's major powers and to relations among rnajor powers. Friendly and
balanced good-neighbourly relations with Russia and China are a priority of
Mongolia's foreign policy. In accordance with Mongolia's multi-pillared for-
eign poliry, these relations, however, do not come in isolation from the rest of
Mongolia's bilateral relations.

Multilateral settings are also considered to be important instruments for ad-
vancing Mongolia's small-and-developing country perspective. In recent years
Mongolia has been more active in the UN, the ARB the WTO and other interna-
tional organisations and multilateral institutions.

As for a nation with weak economic and defence potentials the role of foreign
poliry is very important for Mongolia in security matters. Mongolia describes
its foreign poliry priorities as follows:

. Engaging in active cooperation, based on national interests that coin-
cide with globalisation;

' Advocating democracy, human rights and human security;
o Providing favourable external environment for developmenf and
. Developing human resourcesrr.
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All these are dedicated to resolving national development objectives and
ensnring human security, thus providing the protection for national security.

As Mongolia is implementing the above-mentioned objectives in a form of ac-

tive international cooperation, an important PaIt of this implementation is the

participation in multi-lateral dialogues and cooperation with international
organisations.

During the Cold War Mongolia used to secure its national security by keep-
ing its bilaterally agreed allied status. However, the international atmosphere

after the end of the Cold War has provided Mongolia an opportunity to develop

beneficial bilateral and multi-lateral cooperative relations with any country,
despite its sandwiched location between the two suPerPowers. Especially,
multi-lateral cooperation enables small nations to become active participants
of worldwide events and to push their own national interests through those
relations. Therefore Mongolia puts a great emphasis on multi-lateral cooPera-

tion. Recently some of Mongolia's influential politicians and analysts even

started to propose that active participation in regional and global multi-lateral
cooperation, especially the type of relations directed toward creating a com-
mon security mechanism, must become the utmost top priority of our national
foreign policy12.

Mongolia has a clear position on the arms issue: the number of each type of
arrns must be reduced; all international treaties and conventions must be im-
plemented; and the international community must develop mechanisms to ex-

ercise controls over its implementationl3.

Mongolia believes that creating non-nuclear zones in various regions of the
world would support the global and regional security tasks and accordingly,
in 1992 declared the territory of itself a non-nuclear zone. The tlN 55fr General

Assembly issued the resolution on recognising Mongolia's nuclear-weaPon
free status. This year, during the LN Millennium Summit the leaders of five
nuclear powers issued a joint statement of protecting the nudear-weapon free

status of Mongolia. We believe that it will have a great impact in ensuring not
only the national security of Mongolia, but the regional one, including human
security.

Mongolia supports the increasing control over chemical, biological and con-

ventional weapons and land mines prohibition motion. Further, Mongolia has

a direction to join the Convention on Land Mine Prohibition.la

Mongolia also supports the UN peacekeeping Process and holds a position
that certain measures must be taken in order to improve the effectiveness of
peacekeeping troops and more attention must be given to conflict prevention
diplomatic actions. Though Mongolia has made a decision to ioin as soon as

possible the peacekeeping process, its official position, stated at the UN 54th

General Assembly, makes clear that Mongolia will not support the so-called
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much disputed 'humanitarian involvement within the peacekeeping process'.
Mongolia considers it as violence without approval by the Security Council
that will jeopardise international security.

Mongolia supports UN efforts for social and economic development, calls for
UN increased attention toward these issues and has itself has been cooperat-
ing with the UN in this field. Mongolia has taken a very active approach within
the LN sphere of activities regarding landlocked countries.

In this age of evolving political and economic realities in the world and in the
region, Mongolia's unique national security concerns call for a foreign policy
where non-traditional and traditional security concerns should be given equal
consideration. The inclusive approach to human security discussed at the hu-
man security conference in Ulaanbaatar is all too embracing to serve as a man-
ageable basis for a focused human security agenda in our foreign policy. In line
with this approach advancing human security in Mongolia means persever-
ing further in our domestic efforts, many of which are supported by donors, in
all directions discussed and recommended at the conference. The key to suc-
cess is right policies and right institutions, as well as commitment and perse-
verance.

In the area of development cooperation greater emphasis is in order in areas,
which can substantially contribute, to reducing Mongolia's economic vulner-
ability such as special needs of land-locked developing countries, information
technology, human resources and environment.

The singular landlocked location, the transitional nature of Mongolia's
economy, 'the tyrannies of distance and isolation' and ecological conditions
pose a most fundamental structural challenge to Mongolia's economic security
and make Mongolia a prime case of economic vulnerability. Maximising the
external and internal factors conducive to Mongolia's economic development
has therefore been an overriding priority of Mongolia's national security strat-
egy ever since the start of the transition in the early 1990s. Mongolia's diplo
matic efforts have also been geared towards building an enabling external
environment for advancing Mongolia's development goals.

Given its present capabilities, Mongolia may not be able, at this stage, to
commit resources to all aspects of the outward-looking human security agenda
of the Human Security Network countries. But Mongolia can certainly contrib
ute by extending support to this agenda at regional and global institutions
and/or through joining issue-based coalitions, partnerships or caucuses.

The broad understanding was that, in the case of Mongolia, national secu-
rity was inconceivable without efforts towards achieving development and
strengthening democrary, and that advancing hurnan security is an important
part of strengthening national security as, say, protecting its borders.
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An important multilateral meeting that focused on human security was a UN-
sponsored lnternational Conference on the Relationship Betweel Disarma-
ment and Development, held inJuly 15-Aug. Z 1985 in Paris. A media preview
of the meeting appearing in Toronto's Financial Posf described it as'an-oppor-
tunity to enlarg- world understanding that human security demands more
resources for development and fewer for arms'. Preceding the conference was
a three-year study by 27 expefts 'from every area of the world', headed by
Inga Thorsson of Sweden, which concluded: 'The world has a choice. It can
continue to pursue the arms race, or it can move with deliberate speed toward
a more sustainable economic and political order. It cannot do both ' . ' the anns
race and development are in a competitive relationship.' (Douglas Roche, 'Bal-
ance out of kilter in arms/society needs', The Financial Posf (Toronto), 1.8 Janu-
ary 1986, p.8.)

The fact that this was a UN meeting based on a report authored by a world-
wide panel and which took up a cause already advocated by the developing
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countries through forums such as the Non-Aligned Movement is significant in
considering the current human security debate. Indeed, the concept of human
security was also invoked in a Xinhua News Agency report of a world disar-
mament conference held in B"ti*g in fune 1988 at which the President of the
Conference, Zhou Peiyuan, who was also president of the Chinese people's
association for peace and disarmament, 'stressed the peaceful utilization of
new scientific inventions for mankind, but not for military purposes', and
stressed 'growing concern from the international community for disarma-
ment, which is connected with world peace and human security.' ('Beijing
hosts disarmament conference', The Xinhua General Overseas News Service,
14 June 1988.)

While the disarmament-development nexus served as one of the bases for the
human securit5r concept, the concept was also used in conjunction with devel-
oping mulHlateral capabilities to deal with non-military threats. A 1987 report
by a 23-member panel, chaired by former US Attorney-General Elliot
Richardson, and including former World Bank President Robert McNamara,
former West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, former US Secretary of
State Cyms Vance and former Nigerian President Olusegun Obasanjo, pro-
posed a 'global watch' council under UN auspices which could serye as 'a small
political centre for high-level consultations on urgent matters of human secu-
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